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ENTERTAINMENTS.

_SFHOIAL

BIJOU SKATING PARLOR,
Federal Street, opp. the Park.
Open every Afternoon and Evening. HI attic Every Evening, Wednesday and Saturday Af-

terneons.

"rasr ADMISSION war

The management reserve the right to refuse admission or skates to objectionable parties.
PUtflOdtf
BERT C. WHITTIER. Manager.

PORTLAND

SKATING

RINK,

Storer Bros.’ Block, Middle St.
OPEN

EVENING.

EVERY

CENTS.

15 CENTS.
nulriloolUII
iocents.
Cadies,
SKATE CHECKS, 10 CENTS.
P. S. The management reserve the right to reInse all objectionable parties.
dee31dtf
C. H. KNOWLTON, Manager.
A nuiOQIDM

ST. STEPHENS*

—

AND

THE POBTLAND DAILY PRESS,

—

Fo« er’s Bye Home and
Carpet Beating

Booms,

13 PKEBLE ST., opposite Preble House. All oarpets Thoroughly Aired by Powerful exhaust
fans, and steam renorated by patent steam attachments.

Carpet* Cleansed

at all

eeaeoas

aPr11_

of the year.
sneodtf

DB. E. B. IfI'llO.
Clairvoyant and Botanic Physician, Medical Booms SOU
Congress Mt., Portland, Me.
Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh Is
to; all esses that are given up as incurable by

the allopathic and homrapathic
physicians. 1 will
take their case to treat and cure them. I find about
Lour fifths of the cases
given up to die can he cured.
Examination at a distanoe by letter, with their
run name and
place of residence and one 2 cent
stamp and $2.00, Examination seoond sight and
consultation free.
Office honn 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
mar3sntf

RENOVATE®

I. I.C. S.HA! I, WEONESOM tVE'G, mu 6.
6
Sapper
Entertainment
N.

Steam Machine Patent at

at

p.

—

m.

at

&P30__
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NINTH ANNUAL BALL
OF

—

—

will be held at

CITY

BY

—

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE, 13 Preble street. It
beds after sickness until they

Is not safe to use
nave been renovated

by

steam.

aprlleneodtf

IF YOU WANT

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
Preble St., Opp.
13

Preble House.
Kid Gloves Cleansed

No Ripping Required.
dsy.
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HALL,

ON

—

—

Wednesday Even'g, May 6
Tickets, admitting Gent and Ladies, 75 cents
MUSIC BV CHANDbEB.

ap30_
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RBAmiffGSr
MISS LIZZIE

II. SOULE’S

Entertainment of Portland Pupils will be
given
HALL, Exchange St.,

without the use of knife or ligature by
Dr. C. T. Fisk, 68 Pleasant street, Auburn.
Treats all diseases of the ilectnm successfully, without detention from business. Seven years experience and hundreds of cases enred in different
parts
of the State.
Read the following testimonials and see those referred to, which will oonvince the most skeptical:

CURED

Annual

at ROSSINI

Thursday Evening, ?say 7tli,
assisted by Mies Lizzie H. Knight, of Boston Aniphion Quart, tte, Mieses Annie and Emma Allen, Pianist, Master Jamie Dyer, Violinist.
ggAdmiaaion 45 ceuts. Tickets can be secured
at Stockbridge’s Music Store.
may5d3t

Greatest Sporting _Eyent of

tie Age

(Champion of the World.)
A T

_

CITY

Portland, Dec. 1, 1884.
We. the undersigned, having been successfully
treated by Dr. C. T. Fisk, can recommend him to
the confidence of the public. His method is simple,
almost painless, and requires no detention from
business.
FRED H. THOMPSON, 3G Union St.,
RICH’D K. GATLEY, 59 & 61 Union St.,
GEO. HUMPHREY, 72 Parris St., Portland.
D. F. GERTS, 455 Cumberland St., Portland.
JOHN F. MERRILL. 60 Cross St.. Portland.
ALBERT CHASE. 30 Preble St., Portland.
GARDINER WOOD, 5 Ttmple Place, Portl’d.

N. W. MORSE, 191 Federal St., Portland.

Names of many ladies treated In Portland will be
the Dr’s. Boom,

given at

v

IT 11. $.

WILLIAMS,

JOHN
er

Of Boston.

WEATHER

CONNOLY,

SHEPPARD,

Ex-Champion Light Weight.

The

9 a. m. to
eodtl

INDICATIONS.
Washington, May 5.
for New England are

indications

partly cloudy weather and occasional rain.
Southerly winds, slightly warmer.

McCABE,

MIKE

DVSVVVl

HOTEL, ROOM 18,

of Athletics at Harvard College.

PATSEY
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1 p. in,

marll

Just Arrived from London, England.
Teac

UiU

Every Saturday, from

ASSISTED AS FOLLOWS:

Prof.

A, V*

,

LEWISTON, ME.,
Thursday, may 7th.
JACK

UV

_

H A.L L

Ex-Champion Feather Weight of England.
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STRIKING QUARRYMEN.

FROM BOSTON OR NEW YORK.
The entertainment will close by a Scientific SetTo between JOHN L. SULLIVAN and an UNKNOWN. This will be the Greatest Exhibition of
Scientific Sparring ever given in New England.

Perkins’ Fall Orchestra will provide
music during the entertainment.
TICKETS: Reserved Seats, $1.00. Admission,
60 cents. Reserved seats at Bradford & Co’s Drug

Store, Cor. Pine & Lisbon Sts. Money will be refunded if JOHN L. SULLIVAN does not appear.
One
Patsey Sheppard. Master of Ceremonies.
Fare on Railroads from all Points.
m ay 6d3t

Two Nights

Friday and Saturday, May 8 and 9.
—

THE ENTIRE

BOSTON MUSEUM

COMPANY,
Manager,

Mb. R. M. Field,

will make

this

occasion,
Their Farewell Appearance thiw mc union,
presenting Augustin Daly’s great romantic play in
five acts,
on

PIQUE,

illustrative of life among the upper and lower classes, and pronounced

The Greatest Drama of Modern Times.
As

performed with the most brilliant success at the
Boston Museum.

Sale of seats commences Wednesday, May 6. Prices
75 and 50 oents; Gallery 35 eents.

iny4

Collision Between Strikers and the
Troops.
Two of

dlw

SKIrtAWtllAI,.

B Q> 3XTX> St

4s

Anson.

ARETAS
NO.

Bath.6b & 4c
Maine Central. .7b & 5s
P. & O. R. K.6s

SHURTLEFF,

194 niDDI.6 STREET, Portland.

January 1.1884.

]anldtf

Reported Killed
•

Chicago, May 4.—Sheriff Housbett of this
city has just received word from Lemont that
collision

between the troops and
that town this morning,
and that two of the strikers were killed. Two
of
State
companies
troops went to Lemont this
morning to gcaro the quarries there and to enable Lhe non-striking men to resume work. No
details have yet been received.
The action of tbe sheriff of Willconntyin
releasing 70 strikers captnred by tbe troops
near Joliet last Saturday, and who came from
Lemont, is assigned as one of the causes for the
present outbreak.
a

occurred

at

LATEK.

Lemont, May 4.—About 1000 strikers assem
bled at the depot here tbis morning with the
intention of capturing the militia if any came
They afterwards went to Walker and Singer’s
At 9.30 four comquarries and ousted them.
panies of militia and a detachment of Battery
C arrived from Joliet with Gen. Vance and
Col. Bennett in command.
They stopped at
the Excelsior quarry, and one company deployed as skirmishers, the other three companies marching to tbe quarries, where a mob
bad bongregated, to disperse them. The troops
were met on the edge of the town by a mob of
<tnn

son

---a_-_a

Col. Bennett formed front and charged up
Maiu Btreet with fixed bayonets, while the other company with a
detachment of Battery C,
formed at the right and left on side streets,and
the command, "Forward, charge bayonets,”
was

Rockland.Gi & 4s.
Mo. Pacific Gold.6s

the Former

striking quarrymen

POBTLANDTHEATRE.

given.

The mob, with wild hooting and cheering
met the main front with clnbs and rocks, bat
as the troops advanced steadily the mob
gave
way to the side of the street, and hurled a
shower of rocks at them, and one fired a shot.
Col. Bennet ordered them to be dispersed, and
a number that refused to
leave were prodded
with bayonets. One man, a Pole, was seriously stabbed.
Farther up the street the mob reformed and
commenced hurling stones, and a detachment
sent to disperse them fired a volley, and the
rioters then scattered.
Two men named Andrew Stiles and John Qaagra, were killed.The
troops are now clearing the streets of howling
women and children.
More trouble is apprehended. The troops will encamp at Singer’s
quarry.
When the mob were charged at the point of
the bayouet, Co. A suffered severely, 16 men
being hit by stones, and Private George Briggs
being badly hurt. Co. B’s right flank was attacked, and as the mob persisted, about ten
shots were fired and then Co. A charged the
mob, which retired.

Chicago, May 4—12.15jp. m. —Three companies of State troops from Joliet left for Le-

and disembarked at the Excelsior Stone
quarry two miles south of Lemont. They were
then advised that the strikers in
large numbers had made an assault upon men loading a
canal boat with stone one mile north of
Lemont. Proceeding to that point a collision between the troopB and sirikers occurred .there a
little before noon.
The following official report from Adjutant
Gonerai Vance has been sent to Governor Oglesby: Col. Bennett removed his command
except one company from Joliet to Lemont,
arriving at abont 9 a. m., and forming line at
South Lemont Deputy Sheriff Potter conducted the troops into Lemont near the Alton
depot, where a mob of 600 to 1600 strikers «ete
oongregated.
They were commanded to disperse and go to their homes by Deputy Sheriff
The strikers
Pctter, but they would not.
rushed towards the troops, throwing stoneH.
Major Heffernan and one or two others were
struck and slightly wounded. The air was full
of slones. In self defence the troops fired,and
two strikers were killed and several wounded.
Before the troops fired, a pistol was fired from
a house into the troops.
The troops have passed on to their original destination at the Singer
and Talcott quarry.
A great many people are
in the Btreets now, but are quiet.
mont
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LAWSON CARD CO...
Hi iJeilfortl street.
For sale by all
Goods Dealers.

iiOVi

ON, »!/*;*•.

Stationers, .Newsmen and Fancy

Portland, Me.
LORING, SHORT & HARMON.Congress St
McLKLLAN, MOSHER & CO.37 Exchange St.
BAILEY & NO YES.66 Exchange St.
ap23
cod2wlstp

GETTYSBURG.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published overy Thursday Mornino, at (2.60 ■
year; if paid In advanoe, (2.00 a year.
Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation In every part
of the State) for (1.00 per sqnare for first insertion
and 60 cents per sqnare for each subsequent inser-

tion.

Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING 00.

MAINE.
RECENT DEATH* IN BATH.

Judge Henry Tallmun.
(Special to the Press.)
Bath, May 4.—Judge Henry Tallman died
last night and another old familiar figure will
be missed from oar streets. The Jadge lived
to the good old age of 80 years.
He had been
confined to his boose for only about one week.
His step has never seemed very feeble, and hil
intellect continued tclear to the last of hit
days. He was a native of this city and bis entire life was spent here. His father was Peleg
Tallman, who was notable in his day in public life as an extensive .shipowner and a man
of large wealth.
Judge Tallman commenced the practice of
law in this city and continued in the profession until within a few weeks of his demise
Of good natural abilities his knowledge of
the principles of jurisprudence and of statute
law was sound and thorough. As a counselor
he was eminently judicious and trustworthy,
adverse about advisiDg clients to go
to law, bat when once in with their oagp he
was true to their interests.
He was eminently

PERFECTLY SATISFIED.

good-hearted man and remarkably courteous
in his daily deportment.
For twenty-eight years he had been a member of the Winter Street Ghnrcb. For many
years he had been a prominent leader in the
a

wBwperauue uausa auu a

Strong

proiliOiliODiai,

ignoring compromising affiliation with political parties. Judge Tallman was one of the
last of the few “old school gentlemen” for
which Bath has been notable.
He has a brother residing in Richmond, in
this State, who is of more advanced age than
was the judge.

Judge Tallman held daring bis life some
pablic offices of trust and honor. He was attorney general of the State from 1849 to 1863;
county attorney for Lincoln county before its
division, State senator, municipal judge for
the city of Bath Bixteen years, bis last term
ending in February of this year.
John Emery.
Today, at noon, the death of John Emery
took place of Bright’s
disease. He had
been for a lifetime in
the wool trade in
this city, was a large real estate owner, and a
director of the Sagadahock National Bank.
His age was 78 years, and his death sudden.

Defaulting

Sentenced.
Camden, May 4.—Fred B. Dunum, the defaulting Lincolnville postmaster, has been
sentenced to a fine of $50 and eight m mths’
A

Postmaster

imprisonment.
■now in Knox County.
Six inches of snow fell in the adjoining
towns of Hope and Union on Saturday, and
there was considerable sleighriding yesterday.
A Singular Accident.
Lewiston, May 4.—At Leeds Juootion to-

day, as the Farmington car was attached to
the train, Mr. Huse of Rochester, N Y., who
was in the closet, was thrown [through a window. His shoulder was dislocated and the
artery cut inihis arm.
Duried Treasure Unearthed.
Bangor, May 4.—Last Tuesday, Thomas
Fatten of West Hampden on his farm nneartbed a copper |kettle which contained 197
silver coins—two French, two Mexicau, and
the rest Spanish. All bat five were over 100
years old.
End of the Strike on the Grand Trunk.
Montreal, May 4.—The Grand
Trunk
workmen met today, nearly 1000 being present.
They were addressed by their leaders and they
afterwards voted for the strike. The vote had
no sooner been taken, however, than the men
commenced to stream into the opened nates of
the works and the leaders called for another
vote. This was also shown to be very unanimous for a strike but nevertheless
the crowd
moving towards the works grew larger, and
the chairman and leaders, seeing that there
was no hope, advised all to go in and not sacnnce themselves tor the men

ened.

The

strike, therefore,

who

bad

weak-

Veterans

of Mr. Little’s term as postmaster of Auburn
was IS years and 9 months, his first commission having been signed August 6, 1868, by
Andrew Johnson, and his last by Garfield.
BATH.

In regard to the subordinate positions in the
Bath custom house, the Bath Times says it
has good authority fcfor saying that the only
new appointments
the collector proposes to
make at present is one to fill a vacancy.
A meeting of the vessel owners and agents
of vessels in the coal trade was held Friday
evening in Bath. There was a good attendF. C. Curtis was elected chairman and
ance.
K. Crosby secretary. The meeting was called
for a discussion of the depressed and unremunerative condition of eastern coal freights
and to further consider tbe expediency of
adopting a minimum rate of freights on coal
shipped from New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and other Chesapeake points.,The owners
present were in favor of adopting a rate, and
us it was impossible for several large owners to
be present, it was ruled to adjourn to next

Friday evening.

CAMDEN.

Frederick Conway, th6 only surviving Free
Mason of the Camden Protective Masonic
Company during the Morgan excitement, died
Monday morning, aged 85 years. In 1825 he
marched in the procession of Masons at the
dedication of Bunker Hill monument.
He
was a highly esteemed citizen.
klTTERT.
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tery navy yard waa discharged and work
snapended in every department.

I

am a

coppersmith by trade,

and the small

of the New

parti-

MALARIAL POISON.
We have used Swift’s

Specific in

our

family

as

an

antidote for malarial poison for two or three years,
and have never known it to fail in a single instance.
W. 0. Fcklow.
Sumpter Co., Ga., Sept. 11, 1884.

ULCERS.
For six or eight years I suffered with uieers on
a<y right leg. 1 was treated wit hlodide of Potas.1, \m and Mercury, and 1 became helpless. Six bottles of Swift’s Specific made a permanent enre.
jre b. 28,1886. M. D. Wilson, Gainsvilla, Ga.
Swift”* Specifle is entirely vegetable. Treatise on
a nd Skin Diseases mailed free.
The S\ yist Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta Ga.
janld&wlynrin
or 169 W. 23d St., N. Y.
Blood

Watc.hes, Clocks,Charts
MAIITkCAL INSTRUMENTS
Eve Glasses, Spectacles, Spy, Maa full line
and Tourist.'* Glasses, Linen Testers, Reading
and Magnifying illajsses, Goggles, Eye Shades etc.

and

rine

a

to watch repairing, and
Personal attenti on given
record kept of the' running of all tine watches.

IRA BERRY, JR.*
mar

10

48 Exchange St

___<*><*«

m

REMOVAL.

Portland Dispensary,

4841-2 (JOMRESS ST.,
Between Centre and Browu. Open
from it to la a. in.
my

in Washington—Hie Idea
Administration.
Washington, D. C., May 4.—In a despatch to
the Louisville Courier-Journal tonight Mr. Wattereon says that “a slight attack of sore eyes suggested
a visit to Washington” and after having tried the
“executive and department treatment” for nearly
a week he gives his impression as follows:
“The
I
administration is a Democratic administration.
have never doubted this in the least and if I had
been given the making of it, I could not better have
suited myself. Indeed, I have been so well pleased
that I have been content to stay at home and play
at philosophy, learning others to play at patronage,
quite satisfied that the present eminent and acMr. Wnttersou

cles of brass and copper from filing got into sores on
my arms and poisoned my whole system.
Mercury
administered brought on rheumatism, and I became
I took two dozen bottles of
a helpless invalid.
Swift’s Specific. My legs, arms and hands are all
right again. I use them without pain. My restoraPeter E. Love,
tion is due to 8. S. S.
Jan. 9,1886.
Augusta, Ga.

dlw

and

Report that President Cleveland Was
Shot at While on His Return.
4.—Tlie historical
visit of veterans of the Army of the Potomac
to the battlefield, took place today.
Tbe number of visitors was much smaller than had been
The
and party
expected.
President
arrived on a special train at noon. Among
those with him were Vice President Hendricks, Secretary Eodicott, wife a us) daughter,

Gettysburg,Pa., May

Secretary Whitney, Postmaster General Vilas,
Gen. Frye, Swiss
Minister, Commissioner

complished men with whom he has surrounded
himself might be trusted to give us a civil service
capable and clean to handle the public busiuess
with fidelity and efficiency and to discharge adequately their obligations both to the people and
Personal contact and opportunities for
party.

getting at both sides of the points of criticism and
dispute have strengthened these original impressions, and I am happy to say that the case of sore
with which 1 started from home has entirely
disappeared.” Of the President, Watterson says:
“As 1 have seen him no man has a livelier wish to
gratify the Wishes of others. He wants to do the right
thing and the kindly thiDg, and there is not the
smallest doubt that since his election he has been
inspired by the truest spirit of justice and most
conscientious sense of duty, equally loyal to his
great place and to his party, askiDg no favors and
looking to his work to vindicate itself, and very
great lorbearance and patient temper should be extended
the public to such a public servant. He
selected uis political advisers by the rule of fitness
and he has inspired them with bis own business-like
spirit. The departments are m the hands of the
most uniform and methodical and in every one of
them there circulates the atmosphere of the workeve

RIEL’S REBELLION.

A new G. A. R. poat was organized at Lnbee
recently, named Post Brown. Col. A. B. Sumner waa elected commander.

Winnipeg, May 4.—The telegraph line is
still down west of Humboldt, and nothing has
come

through

by

make similar reductions.

Winnipeg.

Rif?aH
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b- 11 orl

at
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Fort Qu’Appelle yesterday.
They will be
embalmed aud brought to Winnipeg. Lieut.
Swinford's body is expected to arrive there tomorrow and will be similarly treated.
The officers of the Canadian Pacifio Railroad
say that navigation will be opened between
Port Arthur and th9 Eastern Provinces in ten
days. They have three ironclad ocean steamers said to be the finest on the
continent, that
make close connection with their trains.
at

BURNED TO DEATH,
Father, mother and Hon Perish in Their
Burning Home.
Watebloo,N. Y., May 4.—A fire which was
thought to have been extinguished broke out
again Saturday at midnight in James Logan’s
house on the south side of tbe river.
Logan
and his wife in attempting to rescue a son
aged nine years from the upper story in which
he was sleeping, were overcome by the heat
and smoke and, with the son, perished.
Mrs.
Logan’s bedy was found burned to a crisp, and
Mr. Logan was found upon his back with his
child clasped in his arms.
Both were dead
Another child, Lottie, aged 14 years, was rescued, but was so severely burned that she cannot recover.

Two other children were rescued

The bouse was not wholly deuninjured.
stroyed. Mr. Logan was forty years of age and
prominent in business aud political circles, being at the time of his death chairman of the
Democratic county committee.

NEW

YORK.

Brignoli'a Remains.
New Yobk, May 4.—The remains of the
late Signor Brignoli, which wore placed nearly

six months ago in tbe marble cemetery in
Second street, were transported to-day to Calvary Cemetery, where they were interred.
Another Victim of Sunday's Fire.
Kate Kaernes, 28 years old, one of the 13
victims of the Sunday morning's fire who
were taken
to the hospital alive, died this
morning. Her death brings the number of
dead up to nine, leaving 12 patients yet in the
hospital. These may all recover.
A jury was empanelled to-day to hold an inquest on the bodies of the victims of the First
Avenue tenement house fire.

FINANCIAL.
Failure of J. R.

Osgood A Co.
Boston, May 4.—James R. Osgood & Co.,
the well known publishers, have failed. They
have made an assignment to Robert M. Morse,
Jr., and called a meeting of their creditors for
the 12th inst. The Heliotype Printing Co. has
also made an assignment to Mr. Morse, and a
meeting of the creditors has been called for tbe
12th inst
The liabilities of Osgood & Co. are
auout Jtisu.uuo, aud assets are nominally
large.
The liabilities and assets of
the Heliotyps
Printing Co. are unknown.

GEN. GRANT.
Nbw York, May 4—General Grant worked
on his book today, dictating for
nearly two
hours and bringing in the events np to the return of the Army of the Potomac at
Washington.
“He is not as well as yesterday” said Ool.
Fred Grant, "though of course that does not
mean that he is bad.”

PLYMOUTH’S PLAGUE.
Eleven Deaths
—The People

Reported There Yesterday

Recoining Despondent.
Wilkesbakrr. Pa.. May 4.—The death rate at
Plymouth today was the highest since the outbreak

of epidemic. Eleven deaihs were reported
up to 6
o’clock this p. m. The funerals of 5 victims of the
scourge took place today. There is a very despondent feeling in the town, especially as it is known
that a large number of persons are now
lying at the
point of death. At a meeting, yesterday, committees were appointed to visit every ward and lind
out the number of sick and those who needed
help
and at another meeting this evening it was resolved
to open a public subscription for aid of the destitute.

Outrage* in Tennessee.
Wayf.kly, TenD., May 4.—Late Saturday night a
party of disguised men visited the boose of Conley
Johnson, colored, in big Bottom, near Ebenzer
Ctnrch. and ordered him to open his door. Herefused, whereupon the door was beaten down and
several shots fired into the house. Johnson
leaped
from the back window an
started to run away
when a dozen or twenty shots were fired at him.
when his body was found this
morning It was filled
with
s! ot and there was a bullet hole
through his
head. The affair is supposed to have been caused
by a difficulty which occurred two weeks ago between a negro aud a while man at a
log rolling.
Several negroes were whipped a week or ten
days
ago in the same vieinity. The parties are un-

known.

fourxl dead at hia home with a bullet
hole through hia breaat.
It is not known
whether tbe shooting was accidental or a case
of suicide.
Harlow waa a one-armed man
about 35 years of age, and unmarried, living
ail alone. He was fonnd by a neighbor who
virited him about 9 o’clock.
A coroner
deemed an inquest unnecessary.
OAKLAND.

J. M. Fields’ jewelry store waH broken into
Thursday night, April 30tb, and from $150 to
$200 worth of goods stolen.
RICHMOND.

A poat of the G. A. R. was organized in
Richmond, Friday evening, by 0. Horace
Holman, chief mustering officer, of Lewiston,
assisted by B. F. Beals, A. Q M., of Aubarn,
comrades from Rideont Post of Bowdoinham and two from Hildreth
Post, South
Gardiner. Tbe new post starts with nineteen
members, with immediate prospect of large
additions.
ten

WATBRVILLB.

I. H. Low and S. C.
were

Marston, both tradesbadly injured Friday night.

The horse they were driving ibeing frightened
at a tire alarm, ran the carriage ioto a post,
which pitched them violently to the gronnd.
Mr. Low suffered a serious contusion on the
head. Mr. Marston is not hurt fatally.
It is
thought that both men will be made cripples.

WASHINGTON.
The Patent Om<r

Washington, May 4.—During the month of
April tbe patent office received 3159 new appli-

patents, fees upon which aggreThis is tbe largest sam in fees
yet received by the patent office for any one
month.

cations

lay, J. 0.

Nngent, Jas. A. Pine, Timothy B.
Percy, Sampson Plummer, George D. Robin-

Earl

Granville in Parliament.

Regular Monthly Meeting of the
City Council Last Night.

Russia Consents to Fresh Negotiations

Panage of the Salary Bill and Other

Important

and Arbitration.

London, May 4.—In the House of Lords this
afternoon, Earl Gran Title, Secretary of 8tate

for Foreign Affairs, in answer to inquiries,
stated that England and Russia had agreed
to renew
the
in
negotiations
London
concerning the Afghan frontier qnestion
and that the details had been arranged foi
the meeting of the delimitation commission.
His Lordship said that both England and Rnssia had agrerd that the difficulties which had
arisen from the Penjdeh incident should be
submitted to "a fall investigation and refer-

Moscow, May 4.—The Gazette says it has
believe that an honorable expedient
has been found by which both sides oan settle
the Russo-Euglish dispute.
MaDy continental papers are still skeptical
regarding a peaceful issue of toe dispute. The
Pesther Lloyd says that a trifling
mishap on
the Afghan frontier may annihilate all hopes
of peace.
The Dentsche Aeitung says that
Russian diplomacy is not as yet anywhere near
the end of its artifices and tricks. Russia
may
again and again pat a difficulty in the way of
wuu
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clare that she will make

boundary.
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concession on the

St. Petersburg, May 4.—Although no definite news of an arrangement between England
and Russia has been received, the war cloud
seems suddenly to have dissolved.
The news
that England has not annexed Port
Hamilton,
in the Japan Sea, gives a feeling of relief.
London, May 4.- A Tirnul despatch states
that it is reported that Ayoub Khan, former
Ameer of Afghanistan, is still closely guarded
in Persia.
Penjdeh has paid tribute to Herat for an
hundred years, and fifteen Afghan soldiers
have been to Penjdeh since 1881 as an escort
for the governor. Penjdeh, therefore, is an integral part of the province of Herat.
It is rsported that the Afghans of Badakshau have asked to be annexed to Russia, and
that negotiations towards that object are proceeding, through the Ameer of Bokhara and
the Governor of Turkestan.
A Copenhagen despatch states that an English man-of-war has passed the Skaw for the
Cattegat. Eleven iron-clads of unknown nationality passed through the great belt on Friday for the Baltic. The governments of Denmark, Sweden and Norway agree to maintain
an attitude of strict
neutrality in the event of
war between England and Russia.
M. De Staal was present at the Naval AcadEarl Granville, iu his speech,
emy banquet.
expressed a somewhat confident hope of peace,
as follows:
It is to be hoped that both England and the other friendly nations represented here tonight may find for years to come
by
honorable and good relations the means of continuing their course in the happy paths and
fertilizing ohannels of continuous peace.
Chicago, May 4.—A despatch to the News
from London says: The government continues
to give out large orders for war stores of all
kinds. The admiralty is surveying additional
steamers with a view of freighting or purchasing them. Though Russian papers are not so
outspoken as they formerly were, probably in
consequence of hints from their government,
it is well known that Russia is making strenuous efforts to increase her armament.
Indian
banks have given notice that they will not advance money against shipments unless the vessels are insured at war risks, The Indian government is enforcing rigid economy in all departments in order to meet the expense of war
preparations without levying fresh taxes,
which would be likely to disturb native loyaltyLondon, May 4.—The admiralty has issued
an order
stopping the further chartering of
snips of small capacity that were intended to
be used for transportation of troops.
This order is regarded as foreshadowing an end of all

war preparations.
A despatch from China states that an English fleet has occupied Port Hamilton. The
Chinese protest against this act as a violation
of the integrity of Corea.
Other despatches from Tientsin state that
the dispute between China and Russia regardmu
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oas uecome

acute, owing to tbe non-arrival of the Russian
members of the delimitation commission, and
the constant postponement of the date of their
afrival at the place of meeting. The Chinese
commissioners have been ready for several
months to begin the delimitation and the failure of the Russian commissioners te meet
them has caused the Chinese government to
fear that the same course pursued by the Russians respecting the Afghan frontier will be
followed in this case.
Now that the difficulty
with France in relation to Tonquin has been
China
has
bscome more courageous
settled,
and demands that Russia fulfill her part of the
agreement which led to the appointment of a
commission
It is said that China also intimated that she is quite prepared to enforce her
claims iu regard to the frontier of Manchooria.
The Chinese allege that the Rnssians have
been constantly encroaching upon Chinese
territory ever since the Ignatieff agreement of
1860.
St. Peter*bubo, May 4.—It is stated that
the Imperial ministry, in council, have decided fully upon the utmost limit of concession
which Russia is willing to make England in
the pending Afghan controversy.

THE DOMINION.
The 81.

Lawrence

not

yet Open

to

Naviga-

tion.
Quebec, May 4.—An untucoessful attempt has
been made to blow up the Cape Range ice
bridge
near this city.
Three hundred pounds of powder
was used, but only a small portion of the
was
blown up. The ice is said to be grounded. Another
attempt will be made today. If ,his Is not successful it »ill be hard to say when navigation will be
opened to Montreal, as the high spring tides of
Thursday and Friday had no effect upon tne ice.
Death of Colonel Kennedy.

Too

Ottawa, May 4.—A cable message received by
governor general Irom London announces the
death there, ot small pox, of Colonel Kennedy of
the Nile voyagers.
the

THE OLD WORLD.
El Mahdi’s

Troops

Still Commit-

tmg Depredations.

interesting

Experiments with Cholera
Virus in

Sunday morning Erastus Harlow of Minot

shop.

Coal Miners’ Strike.
Canton, Pa., May 4.—The threatened strike
among the coal miners of Turcarawas, Ohio, and
Cannelton, which it is feared will involve the miners in the district to the number of nearly six
thousand before a settlement is reached, began today. 260 men in the Cannelton district have quit
work. The Tuscarawas and Cannelton operatives
say that the rate of 66 cents per ton established in
the Hocking Valley enables the Hocking Vallei
operators to undersell them in Cleveland and other
lake ports. The Richards Coal
company, employing
a large number of men, has
posted a reduction oi
from seventy-five to sixty
cents, and it is said that
the miners will go out
today. Other operators will

to

Indian Agent McDonald has gone to Touchwood where the Indians have left their reserve.
They have plenty of provisions, and
McDonald does not see why they have left the
reserve.
He will try to get them back. There
is a report that they have gone north, but it is
not confirmed.
The remains of Private Ferguson of the 9th

Spain.

waa
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Important Declarations by
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men

CITY GOVERNMENT.

Measures.

The regalar monthly meeting of the City
Council was held last evening and a large
amount

of business

was transacted.
mayor and Aldermen.
The entire board was present, Mayor Deering in the chair.

In Board of

PBTrTIONS REFERRED.

Of S. T. Corser, lot removal of tree on Myrtle street. To committee on streets.
Of residents in the vicinity of Bramhall
lane, representing the bad oondition of the
lane, and asking that something be done to the
some. To committee on streets, sidewalks and
bridges.
Of Horace S. Pride, for sewer on Qrant
street, extending from Grove street to some
point near Weymouth street.
To committee
on drains and sewers.
Of Ammi Whitney and nine others for a
change in the sewer on Clark street between
Spring and Danforth streets.
To committee
on drains and sewers.
Of D.W. DeLachenr and 14 others,that Arsenal street be extended some three hundred
feet to Gilman street. To committee on streets,
sidewalks and bridges.
Of Bnrbam Thompson, for damages sustained by reason of injuries and consequent
loss of work snstained by being thrown from a
carriage by steam fire engine No. 1, on Congress street, August 6,1883.
To committee on

judicial proceedings.

Of J. Larochelle and 13 others for a brick
sidewalk on Preble street above Oxfotd street.
To committee on streets, sidewalks and bridges.

Of

Dumber of citizens, that Hall street be

a

properly graded.

Of A. L. Millett & Co., for permission to
and maintain a steam engine and boiler
No. 591 Congress street. Granted.
Of the New England Telepbona and Telegraph Company to erect suitable poles for carrying wires aud were cables on Milk, Market,
Fore, Central and the southerly side of Commercial streets. By the erection of these poles
a great many wires
will be taken from the
roofs of buildings over which they now run
and cables will be substituted for the wires
now in use. To committee on electrical
appliances snd notice ordered.

•reot

NEW WOODEN BUILDINGS.

The

following petitions

were referred to the
committee on new wooden buildings:
Of Isaac Abrams, to erect a new wooden
building at No. 10 Chatham Street.
Of E. T. Bnrrowes, to erect a new wooden
bnilding on the Western Promenade, near
Brain hall street.
Of H. H. Brockman, to erect a new wooden
bnilding on Cumberland street.
Of Charles M. Abbott, to erect a new wooden
building on Gray street.
Of Patrick Feeney, to erect a new wooden
bnilding at No. 201 Cumberland street.
Of Moses H. Sampson,
o
erect a new
wooden building at No. 841 Congress street.
Of Hiram Knowlton, to erect a new wooden
bnilding on Arsenal street.
Of Martin Conley, to erect a new wooden
bnilding at No. 35 Hammond street.
Of Mary J. Frazer, to erect a new wooden
building at the corner of Fore and Chatham
streets.
Of S. T. Corser, to enlarge the wooden
building on the corner of Myrtle and Cumberland streets.
orders

passed.

That the committee on streets, sidewalks
and bridges have Middle street paved with
granite blocks from near Plum street to near
Market street, the estimated expense being

82,462.

That the committee on streets, sidewalks
and bridges have Pearl street paved with
granite blocks from a point near Milk street to
Fore street, the estimated expense being 81550.
That the oommittee on streets, sidewalks
and bridges have Congress street paved with
granite blocks from India street to Pearl street
in place of the wooden pavement now in
use,
and at an estimated expense of 89,750.
That the committee on streets, sidewalks
and bridges cause Exchange street, near the
Post Office, to be paved with granite blocks at
an estimated expense of 8610.
That the committee on streets, sidewalks
and bridges cause Congress street, from Washington to North, to be paved with granite
blocks.
That the outlet of the sewers
discharging
into Back Bay be placed in charge of the committee on drains and sewers.
That tbe committee on unimproved real
estate consider the
advisability of selling a
piece of the city’s land on Spring street to
John L. Best and report at the next
meeting.
That the committee on streets, sidewalks
and bridges see that the following streetB be
put in a proper condition for travel, and that
the gutters on the same be
cleaned, and if possible paved with cobble stones, viz.:
Walnut,
Melbourne, Montreal and Quebec to the
Promenade, and also Howard street from Congress to Quebec.
That the city clerk give notice in the
Daily
Pee,s and Eastern Argus to all parties interested that it is the intention of the board to
construct certain sewers, and that a
hearing
will be given on Monday, June 1, at 7.30 p. m.
in the aldermen’s room.
That the trimming and removal of trees in
the city
be done
under the direction; of
the committee on streets,
sidewalks and
hpWlrvnm
The order for

brick sidewalk on Washing,
ton 6treet, was referred to the committee on
streets, sidewalks and bridges, and that for a
briok sidewalk on Oxford street to the same
committee.
EVERGREEN CEMETERY.

Wm. T. Small submitted hig annual report
as
secretary and treasurer of the trustees of
Evergreen Cemetery. The report states that
the expenditures daring the year have been
nearly $18,000, and that this amount includes
expenditures other than those ordinarily
made.
The old bridges at the ponds have
been replaced with new ones, the central avenue has been
much improved by a change of
grade, a large bronze fountain has been pur?
cbased and placed near the office, and severa
bronze vases have been bought.
A. larg"
amount o( fencing bas been completed. In re*
Kara to the receiving tomb, the babit of pilinK
caskets upon the floor is mentioned, and th
need of more cell room is nrged.
The advisa
bility of allowing the bodies of those who have
died of contagious diseases to be placed in the
tomb is questioned, and legislation on this
point will probably be asked of the city government.

The bond for $2,000 of William T. Small as
secretary and treasurer of the trustees of Evergreen Cemetery was read and approved.
U. W. Hersey, city treasurer, repoited a
statement of receipts and expenditures ou Evergreen cemetery account during the year ending March 31, 1885, also a condition of the Evergreen fund account at same date:
Balance to credit of said account
April 1st, 1884.$
3,612.60
Received from appropriation of City
Council.
800.00
From sale of lots.
4,560.00
Other items.
9,145.61
Total.
Paid employes pay roll.
Total exhibii s.

Leaving a balance of.
Total Evergreen fund May 4, 1885,

$18,01877

12,825.34

17,755.42

262.76

28,937.31

TREASURER’S REPORT.

Paid on Mayor’s orders.$
Balance to new aooount.

General News.

for

gated $100,640

Two Crnta Short.

Treasurer Jordan said today that the oount
of moneys and securities in the United States
Bo
treasury is progressing moat satisfactory.
far the only discrepancy found was in the cash
room, where there was a shortage of two cents
in a five dollar package of pennies.

A

Devastating

Storm.

Berlin, May

4.—A severe thunder storm
devastated a portion of Central Germany last
Friday. The places which Buffered most are
located along the base of the Hesse mountains,
and in the province of Saxony.
Guerilla Warfare Near ttunkim.
Scakjm, May 4.—El Mahdi’s men are becoming more daring every day. Last night
they sarronnded Tambouk and Otao and kept
np a heavy fire on both places all night. The
firing, however, was made from too long a
range to be effective. Another forward movement by the British
troops is expected to take
place to-morrow.
A Dongola despatch states that El Mahdi
has dismissed from his service the Emir of

Berber.
Opening

of

World’s exposition of
Inventions.
London, May 4.—The Prince of Wales
opened the World’s Exposition of Inventions
to-day. The Prince of Wales, Duke of Edinburgh, Duke of Cambridge, Earl Granville
and Sir William Vernon Harcourt were among
the distingnished persons
present. The attendance of the general public was very large.
Auguste Dumont Dead.
Parh, May 4.—The death is announced to*
day of Auguste Dumont, the newspaper kingi
who was the founder, editor-in-chief or manager of several newspapers in this city.
The Cholera in Spain.
Madrid, May 4.—A number of people in
Valencia are being inoculated with cholera
virus to prevent inoculation with the scourge
in its normal form. The results of these operations are being closely watched by doctors
and scientists.
The virus inoculation produces a tumor on the patient, who becomes
severely prostrated from the effects in about
24 hours, but generally recovers entirely within 48 hours after the operation. All the provinces of Spain have sent doctors to Valencia
to stody the system.
It is generally believed
that these experiments already have established the success of the system of cholera

inoculation.

the

QGeo. Abbott of Now Jersey, baa signed a bill preventing ra lroad companies from leasing their roads
or franchise until they have obtained
legislative
consent.

James M. Phipps, an aged and influential
of Milan, N, H., and a Representative elect
next legislature, died at his home of

citizen
to

the

paralysis, Sun-

day.
Charles Cram fell adlstanee of 30 feet from a
coal staging at Portsmouth, N. H., yesterday morning. Hh struck the deck of a vessel and was killed

instantly.

The New Quarantine Station.
The following is the page in the report of the
Surgeon General of the navy upon which the
negotiations for the establishment of the quarantine along the coast of Maine are based:
"The residents near Portsmouth, N. H.,
having addressed you an earnest protest against
the presence of infected vessels in their harbor, I proceeded, by yonr instructions in August last,to look for a desirable location among
the island on the coast of Maine. The Light
House Board, on my application to Commander Picking,
lately inspector of that district, for
information about the coast, tendered us the
use of Widow’s Island, in Penobscot Bay.
Commander Crowninshieid met me at Rockland and took me in the steamer Iris to visit
the island and the line of coast to Mt. Desert.
I find the island's location well suited for the
It is about
purposes of a quarantine station.
fifteen acres in extent, easy of access from the
The village of
sea, and has safe anchorage.
Vinalhaven, in “Fox Island Thoroughfare," is
about three miles away, and boatmen there
will undertake to furnish fresh supplies to the
station.
The city of Rockland is distant
about twelve miles only, and a steam tug stationed there could be need to keep up communication by agreement with the health officers
of the town. To build a wharf, dig a well to
supply fresh water (which was not found daring oar exploration) and to erect a small pavilion hospital with necessary offices, the sum of
$6,000 will be required. Very simple constructions of boards and canvas will be sufficient to
protect the crew of an Infected vessel at a safe
distance from the hospital building. After the
buildings are erected It will be necessary to
employ a keeper to protect the property when
not occupied by the sick. On the arrival of an
infected vessel with yellow fever, for example,
the charge of the island and anchorage will be
turned over to the officers of the vessel and the
keeper withdrawn.
Additional medical assistance and supplies can be furnished from
Portsmouth in a few hoars.

866 773.66

74,564.10
$961,537.66

ELECTRIC

LIGHT! VG

Alderman Noyes as gas agent read a proposition from the American Electric Light Company offering to maintain one hnndred electric
lights at a cost per night of fifty cents a
light. The city is to pay the company $18,250
per year, and the company will extinguish alt
gas and naphtha lights.
Alderman Noyes
stated that as this would reduce the income of
the gas company, in which the city is Interested, and would also lessen the expense of lighting the streetB, he should soon ask for instructions as to the course to be pursued by him.
THE CONGRESS STREET LINE.

The joint

standing committee on laying out
reported that they had considered
the rerunning of the sontherly line of Congress
street from Temple to Pearl streets, had
given
a public hearing on the
question and recommended the rerunning of the line in accordance
with the plans of the city civil engineer.
It was ordered on the foregoing report that
the street be accepted as altered.
new streets

REVISION OF ROLES AND ORDERS.

The committee to revise the rules and orders
of the city council reported thiough Edward
A. Noyes, chairman, reoommending the adoption of two additional rules, providing for immediate notice to be given of non-concurrence
of one board in measures from the other, and
the precedence of matters requiring concurrent
action.
The report was accepted.
LICENSES GRANTED.

The

following applications

viclualers

were

PETROLEUM LICENSE?.
The following applications for licenses to
petroleum were read and referred to the
chief engineer of the fire department: From
W. & C. R. Milliken, 200 gallons; W. L. Wilson & Co., 2600 galB.; Perley & Rnssell, 2000
gals.; Portland Kerosene Oil Co., 2000 gals;
Ryan & Kelsey, 2000 gals.; Hantley W. Lewie,
1000 gals ;
Woodbury & Latham, 2600 gals.;
Howes, Hilton & Harris, 2600 gals.
store

THE SOLDIERS’ MONUMENT.
A communication was received from Gen.
John M. Brown, chairman of the executive
committee of tbe Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Monument Association, asking that action be taken
on the petition of the association that tbe
city
grant them the lot of land now occupied by
the Old Uity Building. This petition was presented to tbe last city government and referred
to the present conncil.
A bearing was ordered for Wednesday, the
13th instant.
THE SALARY BILL.

Mayor Oeering read the following message
in regard to the salary bill:
Portland, Mayor’s Optic a,)
May 4th, 1886.
Gentlemen—l do not approve at the salary bill as
passed at tbe last stated meeting ol the City Connoil, and most respectfully return the bill to this

board.
You will remember in nsy address to the
City
CouDctl, when 1 assumed the responsibilities of ray
omee.that requested you would carefully scrutluiie
eaoh item of expenditure- Therefore,
believlug yon
did not give thia bill that careful consideration that
It should have received, I thiuk
you should reconsider it.
Oue Alderman requested that the board should
consider, and vote upon eaoh section of the bill separately. This request was very proper and reasonable, and 1 believe it should have been granted.
Should you reconsider tbe bill, 1 tru*t you will
give
each A derman the right to vote upon er to criticise
(if he deeires) eacb section by itself. In my Judgment tbe general Increase of salaries Is not necceasary or Judicious at this time of great and possibly
unavoidable depression In all our manufacturing
and commercial industries
This unpleasant truth, with tbe X now
ledge that
wherever practicable, our large corporations are reducing tbe salaries of tbeir employes, sbonld cause
us to carefully consider this bill before
votiug ac Increase of over four thousand dollars.
It Is also true
there anpea-s to have been an indirect incre.se in
valne ef salaries duriDg tbe put few years. Because,
owing to tbe greatly iucreased purchasing power of
the currency, we are enabled to buy nearly every
article that the family consumes very much cheaper than for many years.
We should alee recelloet
tbe city has largely inoraased the expenses to be
for
this
provided
during
municipal year. We must
pay for the luxury of two city marshals enjoyed by
our predecessors.
We haye a large sum to pay for
the great celebration In honor of the Grand Army
of the Republic. These with other items (and appropriations increased) will amount to more than
826 OOu oyer tbe amount appropriated for the same
purposes last year.
Tbe city has also met with some losses: one in
Deneve 1 mould call your
attenparticular mat
tion to. Owing to the outrageous legislation of last
winter at Augusta (in faror of life insurance companies) Portland loses $3,900 a year in taxes, that
her citizens are called upon to pay, instead of the
corporation owning the property. With these facts,
it seems to me, you are not justltled in voting this
large Increase In the salary bill.

The bill was

for licenses as

granted subject to the city

marshal:
Allen & Barrett, A. G. Arey, Edward N
Bates, Bates & Harlow, J. K. Bennett, A WBowker, Edward Beazley, Charles J. Bowen,
James W. Brackett, J. J. Beardsworth, Peter
Borkenn, Alex. Bowie, Joseph E. Conway,
Sarah Costello. N. H. Campbell, George E.
Currier, John H. Cox, Charles E. Davis, T.
H. Denny, Reuben A. Drew, H. Freeman &
Co., Watson Freeman, Frank S. Frost, Jasper
H. Frost, Hngh F. Flynn, Peter Grant, S. H.
Gammon, J. L. Gibbs, Winitred Gavigan,
William L. L. Gil), M. Gulliver, George N.
Hodgdon, John G. Hanuaford, Thomas Hannegan, H. L. Haray. James J. Hawkins, Mrs.
Higgius. George S. Hay, Sarah Iuness, E. A.
Jones, Geita JuaelBohn, James C. Jennings,
Stephen Johnson, Albert E. Keene, Martha
A. King, Peter Keegan, Thomas L. Kimball
Ar Tea Lamb, C. L. Longley, Emma Mavo’
W. A. McIntosh, J. P. Maddox, J. F. Mur-

Very respectfully.
J. W. Deebino, Mayor.
then taken up by items. Tbe

only changes made were in tbe ealaries of the
city messenger and truant officer, which were
made $800 and $500 respectively—$100 less in
each case. The number of members belonging
to the Dirigo Hose Company was limited to

There was considerable discussion over
tbe pay of the policemen, and motions to
raise tbe daily pay-roll were made by Aidermen Prince and Russell.
The board, however,
adhered to iti former action, and limited the
pav to $2 per day.
The lower board refusing to concur in the
bill as Bent down, a committee of conference
was appointed,
Messrs. Qallagher, Prince and
Russell serving for the aldermen.
The committee reported that tbe salary of the policemen be $2.12 1 2 per day,
and the city physician’s salary $650 yearly. Tbe bill was then
passed by 5 yeas to 2 nays, Aldermen Denison
and Noyes voting no.
The bill as passed is as
follows:
Per Annum.
ten.

1881?

1884.

City Clerk, and fees.$1,100
City Clerk’s Assistant.
7 per wk
Treasurer and Collector.... 2,600
Treasurer
and Collector
clerk hire. 1,600
City Auditor
1,400
City Messenger.
City Solicitor.
City Assessors, each.

$1,200

360

2,500
1,700
1,400

800
700
900

900

1,000

1,000

Assistant Assessors, each...
City Marshal, be provides

2.26 pr day 2.25

Policemen, e oh.
Chief Engineer Fire Depart

2.00 pr

horse for his official use.. 1,300
800
Deputy Marshals, each.
ment.

Assistant Engineers, each...
Three Assistant Engineers,
each.
Officers of companies, each.
Members of companies,each
Office™ of

Members
Not

Dirigo

Hose Co.. 1

of...J

exceed ten in numbr)
Engineers Steam Fire Engines, each.
to

City Physician.
City Physician, small pox

1,500

800

dj 2.12Vi

650

650

100

1st

76

66
)
ld0 1

each

126
126
100
90
30
25

800

800

600

650

additional.
6.00per day 6.00
Truant Officer.
600
600
Clerk of Common Council..
200
200
160
Superintendent of Clocks...
160
200
Superintendent of Burials..
200
Harbor Master.
400
400
Superintendent Forest City
2.00 per day 2.00
Cemetery.
Commisiou of Streets, provides borse which is kept
at city stable. 1,200
1,600
City Civil Eugiueer. 2.100
2,100
let Asst. 1,100
1,100
2d Asst.
760
900
Superintendent of public
Bphonl hml.llnnn
SfAA
cases

...

(VAA

City Electrician.
THB

a

tt:

waa

PRICE THREE CENTS.

I

TIDINGS.

Black and wife and Gen. and Miss Basecrans.
The party were in charge of Ex-Gov. Cnrtin.
ence to friendly powers.”
Gov. Patterson and Congressman Swope met
the President and party at the trainfand escortSt. PKTEB9BUBO, May 4 —The Rnssian mined them to carriages. The President’s oarriage
ister of war has ordered that a mountain artilled the way through the village to the cemetery
lery corps of the Turkestan .army be mobilized
three-quarters of a mile away where the cere- immediately. A number of Cossack regimonies of the day took place.
ments have been ordered to reinforce tbs
The distinguished guests were formally welcomed by Gov troops iu Central Asia. It is reported that the
Patterson; Ex-Delegate Maguinnes of Monta- Mediterranean Fqnadron has been ordered to
na replied to tbe address of welcome and
was
Reval. The Finland railway has been comfollowed by Commissioner of Pensions Black manded to prepare for the transportation of
and Gen. Bosecrans. The President and par10,000 gnus and 30 mitrailleuses. A German
firm has been given an order to make 130,000
ty were escorted to the points of interest in
the neighborhood. A vivid description of the
pairs of boots for the Russian infantry.
Hoi. Aminoff, commander of the Finnish
stirring events was given by Gen. Hunt. :
When the round had been made the presidenRifle Gnards, has been ordered to St. Peterstial party at 6 o’clock left for Washington.
burg.
The commandant at Viadlvostock has issued
Washington', May 4. —When the returning
orders to send all women away from that port.
train was near Monnt Hope Station, Md.,
This
is probably with a view of increasing the
about 8 o’clock this evening three pistol shots
defences there.
were heard In succession and
the flash of a
was
seen
within
two feet of the train
weapon
London, May 4.—It is reported that the RusIt is probable some enthnsiast had devised this
sians are breaking np the ice in Cronstadt harmethod of celebrating tbe passage of the Prebor with dynamite, so that the Russian fleet
sident, and that the demonstration was only will be able to move.
intended as a salute. It created some amuseThe Samar regiment, which has been garriment at the lime, and gave rise to some
jocu- soned at Cronstadt for the past eleven years,
lar amoDg the passengers, but since the return
has been ordered to Kasan.
of the train a rumor has spread through tbe
The papers state that Radewsky,
Gamka,
city that the President was shot at.
Drazomikoff, Tchernaieff and Abramoff will
be the principal generals in the Rnssian
army
in the event of war.

MINOT.

METAL POISON.

5, 1885.

tlefield.

has collapsed.

began bis duties
Saturday morning as postmaster of Auburn:
He has filed his bond for $22,000, signed by
Daniel Lara, George S. Woodman, Charles
Gray aDd R. K. Benner, and has received his
commission
by President Cleveland. Mr.
Little was busy Saturday transferring the business over to Capt. Young. The entire length

PRESS.
eon.

DistinBatGuests
to
the
guished

Visit of

AUBURN.

Postmaster Delance Young

MAY

PEACEFUL.

was ever

!

.IUH\ 1 SILL1VAS,

MORNING,

“square.”

a
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APPROPRIATIONS.

The appropriation bill was then discussed
and pas-ed by items.
The amount charged to
the oity building was made $11,600 instead of
$1,000, by reason of necessary changes In the
roof; $2500 was added to the appropriation for
drains and sewers. The Evergreen Cemetery
appropriation was stricken oat, and that of the
fire department made $20,000, an increase of
$1000.
The health appropriation was made
$4000 iastead of $2000, and there was an increase in the appropriation lor police salaries
of $2000.
The bill was finally passed as follows. (The appropriations for the preceding
year are also given);
1884.
1885.
Advertising.. $ 1 ouo.oO
81,000 00
City debt.
32,435.00
31,585.00

City building.

10,OuO.OO

11,600.00

Contingent

16,000.00
5,000.00

2,000.00

2,600.00
16,000.00

18,000.00

18,000.00

Cemeteries and public
grounds.
expenses...
Drains and sewers.
Discount on taxes.
Damages on streets...

Daering’s Oaks..
Electrical appliances..
Evergreen Cemetery,.
Forest City Cemetery..
Fire Department.
Fire Department salaries.
Gas lights.

Harbor.

7,500.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,500.00

2 600.00

2,500.00

800.00
300.00
18,000.00

300.00
20,000.00

17,500.03
19,600.00

20,300.00
23,000.00

300.00
Health
1,000.00
Interest. 108.100.00
Police salaries.
27,000.00
Police contingent.
l.OOO.OO
Public buildings
2,000.00

300 00
00

4,000

106,000 00
29,Sj0.0u
2,000.00

2,000.00

Printing

and stationery.
Portlaud A Ogdensburg
R. R. coupons.
Portland <& Rochester
R. R. coupons.

Reserve fund.

School salaries.
So bools.
School for the Deaf....

Salaries.
State Reform School..
Support of poor.
Streets, sidewalks and

2,200.00

2,C 00.00

72,000.00

72,000.00

62.610.00
5.000.00
67,000.00

62,610.00

1,400.00

27,700.00

1,000.00
23,500.00

60,000.00

114,226.07

17.771.69
7,250.00

1,500.00

Back Eav sewer.
Alius House, asylum..
Casco 8 fleet
School

15ooo.no

House.
National Encampment
G. A. R.

4,600.00

Estimated income...

29,300.00

1,000.00

23,000.00

bridges. 60,000.00
Taxes, State. 121,835.46
Taxes, county. 17.698.24
Water and hydrants..
6,000.00
Engine bouse, Peaks’
Island.

6,000.00

69,000.00
19,000.00
1,000.00

18,000.00

ft oon no

6,000.00
86,460.00
$694,928.70

cess.

•

XV— The examination is designed to teat the
physical, moral and mental qualifications of the
into their
candidates, including an Inquiry
strength, activity, power of endarance, coursge,
self control. Judgment, willingness to obey, quickness of comprehension, manners,
bearing, accnraey
of perception, thought and expression,
promptness,
capacity and willingness to leant, and their familiarity with the streets, localities and principal
buildings and objects In the city and vicinity.
XVI— The following is the form referred te
in Kale I:
APPLICATION ton APPOINTMENT ON

TBB

P0LICB

FORCE OX PORTLAND.

The applicant will answer the following questions In his own handwriting, data and suMorlbe
the same and return to the city clerk.
1. When were you born?
2. Are you married?
3. Where were you born and where have you
lived since your birth?
4. How long have yon lived continuously In

Portland?
6. In what ward, street and number de yarn sow
live?
6. What is your present occapatlca, sad what
has it been for the past two years?
7. Are yon a native born or naturalised citisen:
If the latter, when and where ware you naturalised?
8. What Is your height ?

9. W hat Is your weight?
10. Do you use Intoxicating liquors?
11. Have you ever been upon any Police Force;
if so, when, where and how long?
12. If you once belonged to any Police Force,
why did you leave it?
13. Wbat is the present ttete ef your health?
Have you ever suffered any severe sickness; and if
so when, and wbat was its character?
Haveyoaa
regular physician; and If re, whom?
14. To whom can you reier aa te year habit*,
characier and general fltneaa for policeman?
Dated this.day of.A. I)., 188
THE MONJOT HILL RESERVOIR

Alderman Gallagher introduced a report of
the PortlaDd Water Company to tha committee on fire department of the city of Portland,
in regard to the water supply of Man Joy
Hill. The company are aware that the pipes
carrying water to this hill are not of sufficient
capacity to give the beet supply and will la?
this year a twelve-inch main through Portland, Oxford and Washington streets to Walnut.
This will connect MaDjoy Hill directly
with the twenty-mile srottou pipe at Weymonth street. This will insure good supply of

if the great waste is stopped. Thera
many practioal difficulties in the way of
the reservoir on MuDjoy Hill and the report
questions the advisability of its erection.
water

are

THB BACK BAT 8KWBK.

City

Civil Engineer Goodwin presented a report of a sewer for Back Bay. The plan provides for the dredging of a channel along
Back Bay and extending the lateral cewen into it, the water to be carried off by the natural
flow of the tide.
This system oan be completed at a cost of 817,973. The report was
under the direction of the committee
end sewers.

on

drain*

OTHER MATTERS.

Peter O’Gonnor was
elected city llqaer
agent.
The committee on skating rinks reported
that licenses bad been granted to Chas. B.
Marwick and Wm. DeWolf, and recommended
that tbe Marshal be instructed to close all unlicensed rinks and all found open between the
hours of 10 p. m. and sunrise. The Marshal
was so Instructed.
Alderman Gallagher presented tbe following amendments to tbe Revised Ordinances:
At the 11th line of paragraph live, page 411,
after the word "shall,” read “under the direction of the committee on streets, sidewalks
and bridges.” Section 8 shall be stricken out
and the following inserted: “It shall be the
duty ot the Street Commissioner to keep in a
proper jonrnal an exact amount of hi* expenditures, which shall be audited monthly by
the
committee on streets, sidewalks and

bridges.”

Tho amendments were read twice.
The claim of Mrs. A. Billings for damages
done to her property by the failure ef the city
to grade 8t. John street, was referred to the
committee on damages for grading streets.
Tbe joint standing committee on finance reported that they had examined the accounts of
the treasurer and found them to be correct.
Tbe report was accepted.
The following were appointed special polloemen without pay:
Henry W. Badger, Joeiah
H. Gill, Samuel W. Joy, Robert B. Whitcomb,
Jas. N. Carter, Thos. Smith, Geo. N. Williams, Watson R. Gribben, Melleo L. Stickney, Chas. P. Oovell, Samuel M. Kelsey, Joslab N. Smith.
Tbe petition of the hackmen, which oame
up from tbe lower board, was tabled and Aldermen Gallagher and Noyes appointed members of a committee on the part of this board to
frame a new ordinance wbieh would be applicable to tbe oase in point.
Iw Joint Convention.
The two boards met in joint convention and
Alderman Noyes cast the ballot of the convention for R. M. Richardson, C. F. Libby and
John W. Deering as trustees of Evergreen
Cemetery.
John E Bradford, John Oaks and Daniel
Brewer were elected surveyors of ship timber,
and the convention adjourned.
In Common Connell.

Absent—Messrs. Woodbury, Somers and
O’Neil.
In tbe absence of tbe president, Mr. 8haw ot
Ward 6, was elected president pro tern.
‘Obuiua

ncio tnu auu

appruveu

Papers from the upper board

met with conaction.
Mr. McLellen presented a petition signed bj
H. J. Libby and many others, that no nonresident shall drive for hire a hackney-coach
in Portland without a license from the Board
of Mayor and Aldermen, which shall be Sit
for each one horse carriage, 3II for each two
horse carriage, and $6 for each additional
horse.
The salary bill was amended in this board by
raising tbe salaries of the polioemen to $2.26;
reducing the city physician to 8610 and raising
the truant officer’s to 8100.
The upper board
requested, a committee of eonferenoe and
Beals, Williamson and Roberta were appointed on tbe part of this board.
They reported
making tbe policemen’s salaries 32.12}, a raise
of 12} cents; the city physician’s 8S30, aodtruaut uffioer 3500, and the report was accepted
and the bill passed in concurrence, 16 yeas, 1
current

nav.

Tbe appropriation bill passed in this board,
1G yeas, 1 nay.
A committee on the part of this board to
draw np a back ordinance, had Messrs. MoLellan, Hobbs and McCann put on on tbe part
of this board.
Tbe Usuihbu) Assault Case.
To the Editor of the Preu:

Having

witnessed the “assault” so-called,
and knowing from
the tenor of the article upon the tame, that a
wrong impression as to the character ot the
witnesses was abroad, I wish to rectify that
impression, and give you a tew faots In the
oaBe.
Among the lookers on were two ex-town
officers, two prominent dry goods men, one
dealer in stationery, periodicals and
fancy
goods, the principal hardware dealers, two of
oar most
respected carpenters, oar principal
sailmakers, three retired sea captains, one furniture dealer, beside the usnal uamber of
clerks, etc. Now noue of these are rummies,
“hoodlums.” or rabble of any sort.
They are
among par most respected ciltzsas, the solid
men
of the town.
if
Very few,
any of us,
knew what was to oocur before it took place,
and bad we not, as a commuoity, been repeatedly iusnlted through the medium of tbe “Register,” should undoubtedly have stepped to the
rescue
of the editor, particularly If he had
shown the slightest desire to help himself or
even to continue on his walk.
I merely mention these facts to correct the misstatements
now afloat and which give a
totally false oolorupon

inn

the

tn

Boothbay editor,

fKo

affoie

A

a

.-

_a

knowledge extends,

3,600.00

$781,378.70

XIII— Successful candtlutes will be divided late
two grades, according to their relative standing,
and no candidate can be certified for appointment
from the second grade, until the first grade has been
exhausted within two.
XIV— No candidate of Intemperate, Mcentietu,
profane, quarrelsome, disorderly or Indolent habits
or reputation need
apply with expectation of sno

$786,642.76
86,650.00

$699,992.76

POLICE EXAMINING BOARD.

The Police Examining Board submitted a
report in which they stated the coarse which
they had followed in preparing the rales. The
tollowiug are the roles as submitted and approved. The report, was acoepted with thanks.
Role I—Applicants will in their own hand-writing, fill aud sigu blank applications to be obtained

at aud to be returned to Ihe office of the City Clerk.
It—The clerk will furnish each applicant with a
corrected oopy of the rules and regulations for the
government of the Portland Folioe Department, and
a copy of the new police act aud this code.
III— applicants may appear
personally at the
room of the examining board in the
City Building at
any of its stated public meelinsB held on the first
Tuesday evening of each month at 7.30.
IV— Unless otherwise directed, the medical aud
surgical examination will first be undergone, and no
candidate unable to pass such test will be examined

further.
V—Candidates will be expeoted to answer
promptly all questions which may be propounded to them
by the board, or by either of its members, whether
required in writing or verbally.
VI— The board reserves to itself all necessary
time for deliberation, and if
necessary, for inquiry
touohiug candidates, as well as the right to recall
them for further examination before
announcing lu
decision.
VII— Any applicant may, by consent of the board,
wi * hdraw his
applieatiou at any time before its decision upon his surgical examination.
VIII— The names of all applicants who have
passed the surgical aud medical" examination will
be published in the three
daily uewspapers of the
city, and ordinarily, the name of no successful candidate wil, be reported until alter one month from
such publication.
IX—
Duriog said mouth, recommandatlons or re-

monstran-es in reference to any candidate will be
received and considered by ihe examining board, if
signed by responsible citizens.
X— l’he examining boa d reserves the right to report the name of a successful candidate within the
mouth alter publication, it, in Its opinion the publie interest should r. quire it.
XI— Falsehood, equivocation, evasion, misrepresentation or couceauueut of the truth,if discovered,
will iuture the (ejection of an applicant.
XU—applicants will take uotice that the act ex
prestdy requires full rrports of all exammatijns,
whether successful or otherwise, to be made and
died with the city olerk, to remain as v
part of th*
public Jilts ctf the city.

Mr. Cox’s article on ram
drinking ana selling had nothing to do with
the whipping. If It was anything othar than
a strictly
personal matter which constituted
the provocation, it was the heartless manner
in which Mr. C. has alluded to bereavement*
in the community. I am sure it was this which
forbade my interference
N. H. Husskt.

Celby University.
Hearn, the Portland photographer, was in
Wateiville last week photogrsphing the
Seniors.
The editors of the Oracle promise to have
the publication sent by the last of this month.
The April number of the Echo has just been
issued.
One of the Waterville policemen was on hie
beat late one night recently, when he suddenly
became terrified by uncommon sounds issuing
from a building not far frem Main street. The
nature of the sounds led him to think that
some heinous crime was being committed, and
he at once snmmoued help for the purpose of
breaking inco the building to rescue the supposed victim of some infernal outrage.
The
person whom he summoned happened to be en
alumnus of the college, and being
acquainted
with the circumstances of the caee Informed
the policeman that the dreadful sounds were
occasioned by some novitiate of a Creek-letterfraternity passing through the highly interesting performance of "riding the goat "
“Prof.” Osborne, the most
indispensable if
not the most important man connected
with
the college, has long been noted for his
ready
wit. He is the character of the
town, and it la
not uncommon to see in the
newsoapers hie
name connected with
many a bright remark.
It will perhaps be remembered that
Harper's
Magazine some time ago quoted him as telling:
a student, who asked him what
he inteuded to
,he bad place when be
got there.
Specte to wait on students same as I does
here.
The force of the "Professor’s"
wit
does not by any means diminish as hie
gray
hairs increase, and he Iasi, week got the
better
of a verdant Freshman much to the
amusement of his fellow students.
He was burning
the grass on the lawu tu front of the
college
buildings, when the Freshman came stone
and with au overbearing air
said, "Why, Sam,
if you don't stop burning the grass ihe lawu
will be all black jast like you." 'Dai’s all
right
dat’s all right,’’ said the janitor, "it'll soon
grow up au' be green jus like you.”

THE
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We do not read anonymous letters and oomxnnnaaUons. The name and addrees of the writer are in
aH ease* Indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

The elasticity of the deplomatic relations
between England and Russia beats anything
on record.
The New York Evening Post for a Mugwump takes a good many libertie* with
Congressman Collins’s first name.

Amsterdam, N. Y., is a new city and has
just elected a Democratic mayor. This is
one of indiscretions of
youth, which, we
trust, it will soon get over.
Rumor has It that the change in the Czar’s
attitnde toward England has been brought
about by the influence of the Czarina, who
earnestly desires peace, and whose control
of the Czar is almost absolute.
It remains to be seen whether Russia’*
acceptance of the arbitration principle 1b
limply a ruse to gain more time or a step in
the direction of a reconciliation with England. It is quite as likely to be the former
as the latter.
A Boothbay correspondent whose communication is published in another column
teems to think that it somehow extenuates a
man’s offence to be surrounded when committing it by a company of distinguished
spectators.
Gen Middletou doesn’t seem to be making
very rapid progress in putting down the
Riel rebellion. Apparently be is having *
pretty hard time to get (applies sufficient to
keep his troops from starving. Gen. Middleton seems to have started for the Sasaaicnewan

country unuer me

impression
that when his troops hove in sight the rebels
would dissolve into thin air and disappear.
The contingency that they might fight
seems never to have occurred to him.
The appeal of the Mormons to the President is abject enough. There is no trace in
it of the bluster that used to come from that
source. The Edmunds law has hurt them
and they are begging for mercy. But mercy
and justice should go hand in hand. While
the Mormons continue to violate the laws
of the land they should be pursued in the
courts, and the plea that their transgression of the civil law is for conscience’s sake
ought not to be allowed to extenuate the
offence in the slightest degree. Men who violate law for conscience’s sake ought to be
ready to suffer martyrdom.
The veracity of Sir Peter Lumsden, the
British commissioner in Afghanistan, is
beginning to be doubted by the London
newspapers. It is admitted by several of
them that he was mistaken in his charge
that Russia had violated good faith by occupying Pul-i-Kbisti, and also in his subsequent report that the Czar’s troops had occupied Meruchak. Some of the friends of
the ministry accuse him of downright falsehood. It seems Sir Peter sympathizes
heartily with the war party of India, and
suspicion is aroused that he has been as
anxious to force a fight as the Russian General Komoroff. It is not improbable, however, that this concerted effort to discredit
Sir Peter Lumsden is simply (or the purpose
of preparing the public mind for some unpalatable concessions to Russia.
The code of rules adopted by the police
commission and approved by the aidermen at their meeting last night is published
elsewhere. The commission concluded to
divide the successful candidates into two
grades, and not attempt to rank them individually. It has been generally supposed,
we think, that the law contemplated ranking them individually. The examination
by the commission, if rule fifteen is strictly
observed, will take a very wide range, and
the candidate who passes it successfully
4

h-
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form the duties of a policeman. The success
ofj the law will depend very much on
the spirit in which It is administered.
The law can undoubtedly to a great extent
be nullified If the commission, the mayor or
the aldermen are so disposed. The people,
however, are in favor of giving the law a fair
trial and nobody is likely to risk their dis
pleasure by an attempt at nullification.
The government’s fiscal year ends Jnne
30, and on that day—the Washington corres.
pondent of the Louisville Courier-Journal telegraphs—“the accounts of thousands of worthless employes will be balanced and they will be made to walk
the plank.” In other words the “clean
sweep” longed for by the “hungry and thirsty” is to begin on that day. “The President,” says the correspondent, “has paid
off the Mugwumps by the appointment of
PearEon, and he will Day off the Democracy
of the country by filling the other offices in
decency and order with competent and deserving Democrats.” The correspondent’s
despatch was sent under the eye of Col. Hen'
ry Watterson, who is high op in the councils
of the Democracy. The wish may be father
to the thought, but the President’s recent
appointments have certainly indicated that
he was fast drifting away from the civil service reform principle into the clutches of the
spoilsmen. Once fully in their toils he cannot hope to escate.
A Portland correspondent, evidently a
Democrat, writes to the Boston Post that that
journal’s intimation that Judge CleaveB is in
Washington seeking the Portland collectorshlp “can haidly be true.” The correspondent further says:
Mr. Cleaves has been

a warm

supporter of Mr,

Bradbury for the collectorsblp from the State, and
has said to hundreds of people, to everybody, in
laci,

who

was

luisreswu

lu

jluuw,

iiiitL

luiudi ho

circumstances would ha antagonize Mr. Bradbury,
whom he knew to be tbe eholoe of the people.
Whenever he thinke it necessary Mr. Cleaves will
place on file a strong letter, recommending Mr.
Bradbury for the position of collector and stating
what he knows to be the sentiment of hie congressional district. Mr. Cleaves will be the Democratic
candidate for Congrese from tbe first; district in
1886, and be will be elected. But bis friends are
nnwise to impute to him an intention to supplant
Blon Bradbury in tbe place for which he is the almost unanimous eholoe.

It is rather unfortunate, as the correspondent suggests, that any misunderstanding exists in regard to Judge Cleaves’s attitude in
this matter. A card from the Judge, however, saying that he would not accept the
collectorship under any circumstances—not
even for the sake of harmony—would set all
donbts in tbe matter at rest. It was in this
way, we believe, that the Judge settled the
doubts which existed in the public mind in
regard to his attitude in the count-out. A
card at the nick of time now may do him as
much good

as

that the message contains,
that the city will have to pay for
the “luxury of two marshals,” and the
legislature is pitched into for what the
mayor considers outrageous legislation in
behalf of the Union Mntual Life Insurance

miRCKLLiNBOCR,

This aUusion to the Union Mutual is a
condensation of a screed which the mayor
has for the last two months been
reading to
everybody that he could pen up and compel
to listen.
After the veto message was read the Council revised the bill and made a number of
changes, ail in the direction of a redaction
in the increases of the hill in its
original
form. In its present shape it is less objectionable in many particulars than before,
bat there is room for improvement in some
of its features even now. As, however, the
bill passed by a two-thirds vote of both
branches, It is not likely to encounter another veto.

-OB-

Hr. Molt, late Government Chemist,
-BIT THE-

baseball

ANOTHER DEMOCRAT HEARD FROM.
Utica Observer.

I have,

This Independent alliance is the
hovering
phantom of the Mugwump curse.

ONLY HATTERS !

for

over, and

during

Minneapolis Tribune.
It is said that Ben Butler, whep a
yonng
lawyer, burst into tears upon being snnbbed
by the judge.
WON’T APPBECIATE HIS PECULIAR GIFTS.
New York Times.

capital In Europe where Mr*
Eeiley’s peculiar gifts will be more readily
overlooked than at Vienna, and none where
he could do less harm or lees
good.
no

knowledge

perfect nt warranted,

a

FINE SUITINGS
Men, Youths, Boys and Children.

233 Middle St.,

ALSO A NICE LINE OF

Spring Oversacks,

1885.

DR. H. A. MOTT,

LIFE IN NEW YORK.
Tbs Hour.

AND A FULL LINE OF

GENTLEMEN'S

OPENING

This is a trivial age; men are not in earnest in any of the affairs of life. Culture is
•
pretence, art a Humbug. Learning is de-

Fred R.

PUZZLE FOB MB. HENDBICKS.
Lewiston Journal.

The official statement of the Secretary o*
the Treasury shows only $23,957,421 net
available cash on hand May 1st. What has
become of the $450,000,000 which Hendricks
and other Democratic orators declared was
locked up in the Treasury by the wicked
Republicans, which would be used to pay
off the debt when a Democratic administration should have the control! The same
money Is there now as was there when Hendricks made his charge.

AT

apr7

At Appomattox.

Allen &

LCorrespondesee Cincinnati Enquirer]
There are but two or three obscure looking honses to the north behind the court
house, and in a few stepB one comes in sight
of the two or three memorable spots of
that brief occasion. The first is the spot of
where Grant met General Lee for the first
time daring the war. A thorn tree formerly stood right opposite where is now a large
gum tree at the roadside. At that point the
road drops into the bottoms of the Appomattox Kiver, and right at the crest it ap
pears that Lee had either come up with his
horse or had halted there, and Grant coming
throngh the court honse cluster, met Lee at
this crest. They saluted each other, exchanged a few words without any ceremony,
and arranged where to meet to complete the
event, and then Lee went off northward to
hiB headquarters, which were in a piece of
clear woods about one mile distant, on the
top of the opposite slope, to the right of the
road. The road from the spot where these
gentlemen first met winds a little downward
and is of a nearly blood-red clay; hardly any
stones are to be seen in this vicinity.
The Appomattox Kiver is such a slim little
brook or creek that one has to look carefully
to distinguish it at the bottom of the fields.
Just beyond the stream which gives a mere
ford at the road is a field of no great size
which had been ploughed and harrowed a
day or two before I came; in that field stand
about a dozen, hardly more, large old apple
trees, probably the remnant of a formerly
large apple orchard. The trees appear to
have 50 years’ growth. It is a tradition that
General Lee raised a white flag, or that his
executive officer did so, in the field, by one
of the apple trees. The neighbors, or the
more intelligent of them, think this is the
only foundation for the apple tree stoiy. My
driver was positive that some kind of white
flag had been raised, either a handkerchief
or a shirt or anything that could be found
white, after a dusty march aDd in an army
depleted ot every comfort, including wardrobe. Mr. P er, however, said he had never
heard anything reliable about raising a white
flag, but that apple orchard really marked
the neutral line, and being the forefront of
the Confederates, was probably a place of
gathering of officers from both sides. Besides, in that orchard, aDd perhaps under
the shade of one or two apple trees, Lee had
assembled some of his leading commanders,
and they had there agreed to surrender.!

NOW COMPLETE.

STORE,

Under Falmouth Hotel.

We

To show

Company,

MEN’S SUITS.

READY.

—AND AL80-

In handsome Light and Dark Mixtures, in sizes
35 to 44, at $8, $10, $12, $15, $18, $20, $22 and $25
per suit.
We call attention to our VICTORY Suit in Men’s sizes, 36 to 44, at only $8.00 per suit.

A FINE LINE OF

^

CHILDREN’S AND BOYS’ HATS.

SOMERS, THE HATTER.
Our
Novelty Hat.

MERRY,

THE

HATTER,

237 Middle Street, Portland.
eodtt'
m;2

YOUTHS’ SUITS
Very nobby and stylish, all wool goods at $10 to
in Sacks and Four Button Frocks.

season.

We show this

season a marked improvement in the
and
fit
of
our
style
Boys' Clothing and the patterns are
so very neat and desirable that our stock is particularly
attractive. Handsome styles in Boys' Long Pants at
$2.50, 3.00, 3.50 and 4.00 per suit.

CHILDREN’S CLOTHING.
Knee Pant Suits for Boys, sizes 4 to 14 years. Plain
and Plaited Jackets. All the leading Boston and New
York novelties in nobby styles of Suits, Shirt Waists,
Spring Overcoats, &c., &c. Extra knee pants with all
suits if desired. We have a special lot of fine all wool
suits for BIG MEN, 42 to 50 breast measure. (Fitting

GREAT REDUCTION
for a abort

We also show to-day a flue nobby Hue of spring Hats In all the New
Spring Colors.
Boys’ and Children’s Straw Hats, the largest and finest line ever
shown In the city.
Our facilities for manufacturing our own hats, enables us to sell
our goods for less than other dealers.

time only in tbe price of

Cabiaets and Panel

Photographs.

stout men a specialty.)
Fine line of Tourist’s Jackets at $6, $8 and $10.

To meet the demands of the times, we have determined, for a short season, to give the public
the advantage of obtaining Strictly First Class
Photographs at Popular prioes, and therefore

quote

Practical

Now at $4.50 per doz., former price $7 per doz.

PANELS,
Now at $5 per doz., former price $9 per doz.

Manufacturing and Retail Hatter,

253 Middle St.,

Satisfaction Guaranteed

directly opp. head of CrossS(t.

—|OR

MONEY

Our Counters

We Have Placed On

Open Every Evening.
BOSTOS & PORTLASII CLOTH CO.,

FINELY FINISHED CABINETS

somersTthe hatter,

good think to be the cook of a great
man.
Herr Eye, Prince Bismarck’s head
cook, has been favored with a gold medal as
a national token cf gratitude for his care of
the Chancellor’s stomach,
The trout is better protected than any fish
in American waters. It is the pet of the
legislature. The new law recently signed
by the governor of New York makes it illegal to use a net in trout waters. Any one

25E MIDDLE STIEET. PORTLAND, ME.

—

REFUNDED.

WAHE,

$5 to $10 per day made by live agents canus. Apply at Studio.

vassing for

SUITINGS

burn a net louod upon the shores of a
trout stream. The close season is extended
from Beptember 1 to May, instead of April,
and anyone having trout less than six inches
long in his possession can be fined. This is

FOR THE

HAT

SPRING TRADE!

514 CONGRESS
and yen

we have a

In

be

can

14 to 17 years,

we

8.00, 10.00, 12.00

We have

Hare yon got one of the

a very fine assortment at $5.00, 6.00, 7.00,
and 15.00. The nobbiest styles in the market.

We have several lines of exclusive

an

extra fine stock of SPRING 0YERSACKS and invite yonr

inspection.

beautiful Panel Pictures
that are given away with

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

7 MUSIC BOOKS 7

EPPS’S COCOA.

Sacred—Social—Patriotic.

BREAKFAST.
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
which govern the operations of digestion and nutrition and by a careful application of the fine properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has provided
our breakfast tables with a delicately flavored beverage wblch may save us many heavy doetor’s bills.
It Is by the judicious use of such articles of diet
that a constitution may be gradually built up until
strong enough to resist every tendency to disease.
Hundreds of subtle maladies are floating around us
ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We
may escape many a fatal sbaft by keeping ourselves
well fortified with pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”— Civil Service Gazette.
with boiling water or milk. Sold
Made
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labeled thus:

simply

Homoeopathic Chemists,
JABItO trio fit UU..
London, England,
mar7
STu&wly

Clothing Co,, Apples, Apples, Apples
COR. MIDDLE AND TEMPLE

Is always wel-

STS.,

family.

TTSlmnrm2dp

Opp. Falmouth Hotel,
IF YOU ABE IN WANT OF A

PLOW

OF ANY SIZE,

Either in Steel

-

Me.
Portland,eodtf

-

or

Bard Metal,

CHAS. S. CHASE,
■neccaior

-CALL AT—
—

Stable.
Boarding, Livery and HackClark

CROSS STREET.
The good* are first claw in every reapeot, and the
ap27d2w
prioe8 are low.

St.,
enlarged my stable at 101
I with to call the attention of gentlemen In
that vicinity to my superior accommodations for
deBoarding Horses. My Carriage House bebig
tached from the stable, renders it impossible.for any
the
Carriagscent or steam from the Btable to reach
es, a fact worth the consideration of those having

HAVING

JOHN H. LEX.

Black Semi Stiff Hats,
Brown Semi Stiff Hats,
Bine Semi Stiff Hats,
Maple Semi Stiff Hate,

Casco

Soap 1” They

LINCOLN PARK LAWN SEED.
A

|

mixture composed ol selected grasses, purposely
lor Lawn Grass Plats, Cemetery Lots, Ac.
•r Sale by W. C. SAWYER A CO., Na. t
d2w
Frcble Street.
ap21

to

C. A. B. MORSE 3c CO.,

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

—

LIE, CEMENT, PLASTER,
Plastering Hair, & Drain Pipe,

NO.

9

COMMERCIAL,

WHARF,

PORTLAND, ME.
myTbe only place in Portland to buy the dele

brated

"COBB*’ Lime.

«**r81

d2a

new

Spring Styles.

llllto COD? 9, PH

apll

"’SSS&T

has the following in stock, all

Pearl Semi stiff Hats.
Granite Mixed Stiff Hats,
Smoke Semi Stiff Hats,
Nutria Semi Stiff Hats,
in the Dunlap, Knox,

have

OUR BOYS’ KNEE PANT SUITS.

The Mayor’s Veto.

&pl4

ST., PORTLAND.
dtf

BOYS’ SUITS,

4 to 14 years, we take the lead.

come In every

THE HATTE, NO. 197 MIDDLE ST.,

In the line of

styles that are very desirable and cheap. A strong durable suit for
$2.00; better ones at $2.50, 3.00 and 4.00; extra fine ones for $5.00,
6.00, 7.00, 8.00 and 9.00.
A large variety of BOYS’ SHIRT WAISTS from 25 cents to $1.00.
Extraordinary Bargains.
BOYS’ KNEE PANTS 50c, 75c, 100, 1.25 and 1.50.
BOYS’ BLOUSE WAISTS and NORFOLK BLOUSES for Gentlemen.

Soap

mar28

sure

BULLETIN.

COE,

PHOTOGRAPHER

large variety
Young Hen’s Styles
of getting suited if yon will bat make an examination and we warrant
to fit equal to the best custom work and at a much less price.

the strictest fish law ever enacted in New
York.
Mr. Vilas’s office in the post office department building is the least attractive, it is
said, of the rooms occupied by cabinet officials. It is small, and has no ornaments of
any kind. One or two chromos, sent out
by steamship companies, haDg on the wall
beside steel engravings of ex-postmaster
generals. The carpet is red, and worn.
Some allowance must be made for this, as it
is the discription of a disappointed office
seeker.

the

MAJJAQBR.

AN UNUSUALLY FINE ASSORTMENT OF

can

going very fast, and

$25,

BOYS’ SUITS.

a

are

patrons.

tHihlcdore,

HATS
ARE NOW

our

Besides having the FINEST FITTING
GARMENTS to be found in the market,
we wish to say that our Styles are correct,
the Patterns very neat and desirable and
with the enormous Stock at present on
our counters, we can furnish any size
that may be called for.

THE SEW

Market Square.

Personal and Peculiar.

“Welcome

ourselves that we have
an assortment of

fine and varied

SUITS AND OVERCOATS

EIGHT COLORED STIFF

Something Entirely New. The Nobbiest Hat shown this

congratulate

so

oodtf

NEW SPRING

More About

the Apple Tree—The First
meeting of Qrant and l.ee.

Farrington’s,

NEW

Our present exhibition in our large
Clothing Window is made up of
Young Men’s Stylish Four Button
Cutaway Suits in Fancy Checks,
Brown Whipcord Diagonals, etc.
Young Men’s Sack Suits in modest
Checks and striking Plaids. Of these
goods purchased in the New York
market during the past thirty days,
to meet the requirements of the Fine
Clothing trade we pronounce the
cloth fine in quality, the garments
elegant in fit, and the workmanship
most thorough. An inspection is solicited, and a glance at our window
display invited.

I notice among the events of the week the
derisive attack on physicians, because in a
celebrated case the patient seems better, notwithstanding the medical prophecy of early
decease. As far as I know them, physicians
profess neither to be omnipotent nor all-wise.
Like those of ns in other professions and occupations, I suppose they sometimes make
mistakes, bat the time we spend in sarcastic
flings at their Chrietlike and magnificent
calling we might better spend in thanksgiving to God for seeming convalescence. Better not be too h ard on the doctors. They
stand today, as a profession, fighting back
whole armies of cancers, pneumonias, diphtherias and congestions of the brain and
liver and lungs. They do more missionary
work than aoy class of men in the country.

SPRING-STOCK

THE CLOTHIER AND FURNISHER,

Young Men’s Stylish Spring Suits.

DOCTOBS.

MOS 4 PORTLAND (MTHISG CO.

FURNISHINGS,

-AT-

spised.

It is

ROBERT F. SOMERS & CO.,

Professor of Chemistry New York Medical College, Sto.

told It is, of the whole doctrine?

IN DEFENCE OF GEN. GBANl’S
Dr. Talmage.

We stand by tbe above heading.
We have the largest and best
ot Hats, Caps. Gloves,
Umbrellas, Canes and Traveling Bags
ever shown in Portland.
Any style of hat or cap made to order.
assortment

the past few years and

of the manufacturers,

January 16,

New York,

PERRY,

MS MIDDLE STREET.

whatever.

sense

THE COEINNA CRAZE AND THE PAROUSIA.
Christian Mirror.
Might there not be some benefit resulting
from an unbiased consideration of the meaning of the Paronsia the hioge-word, as we

Portland, and by calling and examining

E. N.

analytically examined cans of Cleveland’s Superior Baking Powder purchased
by myself in the markets, and I take pleasure in recommending it to public favor as a baking powder that can be relied
upon for purity, wholesomeness and strength, as Z have never
found it to be adulterated with Lime or to be impure in any

it did then.

It is not only the right, but the duty as
well, of the mayor, when any legislation is
enacted by the city council that he believes
is not for the interest of the city to veto it.
His veto of the salary bill, If it was founded
on each a consideration, was a perfectly
proper act. The mayor’s reasons are two;
first that the salariea ought to be considered
separately. We have already expressed the
opinion that that is the correct view. His
second is that the financial condition of the
city and the condition of business generally
are such as to render an increase in salaries
at this time injudicious. This view is well
founded. It is doubtless true that the city
is not in a condition to permit it to be genStill it can afford to be just, and if
erous.
in the examination of the salary list the
compensation of any officer is found to be
Inadequate to the amount of labor he performs it ought to be increased.
The mayor of course could not complete
his message without gratifying his propensity for punching somebody. The board
is reminded in a sentence, the style of
which is suspiciously different from any-

several occasions

on

without the

THIS WAS MANY, MANY YEARS AGO.

are

yourself you will be convinced. Young men’s silk
hat, nobby Spring style now ready. Old silk hats made

in

published by the Royal Baking Powder
as
Company
emanating from me and reflecting upon the purity
of “Cleveland’s Baking Powder” are false.
I never knew of
such publications until I saw them in print on the fifteenth of
this month, January 1885.

carefully.

There is

THE

ever seen

The statements

THOSE WHO LIKE TO SEE MEN PUT OUT.
Boston Record.

Eminent statesmen follow the

has just received the latest New York styles in soft and
stiff hats in black, blue, brown, wine and brown mixed.
The latest styles in Derby for young men are the best

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.

Current Comment.

MISCELLANEOCS.

E. N. PERRY

UNAUTHORIZED USE OF THE NAME

Company,

season

_HlWClIHAWBOPg.

GHAS. DONALD ft CO.,
79 Queen Street
LONDON E. C., ENGLAND,
Will be glad to receive consignments of
Apples for sale in England.
Cash advances made If required.
Write for Catalogues and market re-

ports.
mchl7

d2m

Yeomans, Stetson, Hooper,
Gayer and Wilcox styles.

Cnnir U/nrchin By Emerson and Sherwin. Full
OUlIk nUlMIIUi of the best sacred mnsie. hymns
and tunes of a high order, bnt bright, musical and
taking for Sunday BohooI use. 36 cts or $3.60

Silk Hats for Young Men,
Silk Hats for Old Men,
Silk Hats made to order,
and Exchanged for $3.00.
Children’s Straw Hats,
Straw
Boys’
Hats,
Men’s
Straw
Hats,
in all the Spring Styles.
Leather Trunks, Zinc
Tranks, Canvas Trunks,
Patent Wood Tranks,
Also Tranks made to order.

per doz.

Fresh Flowers.
and reverent

Hymns and bright Picmusic, pure
tures render it a book of surpassing beauty. For
the Younger Scholars in Sunday Schools.
Price 26 cts., $2.40 per doz.

Pnlloira Qnnir?

74 of the

brishte«.

b«t and

songs for
uUllb£u
oUll&o.tieetof
in
or elsewhere. Great

Colleges

R. Waiie.

Priee 60 cts.

wit-

Social singing
favorites. By H.

Hammoeks, Carriage Robes,
Summer Horse Blankets, &c.

U/or Qnmrc (songs of the war> The best of
lldl uullgd. Hatred Hong* and Hymns for Memorial Days, Patriotic music and the ringing
campaign songs that make the Social Camp Fires
burn so brightly. Price 60
eta._
Barnabee'a Hongs, or an Evening with
of
the best Comic Songs. $1.25.
Barnabce. 21
Forest Jubilee Band. Juvenile Cantata, by N.
B. Sargent. Very attractive. 40 ots., $3.60 per

Don’t forget that when yon
a Hat of COE, the Hatter,
he will give yon either
A Real Richter Harmonica,
A
Bag of Marbles,
A Base Ball Belt,
A Base Ball, or
A Base Ball

bny

doz.

Merry-Making Melodies. By Wade Whipple.
Jolly Nursery Songs. Plano accompaniments.
76 cts.

Mailed for Retail Priee.

OLITER DITSON & CO., Boston.
apr27

COE,

TTS3rw2w

and
valuable picand mirrror frames
repaired and re-gilded, at
116 Exchange It , Portland,
me.
ROCHE & EATON.
d8m
apr22

-

1

mya

197WIDDLE

ST.
eodtf

Old

tures

WHITE MOUNTAIN

ICE CREAM FREEZERS.
___

Bowker’s Lawn Dressing
produce* a luxurant growth of gras* of rich green
•olor. Put up In 10, 25 and 50 pound bags.
For Satie bv W. C. SAWTER * CO., No. S
d2w
Preble Street.
apSl

Cap.

CABBAGE PLANTS.
Thirty thousand Early Cabbage plants for sale by
KENDALL dc WHITNEY.
dlw
cmay4

2

at

a
4

it

22

00 each.

3’•’•2.60
.s
ou
JS.oo

11

0 an..
8 **

10

11

S4 00 each
14 50 **
26
'no ••
*6.60

KENDALL A WHITNEY.
m»y2

caw

DIM GO MINERAL WATER.
Dellrored dolf), cool and refreahlng from the .pring,
°°r *“proTed oon. will keep the water cool from
88 to 48 hour.; nae of eaui tree; water per gallon
10 oente.
BUNDLE'. T Btros.,
413 V.re Sitmi.
PtwrleMn.
task
dtf

THE PRESS.
TUESDAY MORNISG, MAY 5.
Wit and Wisdom.
"Shall I play this pretty German waltz for
yon?” she asked, as Bhe ran her fingers over
the ivory keys.
“No thank yon,” he replied: "play an American sir. I do not understand German.”

Antidote,

Aaron’s

the only Asthma Cure
that gives entire satisfaction, can be had cf
J. W. Perkins & Co. Ask your druggist to get
you a bottle.
A North Carolina negro

having heard that

Ex-Governor Jarvis had been appointed Envoy
Extraordinary, and Minister Plenipotentiary
to Brazil, said to a friend:

been appointed an
extraordinary preaoher to the penitentiary in
Brazil.”
"Governor Jarvis has

The absolute purity of the Congress Yeast
It has stood the
can be relied upon.
test of nearly two score years, and never has
been fonnd wanting.

Powder

FINANCIAL ANDCOMMERCIAL
Daily Wholesale Market.
POBTLAND, May 4.
B Business was very quiet to-day in all departments
with no important change here in quotations, but
Breadstuffs and Provisions are easy in tone on acoount of a general decline at New York and the
We3t, Sugars unchanged with an easier tendency
to prices. The Liverpool market was quiet but
steady for Wheat with a poor demand and holders
Portland

The

of

to-day’s closing quotations
following
Flour. Grain. Provisions, Sic.:
are

tiran
Mxd Corn

colour.

62@6o
•Buperlhio and
High
low grades.. 3 25(g}3 50
;No2 do, car lota. 60@31
X Spring and
XX Sprint 6 005$6 25 Corn, bag low,
63,gJ64
48 a 49
‘Oats, car lots.
Patent Spring
Wheats.6 00@6 75. Oats, bag lots.... 495160
I
I Meal
.62&63
Michigan Wintor straigiits4 76@6 00 CottonSeed.car lots 28 00
Do roller....6 60®6 76jCottonSeed,bag lots30 00
St. Louis WinjSackodBran car lot.
25@5

2100&22
do baglots22 0O@23

00
00
7 6&6 001
! Midsvcar lots. $22*. 24 00
Winter Wheat
atents.6 C0.&6 50, do hag lots 23&$25 00
1
Provisions.
Produce.
PorkCranberries—
16 CO £16 50
Cape Cod! 5 00@17 00) Batkf.
Maine.. 12 00^13 001 Clear.... 15 00@15 60
Pea Beans
17o@185i Mess.13 50 ail 4 00
00
Mediums....1 «5@1 76 Moatf Beef..11
Germanmedl 405&1 60! Ex Mess..11 60&12 GO
Yellow Eyesl 90{a 2
Plate ....,13 00@13 60
Br Onions £ Dx3 00&3 251 Ex Plato.l4 005tl4 50
Irish Potatoes 65^65c Hams. iu%&lle
Eggs4pdos... 14a>16o Hams.covereu 18 <#14c
Turkeys
19@20| LardGeese,
15@17j Tub.^Ib.. 7%@ 8
8
16^181 Heroes..
Chickens,
8
Fowl.IG^ilSc Pail.
^cert*.
Butter.

50

..

■

60^11

001

moaiuery.....*
Gilt Edge: V or... .28 **2&c Timothy..... 1

a

+ju

76@1

85

Choice.. 2lK<£22c| Clover.....
10%@llo
Unieiico.
Good.15® 16c i
Stare.10@12c Muscatel.2 75 3 25
15
Cheese.
; London Lay’r. 2 76.a
Vermont.... 10 @33
; i>ndura. 10@18
N Y Faot*y..lO
@13 Valencia.6%g)10%
Rusar.

fcJr»is«e».
6 6C@7 00
■«
Extra O.6
Ex largo c*7 00® 7 60
IF tab.
i Florida.4 60®6 00
Messina.3 50^4 00
Oed. per qti.,
L’ge Shore...3 26@3 60 Palermo.3j25®3 76
heatossn,
L'geBanknew2 60@3 00
na.......3 60^4 00
Binaa.2 2oo,2 75 /
3 60® 4 00
English Cod, 4 60@6 00 Palermo
Pollock.1 76® 3 00
Apple*
1 75Cql22 5, Green, ^ ubl 2 60® 3 00
Haddock...
1 76® 2 26 [Evaporated p lb
Hae...
8@11
Dried Apples.... 4
Herring,
@6
box
Seal
14@18 Sliced
4%@5
Oil.
No. 1.

Granulated p tt> ....6% Valencia

...

ip

...

12@16l

Kerosene.
Mackerel, $?bbi.
®
Bay No. 1.18 00@20 00| Port. Ref.P'tr
@6%
9%
Bay *'o. 2.10 0< %J1 601 Water White
1.18 00@21 001 DevooBrill't.
hore
@12%
10 00@11 601 Pratt’ Astra!.
No. 2
@12%
Large 3.... 8 00@ 9 601 Ligonla.
9%
3 00® 4 00(Silver Whit* xju
y
Medium
2 50@3 60 Gen tenia 1.
8mail
9%
....

...

...

Foreign Export*.

Steamship Dominion—1,050.600
ifcs bacon 78,000 do tobacco 40<> do butter 175 bags
flour you cs canned goods 217 do champagne 6 do
machinery 3 do dry goods 8 do sundry 25 bbls beer
100 do apples 36 do potash 5 bales rags.
LIVERPOOL.

Railroad Receipts
PORTLAND, May 4.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
38 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
roads, 87 oars miscellaneous merchandise.
Hides and Tallow.
The following are Portland quotations on Hides
and Tallow:
Ox and Steer Hides 90 lbs weight and over 6%c^ib
Ox ana Steer Hidos under 90 lbs.6
ep fb
Cow Hides, all weights. 6
up ib
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4
OalfSkins. 10 c# lb
Sheep Skins. 75c® each
5ui each
Lamb Skins.,.
Light and Deacou Skins. 25 to 35c eaoh

efrib

tiep tt

Rendered Tallow....••••.
Block market.
The

Chicago LircNiock market.
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago, May 4.—Cattle—Receipts 6,000 head;
shipments 2900 head: steady, steers at 4 66@6 8 ;

butchrs’ common to good at 2 5U@4 30; Stockers’
and feeders’ 3 6 5® 4 90.
Hogs—Receipts 29 000 head; shipments 6000 hd;
10c lower; rough and mixed at 4 00@4 20; packing
and shipping 4 30g,4 46; light at 4 15®4 46. skips
at 3 75®i 26.
Sheep—receipts 4800 head; shipments 2000 head;
firm; inferior to good shorn at 2 26@4 00: wooled
3 6u@o 12%.
Dom«Hue markets.

fBy Telegraph.)
York. May 4 Flour market—receipts
17,013 bbls; exports 2180 bbls; dull, heavy and 10
@16c p bbl lower; sale* 12,200 bbls.
Flour, No 2 at 2 603,3 70; Sup.Western and State
at 3 60®4 00; common to good extra Western and
State 3 75®4 26; good to choice do at 4 80@6 00;
common to choice Whito Wheat Western extra at
6 00kg.6 60; fanoy do 6 60@6 00; common to good
extra Ohio at 8 8t>@6 00; turnmo to choioe extra
view

—

■

St. Louis at 3 8666 00: Paten
Minnesota extra
good to prime 6 606)6 76: choic to double extra
do at 6 80@6 16, including 700 bbls City Mill
extra at 6 00; 600 bbls fine 2 60®3 76;
bbls Superfine at 3 60.63 90; 1600 bbls extra No 2 at 3 76
@4 26; 3400 bbls Winter Wheat extra at 3 80®
6 00; 4200 bbls Minnesota extra at 3 70;g6 15.
Southern flour barely steady ;common to fair 4 10®
4 76; good to choice do 4 80@6 00.
Rye flour ;is
Steady. Wheat -receipts 89,776 bush; exports 7,973 bu.; unsettled and depressed; spot lots declined
263c, leaving oil steadier with recovery of %@%;
export, demand very moderate and speculation fairly
active; sales 160,000 bush on the spot; No 2 Spring
at 1 00; No 2 Chicago 1 00@1 01; No 2 Red at 1 02
@1 02% e ev. No 1 Red State at 1 08; No 1 White
1 02. Rye Arm. Barley dull. Cam—spot lots declined %(21%c, closing heavy; export demand
light; speculation moderately active; receipts 6735
bush; exports 90.147 bush; sales 146,000 bush on
the spot; No 2 at 67%@68%c in elev; Yellow 69%
" 60c.
Oatu %@l%c lower and only moderately
active, receipts 46,650 bush; exports 96,021 bush
sales 72,000 bush on spot; No 3 at 41c; do White
4b% c;No 2 at 41%®4> %c; No 2 White at 45%@
45Vac; Mixed Western at 42@44o; do White 48®
54c; White State at 4ti@53c. Coffee weak. Mugar
firm and quiet; refining 3 13-16@4 16-16; refined is
quiet. C 4%; Extra at 0 4%@5%c; White do 5 316@5%c; Yellow at 4 7-16®4%c;oiI A 6%@5**s;
Mould A at 6cstandard A at 6c/so; Confectioners A
at 6 13-16@5%c; powdered;at 6 3-16@0%c,er*nulated at 6 i-10c; CubeB 6 9-16c; crushed 6%@5%.
Petroleum—united at 77%e.
Tultow is quiet
Pork declining; mess spot at 12 50g}12 76; family
mess 13 00®13 26.
Beef dull, l ard 7@9 points
lower and only moderately activejeontret grade spot
quoted 7 10; refined at 7 36 for continent; S. A. at
hi
Duuor is
>»eow3ru
otngi
State L4.d22c. Cheese steady; Eastern at
Western flit at 7@lCc; new 10@llc;skims Vs a4d
Freights to Liverpool steady; Wkea< 4)steam 3Vid.
—

offering freely.

ter straight.5
Do roller... 5

raon do 110@1 20; choice
Trenton, Stanley, do; I I
improved yellow-eyes at R Smttb, Richardson, and Abbie
H Hodgman, Frye
1 9n@2 00;old-fashioned yellow-eyes at 1 90@1 96;
S Bridges, McMahon, and
red kidnevs 1 90@1 95.
do; K M Brookings. Small, Bath; Jos (takes, Grav
Apples-We quote Baldwins at 2 60®3 00; Bus- i Calais; Marion Draper, Bailey, Gardiner; Mail
sets 2 26@2 60. Evaporated Apples at 6®7%c *lptb.
Caswell; T Benedict, Linseett; F Edwards, Brook
Hay—Choice prime bay quoted *18@19 OQlff ton
ings; Reuben Eastman, Eastman, and Mary Lym
fair to good *
16
00
from Gardner; Alice Belle, Bartlett, Halle
Eastern
tine
choice
burner,
00;
@*18
@*18 00; poor do at *13®$14; Eastern swale 10@
well; Saarbruck, Clark, and Ximena, Pettigrew
*11. Rye "traw, choice, *22 00®*23 00; oat Straw
Maehias. Nellie Snow, Hodgdon, and Nellie Star
Soule. Mt Desert; Mary, Magee, and Telegraph
*10@*11^ ton.
cutter—Choice Northern creamery old 12®14c;
Rockland; Red Jacket, Shute; E Gerry, Torrey
New York and Vermont fall dairy
Moses Eddy, Sim on ton, and Nile, Manning. Rock
at 12@14e;
new dairy at 18®19c;
A Heaton, Pettis, do; Stephen Bennett,Dou
extra
dairies
at
land;
long
12@14;
Western fresh-made creamery at 22@24c; choice
lass, Rockport: Charlotte Fish. Gardner Sullivan
John Braoewell, Monroe, Thom as ton; A Hay ford
@—o; common at 18@2« c; June creameries at 12
Jones. Wareham.
@14c; Western dairy, fresh made, at i6@16c; ladle
Ar 3d, eebs Houry Whitney, Cox, and Gen Banks
packed at ll@13c; do fair to good 9@llc; imitation creamery, choice, at 14® 5c. Jobbing prices
Norton, Norfolk. Kendrick Fish, Clark, St John
Maria Adelaide Nickerson, Portland.
range higher than these quotations.
Cheese—Choice Northern at 10 %c; new 8@10c;
Ar 4tb, brig J F Merry, Bradley, Matanzas;
sch
lower grades according to quality; West 9c.
Henry Whitney,Cox, Norfolk; NiuaTilson, Achori
Cardenas.
Eggs—Eastern I4»*@16c; Northern 14%c; Western 14@L4%: South 14c,
Cld 2d, brig Teneriffe, Tracy, Matanzas; schs Get
Potatoes—Northern Bose at 62®65c; Eastern do
Walker, Wright. Matanzas; Wide Awake, Wing
63®65c; Houlton at 68@70c & bush at the roads;
field, Aui Cayes; E H Drummond, Higgins, Nuevi
Proliflcs 63@65c.
tas. Hyue, Hinckley, Boston.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 2d, Bch Penobscot, Carter

following Quotations oi stocks

received

are

daily by telegraph:

t@l?c;

Chicago, May 4 —flour is quiet; Winter Wheat
4 60@6 20 for Southern. 4 20. a 5 OU for Wisconsin
and 4 25@5 I'O for Michigan soft Spring Wheat at
3cO{z;4 26 Minn Bakers 3 50@4 60; Patents 4 75
@6 76. Wheat is lower; May at 87Va@88%: No 2
Spring at 87Va@87%c No 2 Red 98Va@99%c:
No3at87V2C. Com lower at 47%@47%c. Oats
lower at 3! c. Rye is 6trong; No 2 at 70c. Pork is
lower at il 25@11 37?*. Lard lower at 6 77%@
6 80. Boxed Meats easy; shoulders at 4 45@4 60,
short rib 6 70@6 76; short clear 6 20.&6 26.
Receipts—Flour 28,000 bbia.lwheat 43,000 bush,
omi 179,000 bush.oacr* 144 000 bush, rye’1,000 bu,
barley 17,000 bush.
Sniproonts—Flour 22.000 bbls. wheat 169 000 bu,
corn 679.000 bush, oats 106,000bush,rye 3,000 bu,
barley 10,000 bush.
St. Louis, May 4.—Flour market is easier; XXX
3 66@3 75; family at 3 90@4 00; choice at 4 4o@
4|60; fancy4 80@6 20. Wheat lower; No 2 R d at
1 04%. Corn lower; No 2 Mixed at 46%@48c Oats
lower; No 2 Mixed a7@37%c. Lard at 0 66,
Receipts—b'lour 40oj bbls, wheat 18,000 011 Eh,
corn 76,000 bush, oats 71,000 bush,barley 11 010
bush, rye 2000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 10,000 bbls, wheat S,000 bush;
corn 16.000 bush, oats 28,000 busb, rye 6,000 bu,
barley 0,000
ostroit May 4.—Wheat steadv; No 1 Whit* at
1 04 bid; No 2 Red at 1 03.
Wheat— Receipts lu,300 bu; shipments OOt t sh.
Nb*v Orleans,May 4
Cotton is firm; Middlirg
uj -lands 10% c.
mobile, May 4.—Cotton firm; Middling uplaucs
10% 0.
Savanna!*, May 4.—Cotton is quiet :Middiing uplands 10% e.
Charleston, May 4.—Cotton nominal; Middling
uplands 10%e.
Memphis, May 4.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands 10 3-16c.
—

_

finropeau itXarketa.
(By Telegraph.)
London. May 4 —Consols 97%.
London,May 4 —U. S. 4%s, 114%.
Li7ERPtK>L, May 4—12.30 P M.—Cotton market
Arm; uplands at 6% d;Orleans 5 13 16d sales 12,f*00 bales speculation and export 4000 bates.
Liverpool, May 4—Winter wheat 7s iCdq 8‘ Id;
spring wheat at 7» 9d@8d; California average at
7s 6d@7s 9d; club at 7s 9d@8s; Corn 5s Sd; peas at
6s 4d. Provisions, etc.,—Pork 62s 6d; bacon 33s,
nominal for short dear and 31s 6d for long clear;
‘iv.« ed.
lard, prime western 36s; cheese 60 ta"

BOSTON STOCKS.

A TJ 8. F..
70%
180
Boston & Maine.
Eastern Railroad.
60%
76
Flint & Pore Marquette preforied.
13
do common
New York & New Eng..
19%
Mexican Central 7s.
68%
Boston & Albany Railroad...173%
Boston & Lowell Railroad
..107%
Belle Telephone....
189
....

new

Vork Stock and money market-

New York.

4
Monej’ on call continues
prime mercantile paper at 4{®f,

May

easy at 1 pei cent:

—

Foreign Exchange dull at 4 86 and 4 8«. Governments strong but quiet. State bonds have been quiet
Railroad bonds
and in some cases shade higher.
active and weak. The stock market has been more
active ami weak throughout the afternoon, total
decline for the day amounting to 1@2% per cqnt.
The stock market closed weak.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 295 472 shares.
xud

roitowing

are

to-lay

■

closing quotations of

Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s..102%
do
do
111%
do
4%s, r*g.
do
do
do
4%s,coup.112%
do
do
.122
do
4s, rsg
do
do
do
122%
4b, coup
127
Pacific 6s, '96
..

PROM

Wyoming.New

FOR

York.. Liver pool....

May

6
Ailsa—.New York..Hayti.&c ..May 6
St Laurent....New York. .Havre.May 6
City of Chester.... New £ork.. Liverpool... May 7
Wieland.New York.. Hamburg
May 7
City of Alexandria New York..Hav&VrCruz May 7
Santiago.New York..Cienfuegos.. May 7
Donau.New York..Bremen.May 9
Etruria.New York.. Liverpool ...May 9
Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool... May 9
Republic.New York.. Liver pool.... May 9
Ethiopa.New £ork..Glasgow_May 9
Nooruland.New York. .Antwerp.... May 9
Abyssinia.. .New York..Liverpool.. .May 12
Amerique.New York..Havre.May 13
City of Chicago. ...New York..Liverpool.. ..May 14.
Rbaetta......New £ork..Hamburg .May 14
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool.. .May 16
Servia.New York..Liverpool ...May 16
Polynesian.Quebec
.Liverpool....May 16
..

...

W^VMDO'MU

M

.^UDUDl

-UTUE1

JUI V OI

....

pWI

I¥I

tty

JZ O

ALMANAU.MAYS.
\.. a 46 AM
WH1-'r

|

Hi**1

j

4.00 PM

..

MARINE

following are the closing quotation Stocks
..137
..
Uhe&go & Alton..,,....
160
Chicago £ Alton pref...
........
120%
Chicago, Barr & Qulnoy
Erie...
9%

Era, Parker, Wicasset.
Cld 4th, biig Cbas a Sparks, Harris, Annapolis.
Sid 4th. barque Virginia.
SALEM —Ar 2d, schs Jennie G Pillshury, Pillsbury, Amboy; kOlive Branch, Parrel!, Rondout for
Portland.
Ar 3d, sch Willie DeWolf, Maguire, Amboy.
BANGOR—Sid 2d, sch Nellie F Sawyer, Arey,
Baltimore.

...

pref

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND,
MONDAY, May 4.

21

..

..125%
56%

.....
nllnois Central...
Laxel Shore.
Michig&n Central..
....
New Jersej|Centrai.

Arrived.

At

Cientuegos'barque Apl

24, barque Nellie E
Hatterae; Wocdeiae, Montgomery, wtg; Mellie Smith, Tucker, do; brig C S
Packard, Robinson, for North of Hatterae, ldg;
Dhaa E Balch, Manson, and Kate M Hilton, Johnson, ldg.
Sid fm Bermuda 26th, ech L F Warren, Johnson,
[from Manzanilla) for New York; Joseph Far well,
Davis, do.
In port Apl 30tb, barque John F Rothman, Nash,
from Maceio for Halifax, repg; brigs Stockton, Allen, for Philadelphia, loading ex brig L M Merritt;
wbs Jos G Stover, Arey, and M A McCann, Hutch>
Ings, from Bucksport, disg.
for North of

...

••

Western Union Tel.
Adams Ex. Co.135
97 Ya
American Ex. Co.
16ya
Alton & Terre Haute...
do preferred.
89%
Boston Air Line..
Bur. & Cedar Rapids...63
2S
Uanaoa Southern.
Centra] Pacific... 29%
79 %
DeL& Hudson Canal Go.
Del. A Lackawanna.
103%
Denver A R. G.
4%
3%
E. Tenn., Vir. & Ga.
5 Ys
E. Tenn.. Va., & Ga. pref...
17%
Kansas & Texas....
..

Houston &*Texas.
Hannibal & St. Jo.
do preferred.
Hartford & Erie 7s.

16%

........

delphia.
Sch Iodine, Cousins, Camden -lime to L C Cum-

mings & Co.
Sch Morning Light, Olivor, Friendship.
Sch C & R Tarbox, Tibbetts, Georgetown.
Sch Everett, from Saco for Shulee, NS.

Me.

Cleared.
fethen.

Sch Telumab, Sproul, Winterport—J B Dodge.
Sch Ohio, Smith. Vinalhaven—N Biake.
Sch O B Kimball, Kimball, Trevitt, (Boolbbay)—
N Blake.

11%
4%
28%

........

Maine Cent RK.
Sch C M Walton, Lane, Boston for
Sedgwick.
Sch O B Kimball, Kimball, Gloucester.
Sch C V Minott, Hathaway, East Machias—cedar
posts to J H Blake.
Sch Maggio J Chadwick, Orr, Kennebec fer Phila-

Sch Montery, Gamage, Westport, NS—W S Tre-

38
88

Lake Erie & West.
Louis a Nash.,,, .*,«••••
94
Missouri Pacific.......
Moms Si Essex..,....
123%
Mobile & Ohio.
6%
119
Metr 3po n tan Elevated.
Manhattan Elevated. 91%
140
New Y ork Elevated.
N orthern Pacifio common.. 17 ya
74
Nav.
Oregon
Pittsburg As Ft Wayne.129%
•..••••■

McAllister.
Sch Olive Branch, Farrell, Rondoufr—cement to

...

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.

...

BOOTH BAY. May 2—Ar, schs Lulu, Leighton,
Portland for Mill bridge,' Melrose, Coggins, do for

Eastport.

FROM MERCHANTS* EXCHANGE.
Ar at Liverpool 2d inst, ship Eclipse, Shillabar,
San Francisco.
Sid fm Trapani April 21. brig Mary Gibbs, Moore,
Gloucester; sch Louisa A Orr, Brown, Boothbay.
Ar at Gonaives Apl 12, sch Lackawana, Closson,
Petit Goave.

140%
63%
Pullman Car....114
Richmond & Danville. 48

Pittsburg.
Pacific

Mail.

St Paul & Omaha. 10
do preferred.. 70Vi
Union Pacific 6s.114Vi
do L. G. 7s.106Vi
do slut fund 8s.,.,. ...118
New York mining Stocks.
New Yobk, May 4.—The following are the clos-

ing quotations for mining

stocks

to-day;

Colorado Coal. 9.76
Homestake.10.76
Ontario..
4.00
Quicksilver.
.22.00
do pre£
Horn Silver. 2.00
16.87
Plymouth.
100
Alice

Standard
Navajo.
Savage
Silver King....

135
1 Si
12 75
113.16

....

Oallfemu mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
gAs faAsoisoo, May 4.—The fcllowln. are the
•toeing official quotation? of mining stock? to-day:
Chollar
lVi
Gould & Curry. 1%
6%
Hale & Norcross
2Vi
Bust «t belcher..
Savage. 2*4
13/a
Navajo..
Bodie.- .*. IVi
Yellow .Jacket..
2V4
...

....

SierraBNavada.
Utah.
Eureka

Boutoji,

Boston market.
May 4 —The following

1
1

8Vi

were

wva»v

s

quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &o:
pork—Long outs, 14 60(816 00: short cuts 15 0 J
@16 60 backs $16 00@16 50; light baaks 14 0 >8
$j 4 60; lean ends 14 60@»16 00 prime mess 16 00
@$16 60; extra prime 12 00@12 60; mess. $14 00;
pork tongues at14 00gl6 00; Western prime mess
pork $13(a>13 60.
,or tierces; 8g8Vio for
Lard at 7Ys®7%® IP1
10-lb palls: 8V4ft8%° for 6-tb palls; 8Vi(»9o
for 3 ft pail?.
Fresh Beef—Fair steers 8*4®8^c^ib; lieht steers
at 8<£8>*c; o'-ioice at 8Vfc@8»/ic; onoica hoary binds
llVfc@l2e: good do atll@liMsc; light at 10»6c;
good hoary fores at B'a/BMlCiSOCond quality at 6V*®
2o;.rattles at 6®6Vac; ribs 7@7y*v; rumps at 13
@ 14c rounds 8WS«c;rump loins at lliglBVa loins
at iO®16o.
xxjan*—choice large hand picked pea at 1 55.9
1 66 ^ bush; choice New York small hand-picked
do ati 90(21 65: small hand-picked pea. Vermont,
at 1 66(gl 76; common to good at $1 40(6)1 46;
ohoice screened do 1 40; hand-picked medium 50@
gl 65, and ohoice screened do at 1 30@1 40; com-

MEmOBANDA.
Barque Gleneida, Corning, at New York from Cay
Francis, reports, April 29, while anchored in Delaware Bay, damaged windlass and deck.
BrigNyanza, before reported ashore at Nantucket, was hauled oft* 3d by tug C M Winch aud will
proceed to Portland iu tow She is leaking some

and a diver will make an effort to check it.
Sch Grace Cushing, from Elizabeth port for Yarmouth, before leportld ashore at Nantucket, wt»8
floated 4th in good condition.
Sch Revenue, Farrin, from Gloucester of and for
Bath, was abandoned on Western Jeffries 3d inst,
lull of water.
The crew were taken off by sebr
Lizzie Babcock, which arrived at Bath 4th. The
Revenue was afterward picked up by fishing schr
J W Bradley of Swampscott aud towed into <»lou
cester 4th.
Sch Oregon, of Pittston, from Gardiner for New
York, with lumber, put into Vineyard-Hvean 4th
inst leaking 2,000 strokes per hour, having Sprung
aleak in Boston Bay. Lost deckload.
Sch Melissa A Willey, of Thomaston, from Providence for Savaunah, carried away head of foremast
2d iust, during the storm, and two men were lost
overboard at same time. The vessel was towed to
Boston 4th for repairs.
Sch Caroline C, Robbins, from Boothbay for St
Andrews, NB Ins put into So W'est Harbor lor repairs, having sprung aleak.
Sch Alice Oakes, before reported ashore on Nantuoket Shoals, is iu bad condition. Part of her cargo coal may be saved.
The fishing schr R F Jameson, of Portland, which
drove arhore at Vineyard-Haven Apl 30th, remained in same position 2d inst. Her rudder is unhung,
but the hull appears to be in good condition.
Sch Jennie G i’illsbury, Finsbury, at Saiem from
Amboy, reports, while on Nantucket Shoals, los
boat and split flying jib.
Sch Alary Jane, Arey, from Gardiner for NYork,
put into Edgartown 29th with less of jibs aud fore

topsail.

Sch Ann S Brown, from New Bedford for
put into Vineyard Haven 3d leaky.

HA CK—House

I,ET-Square

TO

to

2-1

K HA CF.

rooms

POWDER
Pure.

WILBUR, 2GG
4-1

FOR

FOR

Absolutely

business;

for

tk»n

sold

account of

on

owner

St., Boston,

rooms

SPRING FEVER

27-1

SA1,E.—Ladies’ saloon, gent’s cafe and
bar, with four large private supper rooms and
several liviug or sleeping rooms connected, au exceedingly good location on Washington St., Boston,
an elegant bar, cafe and ladies saloon
very tine, private supper rooms nicely fitted,
everything firstclass, parties lookiug for money making business
should investigate at once.
G. L. POND & CO.,
178 Washington St.. Boston.
27-1

FOR

nearly

prescription tor those who need building up.

HALE—Fine cafe with 75 regular
FOR
ers, seats 100, with private dinibg
has
transient

board-

'_30-1

con-

large
custom; everything is
first-class, uuder one of the finest family hotels at
the south end; rent $33.00 per mouth including
nected;

heat and
kirchen arrangements;
$1600 iu last 7 months; price if sold at once
JOHN SMITH JR. & CO., 242 Washington
Boston.
steam

ffhi

Tin

f!

TT

TJtvdt

Springfield, O.,

t-Tt

$1600.
Street,
30-1

HACK in Deering—1% story cottage containing 8 rooms, go >d cemented cellar, wood
house and barn; 15 acres 1200 1 land well adapted
for gardening; located on Meadow Road about two
miles from Fortlaud; buildings in thorough repair
and heated by furnace. For further particulars
apply to JOHN C. PROCTOR. 93 Exchange St., or
29-2
J. J. THOMPSON on premises.

FOR

FOR

30-1

FOR HACK—Eggs

LE-Located on one of the best streets
iu Boston, a first class lodging house finely

FOB

8A

furnished throughout, 17 rooms, all well let at
prices; low rent; sickness sole cause of selling;
ui kUD uwi

W

iiuUbt'H lit DOStUU.

luugiug

Bays:

good

UNITED STATES HOTEL.
!

To strengthen the stomach, create an
appetite, and remove the horrible depression and despondency which result from
Indigestion, there is nothing so effective
as Ayer’s Pills. These Pills contain no
calomel or other poisonous drug, act
directly on the digestive and assimilative
organs, and restore health and strength to

Cured
of

Dyspepsia when

all other remedies
and their occasional use has kept
me in a healthy condition ever since.”
L. N. Smith, Utica, N. X., writes: “I
have used Ayer’s Pills, for Liver troubles
and Indigestion, a good many years, and
have always found them prompt and
efficient in their action.” Kieliard Norris,
Lynn, Mass., writes: “After much suffering, I have been cured of Dyspepsia and
Liver troubles
me

became as

strong and

well as ever.”

Ayer’s Pills,
by

all

Unparalleled success in the cure of upwards of Six
Thousand of the most difficult complicated cases
within the last four years is the best evidence

experienced Straw SewBOWEN & THORNTON, 229V2 Fed-

Ladies’ suffer

is

((^“Consultation
to 8 p.

m.

Examination Free from 9
apr30dtf

other

capacity in wholesale, retdl or commission
best of references.
Address S. B., Press

WANTED.—A

VAX ANTE D .—Savings Bank Depositors getting
but 4 per cent, to join a former resident of
Maine in placing 1000 cattle on a range of 400.4 00
acres, west, mild winters, good feed, water, and
Ten per cent
Address

given.

guaranteed.

Best

of

given next week.

refer1-1

to read

au

of wrecks and wreckers on the Welsh coast. Begins in the Evening Express, April 30. Delivered
to any address for 30 cents per mouth. You can
send subscriptions by mail
30-1
D—To enable you to have pure water
bv usinc Lamberton’a Eureka Water Filter.
tne best and cheapest ever invented; only 35 cents
each, made to tit any faucet and causes the water
to flow in a smooth, steady stream. Calx for them
at No. 151 FEDERAL ST.
29-1

S Tit ON GES T 100-yd. Silk
in the Market.
Every spool warranted full measure.

lirANTED-Byan invalid,
of the

exposure,
city or at

ou

a

Quills.

Waste Emhr’y, pr oz 4 Oc. Waste Silk 25c
GO-page book, containing rules and designs for
knitting silk goods of every description, sent to any
address for six cents in stamps.
THE BRAIN ERD & ARMSTRONG CO.,
marl2eod3m
35 Kingston Street, Boston.

WANTED—Two
journeyman tailor.
one

the

a

quiet part

Address 160 PaRK ST.
29-1

first class

Above cut represents our improved method o
Merputting up E VI9SKOI 8T1KV SIB.H.
chants will find this a great improvement over the
old fashioned skein embroidery, it being much more
convenient to handle. These Quills contain about
three yards each, or a trifle more than the ordinary
skein. fi^^Send 45 cents for sample box of titty

with sunny

room

floor, either in

first

Deeriug.

*‘E. P. Weston”

Or to

to

to the

on

see

show in

the city at popular prices.
Wednesday and Saturday. Admission 5,
25 and 35 cents. An entire new company
Artists each week.

People's

the best
Matinees

10, 20,

young lady
WANTED—A
worsted and art needlework busing

Star
29-1

to learn

new

Direct

Steamship Line.

Every Wednesday and

Saturday

From PHILADELPHIA

with house, barn and out
buildings in East Deering, known as the
Graves farm; also 8 acres on Graves Hill; also 80
acres of tin’ her and wood-land in Falmouth, adjoining farm of Mr. E. Lang on Presumpscot river.
For further particulars inquire of Committee,
SUMNER BARBER,
PETER GAMMON,

FARM

SMITH KAHKFK

Falmouth,

apr28d2w&w2tl8

Me.

Hotel at Old Orchard For Sale

or

Keat

Hotel Concord at Old Orchard Beach, corner of
First Avenue and Surf street, is offered for sale.
Price $25uO. a part of which may remain on mortgage. Title undoubted. It not sold, will be rented
for one or a term of years. Has one of the best
locations on the beach, with unobstructed view of
ocean and beach.
Apply to F. L. CARNEY, Sheepecot Bridge, Me., or I). F. HARLEY at the beach.
d3t teodSt
apr30

phyr

with a
class of
natural

BEAUTIFUL

FARMS FOR SALE.
One known

as the McLellan farm, owned by Mrs.
60 acres of tillage, pasture,
orchard and wood land; well watered; brick house
wooden
out
with
buildings; near depot, churches
and schools, at Gorham village.
The other, known as the Codman farm, owned by
Mrs. Devine, contaius 60 acres of tillage and pas
ture with an orchard
of
250 apple trees; 1
mile from the village; building of wood; a nice cider
mill.
These farms will be sold at great bargains.
G. D. WEEKS,
Apply to

Wiggin, containing

situation by
some

situation as watchman or garor add re 88 H. J. LOWEl.L,
27-1

WANTED—A
dener. Apply

April 1, 1885.
apr2

VAT ANTED.—At once, Custom Coat makers,
v v
F. S. SOULE, Merchant Tailor, Freeport,
Me,27-1

Insurance one-half the rate

of

sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South Dy connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.

For

Trip 918.

Hound

Ten Dollars.

Passage

Meals and Room Included.
or passage apply to
E. B. MAHP80N,

freight

70

Sldtf

Agent,

Long Wharf. Boston

MAIN? STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Sew Fork.

fearless and without tricks.

DEDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
uiu
largesp, lasiesc ana oobl
mail steamers between America and Europe.
Rates: First cabin $60 to $100; second cabin $40
to $60; intermediate $36 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to and from British ports, $16, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and
from Continental ports. $17 to $26. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight checks at lowest rates. Apply tc
J. L. FARMER. 22 Exchange street.
jel9dtf

Bx

TIME TABLE.

WILL

Sunday
Leave

Portland

at

are

week for

inserted

a. m.

and 2 and

3.30 i). m.
ap21dtfB. J. WILLARD, Manager.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Eastport, Me. Calais, Me., St. John, N.
15., Halifax, N. S. &c.
EALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Commencing, Nov. 3, 1884.

3

PER

TRIPS

WEEK.

safes and repairing combination locks, also to outside work, including lock repairs and bell banging,
all work promptly attended to.
J. P. GABltlELSON, Locksmith, No. 17 Plum St. Portland. 25-2
and

I

8AFE
,

BONDfl

7/TL-

postal.

\

and

we

we

St.,

City._

change St., Portland, Me.20-2

iecuritiesImortgageIJ

or

or

young girls
easily
agreeably earn large income by workiug on our samples at
home; work sent by mail any distance and provided
all the year round; no canvassing or previous expelieino necessary; large demands for the work. For
particulars, address CARLTON & CO., 76 State St.,
16-8
Boston, Mass., Box 5162.

NEGOTIATED BY THE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK, Corning, Iowa
W.

Fbank k Dabbow.)
(Successor to Geo.
Choice First Mortgages in the bent Farming
Districts in Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska.
own
home
in A. }'. Exchange.
at
Interest paid
your

can

Liverpool

and

Portland

Service.

From Portland
via. Halifax.

Fron
via

THURSDAY,

THURSDAY,
April 2

j

March 12
26

Parisian,
| Circassian,

rooms

taurant connected with house.

at

the

St.; good

Apply

to

R.

For passage apply to H. A. ALLAN, Genera)
State St., Boston, and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN
422 Congress St., or lor passage or freight to H. &
£x» ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.

Passenger Agents, 80

dt

nov20

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S.
TO

Co
CALIFORNIA,

Island**, New
Australia,

Handwich

Zealand

and

Steamers sail from New York for A spinwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not oonnect for San Fran,

cisco.
or
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly
Japan, China, and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Eastern

Agents.

CO.,
Cor. Ilrond Ml., Bo«ioo>

115 State Street,

dtf

feb8

I

II

FARE $1.00
Elegant New Steamer

Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m., and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 7 o’clock p. m. (Sundays excepted.)
Passengers by this line are reminded that they

comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex
pease and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night. Through Tickets to New York, via the
various Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight
taken as usuaL
J. B. COY1.E, Jr.,

secure a

*ep8dtf

Manager.

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE. ONLY
l(V OlAIIi POSTPAID.

$1

has won golden opinions. No traveler should consider his outfit complete unless it includes a bottle of
this medicine.
If you are exposed to frequent
changes of climate, food and water, Favorite Remedy
should always be within your reach. It expels malarial poisons, and is the best preventative of chills
and malarial fever in the world. It Is especially offered as a trustworthy specific for the cure of Kidney
and Liver complaints, constipation and all disorders
arising fr om an impure state of the blood. To women
who suffer from any of the ills
peculiar to their sex
favorite Remedy is constantly Droving itself an unrailing friend—a real blessing. Address the proprietor, Dr. D. Kennedy, Rondout, N. Y. $1 bottle, t> for
90, by all druggists.
TuTh&Slinnrm

I
I

Meted,
Physical Debili-

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and
ty, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and tbe untold miseries resulting from indiscretion

A book for every man, y >ung. middleIt contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic diseases, each one of which is invaluable. So found by tbe Author, whose experience for 23 years is such as probably never before
fell to the lot of any physic.an. 300 pages, bound
in beautifui French muslin, embossed covers, full
gilt, guaranteed to bo a tiuer work in every sensemechanical, literary f»nd professional-than any
other work sold in this Country for $2.50, or the
money will be refunded in every instance.
Price

density of body forms a firm glossy surface, more
durablo and permanent in color than can be
produced by any process of hand
mixing.

Every package is sold under our positive guarantee of purity, and to repaint
any job upon which it
has been used and failed to do
good service.

If not for sale in your town send to our wholesafe
If. if. haY Sc SON,
agents,
mar24eod3m
f»o rtl iud.jlc.

MAKES THE

Cleanest, Purest, Sweetest and Healthist Bed in the World.

Good

for Catarrhal and Lung Affections. Hay
Fever and Asthma. Nervous Exhaustion,
Neuralgia and Rheumatism.

J.

I was persuaded to try Dr. Booth’s Worm Remedy. It removed 24 large stomach worms from one
child and 17 from another.
Pa.

PRICE 25c.

C. H. GCPPY & CO., Gen. Agents,
Portland.

tbi* ht ud

one

only $1.00 by mail, »>ost-paid. Illustrative sample

6 cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the National Medical Association, to the
President of w hich, the Hon. P. A. Hissell, and associate officers ot the Board, the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Lifo should be read by tbe young
for instruction, and by tbe afflicted for relief.
It
will beuetit all.—London fct'icet.
'J here is no member ot soc:*>
to whom The Science of Life will not be useful, whether
yruth, parent, guardiau, instructor or clergyman.—Argonaut.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, or I>r. W.
4
H. Parker, No.
Bultinch Street, Boston, Mass,
who may be consulted on all diseases
requiring skill
and experience.
Chronic and obstinate diseases
that have baffled the skill of all
T|n 4 | other
physicians a specialty. Such treaXlJEjil.Xj ted
successfully without any in-'|l U Vw I? 1 I?
stance of failure.
Mention this X II X i^Xj Xif

inserted under
week for 25 cent*, pain in
are

advance.

order.

LET—Anew upright piano in good
4-2
TOAddress
Box 1392, City.
Hanover
liET—Lower rent of 8
T«» St.; modern
conveniences. Enquire of ELIAS
114 to
rooms

THOMAS,

120 Commercial

on

St.2-1

LET—House No. 116 Oxford St., down stair
tenement of eight rooms, gas and sebago and
good large yard. Enquire of JAMES WEBB, at
Webb & Cushing’s, No 81 Cross St., Portland, Me.

Portland, me.
dtf

is* herery given, that the
Notice
subscriber has been duly appointed and taken

upon himself
estate of

the trust of Administrator

of

the

EUNICE D. HATCH, late of Cape Elizabeth,
in the County of
Cumberland, deceased, and given
oonds as the law directs
All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are requited
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted tosau.
estate are called upon to make payment to
BYRON D. VERRILL, of Portland, Adrn’r.

Cape Elizabeth, Apr11

1885.

ap

new

dlawTu3w*

1-2

our stable
we are now

P*P«r-ian31ood&wly

prepared to furnish first olas* teams at reasonable
rates. EASTMAN & GOODWIN, Proprietors, City
Hotel Stable, formerly Robinson’s, 35 and 37 Green
St.

IMPORTED
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other preparation for these pnrposes. A
public trial of over 30 rears duration in
ererr section of ear country of Udolpho
Wolfe's Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by the medleal faculty and a
sale uneqnaled by any other distillation
hare Insured tor it the reputation of salubrity claimed for it. For sale by ail
Druggists and Urocers.

__29-4
half of house No.

106

lower
Clark St., with sebago, well arranged for
TOILET,—The
small
K. DEfSRING, 394 Com-

a

St.

Possession

ot

given May 1,

1885.

27-1

LET- Furnished house,
months,
located
Spring St.; contains
TO
Winter
to W. H. JEKthe modern
for

GAUBERT,
Proprietor aad Manufacturer.
St,,

IjET—Having entirely stocked
TO with
and elegant carriages,

mercial

H.

203 middle
mar27

*_

family. Enquire

priceTjs 10.00.
Dr. Booth’s Worm Remedy refrom my child five years
GABRIEL DERR,
Brakemau P. & R. R. R.

TO LET.

drivertiMcmentM

TO

PINE HYGIENIC MATTRESS!

worms

country
by mail and furnished all the year round, distance
no objection, no canvassing, no stamp required
for
Address PIONEER MANUFACTURING
reply.
Box
5098
24-8
Mass.
CO.,
Boston,

Or»*f

on

RIS

a

few

near

improvements.

Apply

22-2

LET OK EOK HALE A cottage with
ell and stable and one acre of land,—a luce
home for somebody; very pleasantly lectted in
Gorham; one mbe from Sebago Lake; pure air and
ALFRED WOODMAN, at Woodpure water.
man, True & Co’s.
ap28-2

TO

—

TOLET.
ORES in the Thompson block, Noe. 117, 119
121 and 123 Middle street, a few dc ors below
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail
business, with light, finished, airy basements. Kent
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164
Brackett street Portland, Me.
Ianl4dtf

Arrangement of Trains.
On and after M unday, Dec. * th
INM4, Passenger Trains will leave
Portiand at 7.:iO a. n»., and
1*4..>5 d- m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p.m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.45 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.16 p. m. and 5.40 p
_*

■“

m.

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Upping at 7..‘fO n. m. and I*4.35 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, a
1*4-33.
For Bochenter, Mpringvale. Alfred, Wat.
erboro and Maco
Hirer, 7..*IO a. m.,
1*4.33 p. m. and (mixed) at
Rep. m.
turning leave Rochester at (mixed) 8.45 a. m.
11.10 a. m. and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
For

(mixed)

WINES &
•t all

LIQUORS

kind., In Ik.

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
—YOB UU BY

8. STANLEY & SON,

importers

SO. 410 YOKE Nl’KEKT,
Portland, Me.
Also, General Managers for New England,
POR Tllli i'ELEBBATED

Summit

Mineral

PKOITI

Spring Water,

IIAKKINO*, VI AffmVC

CONSUMPTION.

SI

18 BEAVER STREET,
NEW YORK.
i
Si

air

9.40

a.

m., 1.16 p.

m.

and 5.40 p.

m.

Lorbam, Mnecarappa, Cniuherlnad
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford’* at

For

«

n•

ui>,

a

u#«v

nuu

yuiuou/

Vivw

The

14.55 p. n>. from Portland connects at
Ayer June!, with Iloouac Tunnel Route for
the West, and at CJuiou Depot, Worcenter. for
New York via Norwich Line and all rail, via
Mpriaiefield, also with N. Y. A N. K. K. R-,
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Wu»hiujgion. and the Month and
with Boston A Albany K. K. for the Went. |)
Close connections made at Wentbrook June
lion with through tram of Maine Central R. R., and
at Grand Trunk
r&nsfer, Portland, with through
rank R. R.
trains of rand
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Porh
land ft Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of
Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J W. PETERS.
y2«tf

&_JAIN[ 11

BOSTON

PASSENGER SERVICE
In Effect Moi.day, December 15, 1884

Western Division.
TKAINM LEAVE PORTLAND

AT 0.15 A. IT1.-Way Trains for Old Orchard, Maco. Haddeford,
Kennebunk,
Keunebunkport, Great Fallu, Dover,
Exeter, [flaucbeuter and C'oncoad, (via
Newmarket Junction,) Lawrence, l owell
and Bouton, arriving at Balm 10.45 a.
m.

M.45 A. m.—Way Trains for Old Orchard,
Maco, Biddeford, Kennebunk. Keaoebuukpori, Dover, Great Fall*. Rock,
cuter, Alton Bay, Exeter, Lawrence*
ITlaacheuter and t'oncord, (via. Laurence,,)
Lowell and Bouton, arriving at Bouton

AT

1.15 p.

m.

AT 1.00 P. HI. Express Train for Maco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Keunebunkport,
borer, t-reat Fallu, Roche-ter, Alton
Bay, Exeter, Lawrence. Lowell and
Bomiod, arriving at Bouton 5.00 p. m.
AT 3.30 P. ML—*Way Train for Maco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Kennebunkport,
Dover. Great Fullu, Ro< heater, Alloa
Bay, iTlnncheuter and € oncord, (via. New
Market
Junction.) Exeter,
Lawrence,
l.owell and Bouton, arriving al Bouton.
8 p. m.

HI-Way Train for Kennebunk,
Keunebunkport, and all intermediate sta-

AT 5.30 P.

tions.

TRAINM LEAVE BOMTON FOR
LAND

9.00

PORT!

m., 14.30 and 3.30 p. m.
Morning
trains leave JHeunebuuk for Portland
7.45 a. m. and Dover for Portland M.OO
a.

Eastern Division.

A Great Metical Wotk rn
aged and old.

new,

easy, no photograph
no glass, ladies and young girls in city or
can earn $12 to $20 per week, work sent

PUBIS
A I
£1
Afi 9

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

SUNDAY TRAINS

St

painting,

UAL PAINTerswhehm
m
EVER USED
um
ill 83
These Paints
are composed of the best Zinc and
Lead pigments, ground in Pure Lin»
seed Oil to the consistency to useunder
the brush.
Their great fineness and

Portlaud andWorcesterLine.

“*“*

W

l>ET—The largest and best second floor for
in Portland, line elevator with motive
power, making the room about equal to first floor,
over Woodman, True & Co., now occupied by Lord,
Haskell & Co. Possession given July 1. Inquire of
GEO. W. WOODMAN.
2-tf

ap25dtf

Leave Portland for Bouton and Way Mlationu at 1.00 p. ui.
Leave Bouton for
Portland at 6.00 p. m.
l eave Portland
for Dover and Way Mtatiouu 1.00 and
3.00 p. m.

or excesses.

WAIYTED.—Ladies,
perfectly simple and

PAkbON TUCKER, Uen’l Manager.
Ticket Agt.

F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen 1. Pass. A
Portland Oct. 18. 1884.

E. A. ADAMS A

res

TO business

1 1

something entirely

MTKAitlKtt
CITY «>V KICHMOND
leaves Portland every TUESDAY and FRIDAY at
11.00 p. m. after arrival of night train from Boston, foi Kockland, Cantiae, Deer Isle, Sedgwick. Mouth We»l Harbor, Bar Harbor,
mill bridge, Jone*po>t anil iVlachiamporl;
or parties tor last three named points des<ring
to
do so can proceed by rail to VI t. Desert Ferry
on days steamer sails from Portland, cross to Bar
Harbor by Ferry Boat and connect with the Richmond there, as it does not run to Mt. Desert Ferry
*
on Eastward trip
KETl’KiVIlVGi LeavesMachiasportevery Monday and Tbursdav Morning for Mt. Desert Ferry,
and there connecting with trains for Bangor, Portland and Boston, and leaves th# Ferry same forenoon for Portland via all landings and connecting
with night Pullman and earl) morning trains for
Boston.

UNDERWOOD, Janitor.13-7

people

to know that I have
removed to Nof. Ii5 and 117 Keunebec St.,
and that 1 have the largest stock of Refrigerators in
the State o! Maine and prices lower than ever before. J. F. MERRIl-L, Nob. 115 and 117 Kenue-

F. O. PIERCE & CO.’S

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Maciiias Steamboat Company.

16

25-2

WE I.ICT—Unfurnished

TO Julian Hotel, No. 10ti Middle

---

fnnt nf Prohln

or

_20-1

finery.

WANTED—Ladies

WANTED—The

Winter Arrangements. 1885.

1884.

and

mo Let nTOIMOG. Large and safe storJL age room offered for rent in a number of buildings at the Eagle Sugar Refinery, Fore St., near the
G. T. R. K.; very desirable room for cotton, flour,
sugar, molasses, canned goods, etc., etc; terms reasonable. Apply to G. S. HUNT & GO., or at the re-

and gentlemen in city or
country, to receive light, easy work at home
all the year round; distance no objection; salary
from $1 to $3 a day; no cauvassing.
J. FOWLER
& CO., Boston, Mass., box 5117.
15-8

1PF“TWELVE YEARS’ EXPERIENCE

In loaning for Private Investors and Trust Funds.
“NOT HOW MUCH, BUT HOW WELL,”
Is our Motto in Loaning. Send for circular
giving full particulars as to loans, references, etc.
Interest from Date of Receipt of .Roney.
SOL ICIT E D.
82T CO R RESPON DENCE
CPAS.C.NouTON.Cash’r. Lew E.Dahkow, Frea’fc,
Gilman. Son % Co. Bankers, N. Y.Chy,
$
to
Iterer
{ gJUiC11,n)X8 Najio#ai. Bane, Ckicago, Illinois

pbyBician

rooms for
rooms for gentleman

new

glass;

apply
Building,

JOHN BROOKS and
TREMONT
will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHaRP

for entirely
liET--Fine office
work, simWANTED—Ladies
TO dentist, lodging
ple and easy;
photograph painting
ladies and
and
wife. 610 CONGRESS ST.
no

Freight received up to 4 p. m. and any information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Ticket*
at
State Rooms and further information
Company’s Office, First National Bank
corner Middle and Exchange Sts.
J. B COkLE, JR., Gen. Manager.
no3

The Favorite Steamer

to

Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. in.; Lewiston, 8.40 a. in.; the day trains from Bangor, and
ail intermediate stations and connecting roads at
12.40 and 12.45 p. m.; the afternoon trains from
Waterville, Augusta, Bath, Kockland and Lewiston at 6.40 p. in.; the night Puliman Express
train at 1.50 a. m.

destination.

mO LET-Two large rooms on second floor, fur-I
liished if desired, lurnace beat, hot and cold

fVYO LET— House at the seashore, at Scarboro
JL Me., accessible from Boston and Eastern Railroads; boating, fishing, shooting and beach bathing.
For particulars address EVERETT SMITH, 85 Ex-

will buy
pay cash.
MRS. S.. 166 Danforth
22-4

gentlemen,
WANTED—Ladies
cast oil clothing and carpets;
Please send
Address

for

advance

Apply

Monday morning.
iThe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
slot ping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, on Sunday Mornings.

for

m..

connections

under

_28-1

m.

*Tbe 5.15 p. iu. train for Augusta will ran through
to Waterville on Saturday only, returning on

reduced rates.

Eastport and 8t. John, with
Calais, Robbinston, St. Andrews.
Pembroke, Houlton, Woodstock, Grand Menan,
Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Farmonth, Windsor, Halifax, Moncton. Newcastle. Amherst, Pictou,
Shediao. Bathurst. Dalbousie, Charlottetown, For!
Fairfield, Grand Falls and other stations on thf
New Brunswick and Canada. Inter-colonial, Windsor and Annapolis, Western Counties, Rail
Roads,
and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets Issued and Baggage cheeked to
day at 6 p.

23 cento, paid in

water, gas, bath room, sunny exposure.
52 HIGH ST.

4-ardiuer and
Brnn*wtck,
*6.16, *11.16 p. m.; Bath,7.00
p. m., and on Saturday® only at
11.16 p. m.; Koekland, am! Knox Ac ILInc* In K. B., 7.00 a.m., 130 p.
m.; Aubnrn
and Lew iston at 8.15 a. mM 1.25, 5.05, p. m.:
Lew istou via Brnnnwick, 7.00 a. in., til. 15
p. m.; Farmington, Phillip*, Ulonmonth,
Winthrop, Oakland and North Au*oa,
1.25 p. m.: Farmington via Brunnwick,

Limited Tickets, first and aecoad class, for
all point*
iu
the
Provinces on sale at

Steamers.

can

made to order. Special attention given to openix>g

Hnllowell.

COMMENCING MAY 1,1885.

1 line Table.
9 and 10.30

follows:

a. m., 1.30
a. m.. 1.30, 5.15

a.

tne

as

7.00

_<ltl

tep21

dti

one

Portland

For
Bangor. F IIm worth, Bar Harbor,
Vnnceboro, Mt. Jahn, Halifax, Had the
Province*, Mt. Andrew*, Ml. Mtepbrn,
Arooatoek County, 1.25 p. m., via l.ewi*too, and 1.30 and til.16 p. m.. via Augusta;
for Bnngor Ac Pincataqui* K It., 111.16 p.
oi
for Mkowbegan, Kelfa*l and Dexter,
l. 26. 1.30, tl 1.16 p. m.; Waterville, 7.00 a.
m.
1.26, 1.30. *11.16 p. m.; for Angu*tn,

Wednesday,

Gorham

Brief advertisement*

thin head

MONDAY, Oct. 20,
1884, Passenger Trains leave

On and after

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, on
vnd Saturdays at 6 p. m.. Returning leave Pier 38
East River. New York, on Wednesdays and Sator
J. B. COYLE, JR., Qen’l Ag*t.
days at 4p,m

ROOMS TO LET.

«L P. BAXTER. 61 Peering St.27-1
WANTED—Pony;
public to know where they
WANTED.—The
have Locks and Keys of every description

RAILROAD
aud Connecting Steamboat Lines.

a. m.

JAPAN, CHINA,

Summer Residence situated on the
shore ot Casco Bav, at Falmouth Foreside, 4
miles fiom Portland, with 20 acres of land and island opposite belonging to the estate.
Nice orchard, good well of mineral water, tine privilege for
boating, tishiug and bathing. For further particulars enquire at premises or address.
MRS. R. JOHNSON,
marSeodtf
East Deering, Maine.

Arrangement in Kffect Mept. 9th

1884.
(Connection® via Grand Trunk Railway leave Portland for Buckfleld and
Fmt—w*Outon at 7.36 a. m., 1.30 p. no.
"Leave Canton for Portland 4.16 a m.
and 9.45 a. m. Stage connections with p. m. train
for Turner.Chase Mill®, Went Sumner, Britton*,*
Mi 11®. Peru, Dixfleld, Mexico and Kumford Fall
jan21dtfL. L. LINCOLN. Supt.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf

Philadelphia, at 10

SUMMER RESIDENCE FOR SALE.

a good strong youDg
business or trade that
will be permanent; good reference.
Address
MAINE 150Y, P. O. Box 449, Milford Mass. 27-1

73 Parris St.

acres

superintendent

Every Tuesday and Friday.

ALLANJJNE.

For Sale.
of 37

southwest

F

From BOSTON

every respect. Apply
ST.28 3

view to take charge of a department of 5m*
goods in this City; applicant must possess a
talent for embroidery work, good business capacity,
and energetic willingness to work. Address stating
age, business experience, if any, and giving refer27-1
ence, X. Y. Z Press Office.

rear

small

the

29-1

go
WANTED—Everybody
Theatre
Exchange St., and

D—A

let for

in the

—_____

so

season;
sails
FORMALE
sloop yacht 16 feet keel, 7 feet beam,
and well found in
at 45 FREE

coat makers, and
Address PARSONS

Tailor, Damariecotta, Me.

man

FAVORITE REMEDY

ap28dtf

A

For

2-1

man or woman

“Came Ashore,”
WANTED—Everyone
interesting and exciting story of the days

DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S

MOIjD EVERYWHERE.

LE.—The

power
Custom
21-2

male -a nice range nearly new; also extension table and other household furniture
and goods. Cheap for cash this week only at No 42
SOU H ST.28-1

in every

County
in the U. S. $1.25 samples free.
$75 per
Paul
month, salary or commission. Send stamp.
2-4
Tabel, Chicago, 111.

ences

HHEUS

CASTNER, Pittston,

horse

FOR

house;

timber.

‘BEST IN THE WORLD.'

anti-malarial medicine

H

12

MALE-A second-hand cabriolet in excellent coudition; Kimball’s make. Can be seen
at W. L. ROBBINS’ Livery Stable, Munro Place,
West End. Congress St.
28-1

as

Office.

described.
a. m.

4-1

or

no

and

ers.

ai_SL_

a

longer, call and investigate, no ynestions asked but your
every ailmeut, ache or pain Is faithrully

MALARIA,

Two doses of
moved 2(J large
Old.

8 AI. E .-Second-hand

dtqiot,
churches, public schools and Gorham Normal
school; consists of 17 acres of land; tine orchard of
300 trees; strawberries, raspberries and other small
fruits; large house with shed and stable attached,
all in perfect repair; cause of sale death of late owner who bad titled it up as a peimaneot home;-tine
scenery, healthy location, an excellent place for a
gentlemen’s country residence, and will be sold at a
bargain. Easy terms. Apply to E. W. GUPTILL,
17-4
Gorham, Me.

reliable man, employment
WANTFD—By
in any
bookkeerer, emry clerk, packer,

Rheum.

***

FOR

boiler for sale by A. L. JOHNSON, 6
House Wharf.

once

WANTED.—At
or

lwo St.

an

PHIL A DELPHI A

SNOWMAN,

Apply
John Brooks.

point®

I.

Mummer

—

at

DR.W.WILSON’S

XOXV

As

AMD

place,
Gorham Village, within few
FOR
called, situated
walk of Portland & Rochester

ANTED—500 people to come to Pine Street
Ylf
Tf
Church next Thursday Evening and witness
the '‘Waiter Drill” by 16 young ladies.
4-4t

WANTEto learn

It followed
Erysipelas, lor which I was for a
long time under medical treatment. I placed myself again in ihe hands of the physicians who did, I
lave no doubt, all that could be done.
One thing is
lure, however, 1 was none the better for all the
nedicine they gave me. The painful and unsightly
liaease made continual progress, until I began to
'ear I should never get rid of it.
By means of one of those accidents that often remit in so much blessing I had my attention called
;o your FAVORITE REMEDY, which I was told
would surely do me good. I used it, and within a
nuch shorter time than I would have believed possible. I received a permanent cure, i am ow per’ectly free from Salt Rheum. What a comfort this
s, and how it places your wonderful medicine in my
opinion, >ou may guess at, but never know. I keep
t now constantly in the house as a family medicine.
Yf nrs truly,
MRS. DINAH PHA1R.
Mrs. Phair sometime since, when on a visit to
Kansas, found a case of Salt Rheum, could not get
FAVORITE REMEDY, sent to New York City for
it, and cured the case.
For all diseases of tho Blood, Liver, Kidneys.
Bladder and Digestive Organs. Dr David Kennedy’s
FAVORITE REMEDY. Rondout,. N. Y.

Casco

FOR

advance.

Among the numerous letters received by Dr. Ken
ledy testifying to notable Salt Rhecm cure*, the
bllowing will be found of interest to <>ur readers,
vbo may accept our assurance of its perfect autben.icity and truthfulness:
Wobcester. Mass., March 215,1834.
Or. D. Kennedy. Jiondout, JST. Y.
Dear Sir: Until recently 1 have been for three
Salt

23-4

Echo

on

8 ALE-Cottage and garden lot 50x100
feet, eleven nice rooms newly papered and
painted, situated at Woodfor.ls Corner, on Woxllords St, two minutes walk to the steam or horse
cars; near the salt water.
Inquire on the premises
of MRS. ALLEN.21-2

advertisement* are inaerted under
this head one week for 25 cent*) paid in

toother Cleat and Positive Recovery—An
RIderly Lady’s Cetter.

rears a sufferer from
rpon an attack of

Steamer

Bay.

valuable

Brief

Druggists.

MUM OH SILT

Point,

8AI4E—

8

DE. J. C. AYEE &, CO., Lowell, Mass.
For sale

Summer cottage
Great Diamond Island; best location in
FOR
to CAPT. WAI. W.

and all

Northwest, West and
ep8

minutes

Ayer’s Pills. They have done me more
good than any other medicine I have ever
taken.” John Burdett, Trov, Iowa,

advised me to try
Ayer’s Pills. I did so, and with the
happiest results. My food soon ceased to
distress me, my appetite returned, and I

Knightville.Cape Elizabeth,

Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Cincinnati, Nt. I.ouin, Omaha. *aglunw, Nt. Paul,Mali Lake City,
Denver, Nan Fruncioco

COYLE, Jr., Manager.

B.

—

Wilson

—

Repot

Foot of India Street.

JOSEPH HICKSON, Uener.l Huso
KIM1AR. «. P. A.

location, charming

8AIj*S
50.000 pure
strawberry
FOR
plants. Apply to J. L. PARROTT, P. O. Ad25-2
Me.

Exchange Street, and

74

—TO—

leave Portland for all landings on Peaks’,
Little and Great Diamond Islands, at 6.46,
8.00 and 10.30 a. m., and 2.16, 4.30 and 6.10 p.m.

dress

12.35 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleoping Cart on night train an*
Parlor Car® on day train between Portland and Moif
treal.
TICKET OFFICRM

Canada,

scenery, ice, milk, groceries, etc. delivered at door.
For particulars address L. W. STAR BIRD. Thorn-

Me.,

ARBI VAL.Ni

TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED KATES

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

dike, Me.27-1

A1. E.—A job printing office having a
first class trade in large town near Boston,
near
located
the depot six years established, 100
fonts of type, yearly business $3000, water motor,
3 presses and naper cutter, price $900.
SAMUEL
G. CURRY, 45 Milk St., Boston.
27-1
*

WANTE

similarly afflicted,

(Sundays excepted.)
J,
my4dtf

m.

From l.vnikdtn aud Aubnru, 3.36 a. m.,
S. 5 and 6.60 |». m.
From Oorbum, 9.46 a. m. and 8.80p.m. mixed.
From Chicago, ^Montreal and tfaebec,

m.

summer

WAN't'Ri

By Using

writes: ‘‘For nearly two years my life
was rendered miserable by tbe horrors of
Dyspepsia. Medical treatment afforded
me only temporary
relief, and I became
reduced in flesh, and very much debilitated. A friend of mine, who bad been

^

cago, 1.30 p.

elegant

FOR
MALE OR TO liET.—A two storied
furnished
FOR
cottage, situated at Ocean
Lincoln Co.
fiue

Point,

O AI.EsiM AN.-Can add A 1 line, especially
among mills &c., samples small, commission
ca*h, Boston agent earned $3200 in 1884,
BOX
1371 New York.
25-2

Of his Shill that needs only a Trial.
His Ladies*
Periodical
Regulating Magnet
Working Wonder* W hout medicine.

failed,

Apply

8 AIiE—46 inch bicycle for sale. Can be
seen at No. 513 CONGRESS ST.27-1

to lighting by electricity;
supercedes all other inventions in this line and needs only to be examined to
be appreciated; the inventor requires more capital
and wants a live man for a partner.
SAMUEL G.
27-1
CURRY, 45 Milk St., Boston.

INDIGESTION

year.

MONDAY, Sep«. Nih, OM,
Train* w ill run an follow* t
DKPAB'IUREHi
For Auburn and l.ewt»ton, 7.16 a. m.t 1. a
aud 6.20 p. m.
For Id or hain, 7.36 a. m. and 4.00 p. m. mixed.
For fdorham. floulreal, <|urher and Chi-

Kumford Falls and Bucbtleld Railroad.

pure

27-1

NALE-At appraisal, the stock and fixtures of lst-class family
grocery store, run by
present owner 12 years, well stocked, good teams,
doing a business of $1200 per week, good lease, low
rent one of the fiuest stores in this state, located
within three miles of the State House, stock clean,
best of reasons for selling. W. F. CARRUTHERA
24 Tremont Row, Boston.
20-2

FOR

the

Leave Cushing’s Island, at 6.45,10 a. in., 2.45,
6.15 p. m.
Leave Peak’s Island, 7.00, 9.45 a. w., 3.00, 5.46
p.

TIME,

OHANGEOT

Wharf at 0.30, 9.30 a. m., and

will leave Franklin
2.30 aud 5.30 p m.

29-1

One good willow basket baby carat NO. 10 ADAMS C0UR1\

male-

FOR

I

newly painted

FOR
riage.

fountain, finely fitbargain. W. F. CAR-

ted, low rent; 3 years lease; a
RUTHERS, 241Temont Row, Boston.

from

ST._27-1

1st

ere m

May 4, 1886,

CADET

C. B. DAL-

Address

box top buggy with side
is in good condition
Inquire at 63 BROWN

MAliK-A

and

on

good

hatching,

piano
FOR
bars; tor sale cheap; it
this

27-1

c'ass confectionery
NAl.E-$900 buys
FOR
business, located
Washington St., Boston;
ice
stand nice soda

/‘Brown’s Iron Bitters is a thoronghly good mediI nse it in my practice, and find its action
excels all other forms of iron. In weakness or a low
condition of the system. Brown’s Iron Bitters is
usually a positive necessity. It is all that is claimed
for it.”
Genuine has trade mark and crossed red lines on
wrapper. Take no other. Made only by
BROWN CHEMICAL CO., BALTIMORE,MB.
Ladies’ Hand Book—useful and attractive, containing list of prizes for recipes, information about
coins, etc., given away by ail dealers in medicine, or
mailed to any address on receipt of 2c. stamp.
cine.

for

bred Plyniouth Rocks.
TON. Woodfords, Me.

one
CAR-

r.

KUTHKRS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.

..

On and after Monday,
and staunch steamer

FOR

cleared

ington St., Boston.

CO.

SJMBOAT

For Cushing’s aud Peak’s Island*

HACK.—3 good business horses, weight
i960; 2 second hand phaetons; several light
single harnesses; 2 sets double harnesses; 1 light
FERNALD &
express wagon; 1 Concord wagon.
29-1
SaWYER’3 Stable, 697 Congress St.

SIX *<—$1060. Lodging house, 18 rooms;
makes 15 beds; B. W. furniture, tapestry and
woolen carpets; rent $G0 month, good lease; house
is paying $100 month besides the rent, rooms always let year round; right iu heart of city, short distance from R. H. White’s. HILL & CO., 178 Wash-

For Weakness, Lassitude, Lack of
Energy, <Xrc., it I1AS NO EQUAL, and
is tho only Iron medicine that is not injurious.
It Enriches the Blood, Invigorates the
System, Restores Appetite, Aids Digestion
It does not blacken or injure the teeth, cause headache or produce constipation—other Iron medicines do

mm.

never

cuts large amount of choice hay, the
laud is elevated aud smooth; several thousand cords
of standing wood, a fine set of buildings nearly new,
a nice 3-story French roof house, 21 large finely
finished rooms and observatory from which the view
is seldom surpassed; bay windows, beautiful elm
trees, splendid modern built stables suitable for ail
kinds of stock, nice carriage house with chambers
for help, pigeon hennery, shop aud tool house, all in
flue order; very nice cellars to the buildings.
Any
gentleman wanting a fancy stock farm would do
well to see this place before purchasing; or this
place is well adapted for any public institution;
would make one of the nicest summer resorts near
Boston. A beautiful stream of water near by with
plenty of fish; this is one of the most picturesque
and healthful spots to live in N. E.; the farm Is
Price
stocked, aud the house is finely furnished.
$25,000; st ck aud furniture at appraisal if wanted.
C. F. TUTTLE & CO., 242 Washington St.# Boston.

furnished, always full, best chauce for hotel iu Boston, utar depots, license can bo had lor the asking,
dining rooms s^at 80. well furnished, sell on easy
terms. BEAUDKEAU, 187 Washington St.. Bos-

At this season
every one needs to use sumo
Sort of tonic. IRON enters into almost every phy-

the steamers of this Co. will leave Portland at 5 p.
in., (instead of 0 as heretofore) or after arrival of
Boston trains, every Vlonony, Wr«iuc*«l»»y and
Friday. Shippers of freight, will please take notice, as same cannot be received after 4.30 p. m. on
da>s of sailing.
mv4dtf
J. B COYLE, Ja.f Gen’l Manager.
|3^*Adverti8er copy.

failing spring;

«AI*E.—Lodging and boarding house, 50
FOR
and kitchens, well
rooms, fine dining

ton, Mass.

DAYsTThANGE OF HOUR.

■Commencing Monday, May IS,

FOR
County, 14 miles from Boston, with about 140
of the best of soil, well watered with

acres

29 1

Mass.

CHANGE OF

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
On and itflcr

SPECIAL NOTICE.

HACK—One of nieest estates in Middlesex

leaves the

GUS BEAUDKEAU & CO., 187 Washing

ountry.

Powder never varies. A marvel ol parity
atength and wholeBomenesa. M ore eoonomical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot bo sold in competition with the multitude of low teat, short weigh alum or phosphate powders.
Hold only in cam
Koval Baking Powder nr... n« Wall St., N. Y
mart
dlyr

from the great
J. Boarda limited
$1 per 13, for
Cape, or 177
2 2

HACK—A photograph car, 9x22 feet:
could be used for other purposes; or would
will be
make a comfortable cottage at the beach;
sold cheap if applied for soon.
Address W. C.
1-1
RIDEOUT, 176 oxford street.

SALE-Or exchange, stock of fancy
goods, toys, jewelry, silver plated ware and
small wares, at a great discount for cash or good
security, or will exchange for good real estate or
any productive property; clean stock; rare chance

This

sician's

trou-

J. W.

for

man
$1 per 13,
number of Plymouth Rock Eggs at
sain by C. K H a WES, Buzzeli Hill,
Middle St., Portland.

WAIiK—Dining room; $500, half down;
FOR
with
connected; seats 50; family

bles, must8ell; wants offer.
Washington street, Boston.

corner

are

lots on
Pearl
lots and

on

-Eggs
Hatching
Ij^OSmith
egg producers “White Leghorns,”
strain at
also

t'HANL'ES.

BUWlNEMtt

3

situated upon the side of the hill with a splendid
view of the citv of Portland and the surrounding
country for miles. Enquire of L. J. PERKINS,
489 Congress St., Portland.
2-2

gentlegentlemen. Ap

man and
wite,
Ply to 24 ST. LAWRENCE ST.

in

St.;

on

board

room with
or two single

a

Calais,

DOJIEMTI4J FORTH.
SAVANNAH—Ar 2d, seh Helen L Martin, Fountain, Philadelphia.
Cld 2d, sch M K Hawley, Hawley, Boston.
GEORGETOWN. DC—Ar 2d, sell Daylight, Hodgdon, Kennebec.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st, sch L A Burnham, Harding, Kennebec; Henry Withingtou, Crowell, amd
R Bowers, Thompson, do.
Cld 2d, seb Douglass Hovey, Wright, Bath.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st, Bob Mary Sanford,
Brown, Bath.
Ar 2d, bcLb Genevieve, Haley, Charleston; Horae,
R Sturgis, Spear, and Provideuco, Smith, Kennebec
Bessie C Beach, Crosslev, do.
Ar 3d, sets A R Weeks, Henley, Cardenas; Jos M
Hayes, Laneii, Sagua
Cld 2d, sch Nellie J Dinsmore, Parker, Cardenas.
Ar 4th, seh Mary L Allen, Butler, MatanzasNEW YORK—Ar 2d, schs Winner, Frye, Musquash, NB; iPrinoeton, Gray, St John, NB; Ulrica

lots
Deering,
the south Bide of Line >ln St-.; 6 lots
FOR
St.: 2
Grant
4 of these

BOARD.

a new

They

2-2

FOR

same

SALE.—One half interest In
FOR
patent right,
process relating
this

had not been for them.

cottage bouse, containing 9

hack—A 58 inch, 2d Hand Bicycle; 1st
class ball bearings; a bargain; just the machine for a six fo ^ter. Also two 54 inch bicycles
at $60 and $66 each. C. H. LAMSON, 2ul Middle
Street.
2-1

office of BLAKE, JONES & CO., No. 1 Galt
Dlock.
ap20dtf

HPOEEA.
March 22. lat 26 S, Ion 38 W, ship Chas Dennis
Allen, from San Francisco for Queenstown.
March 22, lat 26 S, Ion 38 W, ship Bohemia,
Trask, from San Francisco for Liverpool.

the entire system. T. P. Bonner, Chester,
Pa., writes: “I have used Ayer’s Pills
for the past 30 years, and am satisfied,
I should not have been alive to-day, if It

_4-1

Portland.

Lost.

uuc.

Kumball,

IlOR

MACK—A

finished moms, situated ou the south side of
Lincoln street, at Woodfords Corner, Deering; lot
66 feet fr<*nt ou Lincoln street, and 66 feet front
on Pearl street, and contains
12,278 square feet.
Enquire of L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress street,

Hunting Case Gold Watch. The finder
LADY’S
will be suitably ewarded by leaving the
at the

and others.
At Manila Feb 21, barque Henry A Litchfield
Davis, f r Montreal; JH J Libby, Richardson, for
New York; S R Lyman, Pinkbam, from Newcastle.
NSW, ar Feb 24.
At Yokohama Jan 10. ship Wm H Lincoln, Daley
from New Yorh: Wm J Rotch. Bray, from N York;
John Bunyan.for New York.
At Singapore Mch 23, barque Chalmitte, Chad-

Brown, Philadelphia.

harHACK—Second hand carriage
B. F. MeKUSICK, 31
at a bargain.

ness

LOM’JT—

FOREIGN POUTS

At Calcutta Mch 31, ships L L Sturgis, Mitchell,
and Mary L Cushing, Brojfin, fer New V» k
Sld4fm Saugor Mch 19, ship Gen MoLellen, Hopkins, for New York.
Ar at Vera Cruz Apl 16, sch J A Hatry, Moore,
[or McDonald! from Fearlinorton. Mi-s.
Ar at Kingston, Ja,
21st, ech AdUie G Bryant,
Stubba, Mobile.
Ar at Nnovitae April 24, ech Dora Matthews,

FOR

INTERNATIONAL S. S. CO.

and

Pearl St.

Fast Day, on Custom House Wharf,
Portland Pier, or Commercial St., a bunch of
keys; the finder will be rewarded by leaving them
at 4 PORTLAND PIER.
28 L

PREPARED BY

Steamship Franconia. Bennett, New York—mdse
to J B Coyle. Jr.
Steamer State of Maine, Thompson, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Barque Gaspee, (Br) Pinkey, Buenos Ayres Fob
24th, in ballast. To Chase. Leavitt & Co,
Barque Robert Porter. (Br) McGough, New York,
to load for Buenos Ayres.
To Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sch Hattie, Lowe, New York-eoal to Randall &

48

35yg
92%
Northwestern.....
Northwestern pref.,,, ......125
87%
New York Central..
112ya
Rock Island.
....
69%
St.Patu.
.102%
Bt. Paul pref.
Union Pacific Stock.
47%

LONT—On

inserted under

are

week for £5 cent*, paid in

one

BAII.KO A DM.

MTEAVIEItN.

advance.

between the Post
Office and Loveitt’s Wnarf, a roll of bil’s
amounting to $25. (One ten and three live.) The
finder will please leave the same at this office and
he rewarded.
S. QLOSSON, on board Steamer
Dallas.
2-1

At Melbourne Feb 3, ships Abner Coburn, Nichols, from New York; barque Willard Mudgett, Staples, for Newcastle; Jas G Pealdetsn, Colcord, do;

bourne,

Urief advertisements
this head

Friday morning,

room

--

...

Erie

Brief adreriinementM are inserted uuder
Chid head one week for 5S5 cent*, paid in
drance.

Savannah.
NEW HAVEN—Cld 1st, sch Joe Carlton. Wil
liams, and W S Jordan, Crowell, Philadelphia.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 2d, sebs John H Cross, Raw
ley, Brunswick; Augustus Hunt, Baker, Baltimore
Glenulleu, Sullivan, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 1st. sch Stephen G Pinkbam
Blake. Maracaibo 20 days for Moutville.
V1NEVARD-HAVEN Ar 1st, sebs Allie Oakes
Merriam, Hoboken for Saco; Eliza S Potter, Gardi
ner for Philadelphia;
Wm Pickering, Ellsworth foi
Rondout; Merrill C Hart, St John, NB, for Wash
ington; Flora King, Calais for New Bedford; Sabac

do for orders.
Ar 3d, sch Addie Fuller, Hart, Richmond, Me, foi
Richmond, Va.
Ar 4th, brig Minnie Abbie, Plummer, Porto Rice
for Portland; Geo Nevinger, Hoboken for Gardiner
Ida L Ray, do for Boston.
KDGARTOWN- Ar 30sh. sch Mary B Smith,
Brown, Klizabetbport for Thomaston, (and sailed.;
Sid 30th, sch Moreligbt, for Bangor.
BOSTON—Ar 2d, sebs Sardinian, Holbrook, New
York; Jas Holmes, Ryan, Belfast; Unison, Hutchings, Orland; Laura T Cbo6ter, Beal. Rockport;
Metropolis, Brown, Vinalhaven; J P Wallace, Brvant, Damanscotta; Express, Bowman, and Onward,
Poole, do; Tivana, Tibbetts, Bristol; Mentor, Oliver
Westport, Me.
Ar 4th, schs Watchman, Hamilton, Calais; Harriet. Gipps, do via Salem; Ella Clifton, Strout, fm
Millbridge; Flavilla, Blake, Rockport; sloop New

FOR HACK.

LOST AND FOUND.

...

Son rises.4.26 |
Sun set*..
6.49

The

MI*C ELL AM BOCA

1 have a positive remedy for the above disease; by its us«j
thousands of ruses of the w.nn kind amt of.long s ending
have been cured. Indeed, so strong Is my faith In Its efficacy
that I will send TWO BOTTLES FREE, together with a VALIIABLE THKATISKou this disease, to any sufferer. Give express A i\O. address, bit. T. A. SLOCUM, 181 Pearltit N. Y

no,i40

TTka*wly

TKAINN LEAVE
AT 4.00 A

PORTLAND

Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Naco, Biddeford, Kiltery. Port-mouth,
Newburyporl, Nalem, Lynn aud Bos-

AT

m.s

ton, arrivii g at 6.30 a. m.
N.45 A. HI.: For Tape Elizabeth, Nearboro. Naco, Kitldeford,
Kennebunk,
Well-, North aud Nouih Berwick, Conway Jnariion. (connecting for all stations

Conway Division), Kiliery, P«*rf«mouih,
Newbury port, Naleiu, €» louee-ier, Kockport, Lmn, I bel-ea ami HomIou, arriv-

on

ing at i.15 p.
AT 1.110 P. .11

m.

t For Naco, Kiddeford.
Kennebuuk, Conway Jnnetion, Kiliery,
r orimiuotiili,
Nalem,
Newburypor*,
Lynn and If onion, arriving at 6.1 0 p. m.
AT tt.uO P. VI .s (Express) for
Booinn
and
principal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at

9.30 p.

m.

oaNI7NDA VN AT *4.00 P. M.t Express for
(on and pi1i cipal
Way Stations, arriving in

Boston at 6.30 p. ru.
TKAINN LEAVE BON TON FOB
LAND

PORT.

14.30 and 7.00 p. m.,
AT 7.30,9.00
week days, ami 7.00 p. u*. Nundaya.
PARLOR AND Pt’l LB AN NLEfePINQ
CAR NERVICR
a. in.,

WESTERN DIV.: Parlor car on 1.00 p. m
train Portland to Boston; 9.00 a. m., Boston to

Portland.
£ ANTE BN DIV.; Portland to Boston, Pullman
sleeping car, (through car from the East,) 2.00 a.
Parlor cars on 8.46 a. m.,
ru. daily.
1.00, 6.00 p.
m.; Boston to Portland, parlor cars on 9.00 a. m.
and 12.30 p. in. week days. 7.00 p, m.
Pullman sleeping car 7.00 p. m. daily.
South and West, at
Through tickets to al
Portlauu depot ticket othccs, and at Lnion Ticket Oflllce, 49 Kachan*? Nt., Portland.
|JAS. T. EUKBEK, Cien’l Manager.

daily!

(points

d^!9___dtf

Portland k OgttoasDsrg R. R.
WHTER AKKABIGGiniiNT.

Commencing Monday,

Oct. 13, 1884.

Leaves Portland N.45 a. m., for all stations on
through line as far m Burlington and Swsnton,
connecting at Wing Road lor Littleton,Wells River, Plymouth, Montpelier, aud at St. Johusbury
for all points ou Patuuiupsic R. R.
Leaves Portiund 3.«o p. iu., fcr all stations as
far as Parti Jtt.
AKKIVALN IN PORTLAND,
10.60 a. rn. from Barileti and intermediate stt*
ons.

6.60 p.

HurlingiM and Nwaaioa, awJ
through line.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
(JHAS. H. FOVK, A G. T.
00l3tf
Oct. 11, 1884.
ui. from
all stations on

Portland Teachers’ Association.

THE PRESS.
TUESDAY MORNING, MAY 5.

CITY AWP VICINITY.
NEW adtebtisehents todav.
ENTERTAINMENTS.

Readings—Miss Lizzie H. Soule.
John L. Sullivan-City Hall, Lewiston.

Company.
Wanted—Young Man.

Small Fruit Plants,

schools giving the average number belonging
in each room for the month and the per cent,
of actual attendance.
The superintendent
then read the summarized statistics of all the

views: “The position of the trunk lines, and,
indeed, of all the railroad properties of the
northern part of this continent, is just about

Fer Sale—House.
To Let—Farm.
Wanted—MIbs E. Hanson.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Cowdrey’s Salad Cream.

Cowdrey’s SaladOream

AVERAGE NUMBER ATTENDING.

High school....—. 317, percent. 96.8
Grammar schools.1,114,
95.3
93.8
Primary sohools.8,263,

Total.4,739, Av.«

94.3
Notice was given that the school ohlldren
not yet vaccinated can be by applying at the
truant officer’s room on Wednesday afternoon,
May 13th, at 3.45 o’clock.
Notice was also given of the meeting of the

can

Maine Pedagogical Society at Bangor, May
14th and 15tb, and that ladles can secure free
entertainment at that meeting by addressing
Miss Mary F. Snow of Bangor.
After the business of the meeting was finished, Superintendent Tash introduced Rev.
Frank T. Bayley, who gave a sound and prac-

V. 8. Circuit Court.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Mobdat.—Frederick Yates vs. Manufacturers
Fire and Marine Insurance
Company.
Verdict for plaintiff. Damages £1,042.85.
Wilbur F. Lunt, for pltff.
Symonds & Libby, Henry St. John Smith, for defendant.

tical lecture as to how we shonld educate the
yonng. He gave the two methods employed
by teachers, viz: the cramming theory and

Jury ezcnsed.
Adjourned to Monday, Ilth Inst.
J ndicial

Coart.

the

development theory—illustrating the
former by a bag and the latter by the use of a
seed. Bag philoeophy, he claimed, narrowed
down the mind, and made the young nnfit for
the practical duties of maturer years. He then
compared the boy to the seed or germ, and

VIRGIN.

Mobday.—In the case of Charlee F. Wight et al *
petitioners for leave to appeal from decree of Judie
Probate, the petition was granted.
McQuillan and Sylvester.
Parker.
John C. Phinney et als., appellante from decree
ef Judge of Probate, vs. Jane H.
Phinney. The
of

decree which 1r «nii0ht fn hA lowm-on/i
pointing Jane H.
administratrix of the
eatate of her husband, Edmund G.
Phinney.
3 late
of the firm of Phinney & Jackson.
Drummond & Drummond.
Strout & Holmes.
___

snowoa me

Phinney

Brief Joltings.
wintry cold yesterday. The mercury indicated 38° at sunrise, 47» at noon, 40°
at sunset; wind north, southeast and Bouth.
The yacht Willie is being put in commission
and will be entered for this year’s races.
The stream dredge Freeport is
dredging out
the dock on the west side of Franklin Wharf.
Mr. W. H. W. Adams, holder of No.
116,
drew the Domestic Maohine

Company’s

crazy

Nine members were received into
Fayson
Memorial Church, Sunday, at communion—
six on profession and three by letter.
I. T. Hobson of Wiscasset will build a sidewheel steamer to run between Wisoasset and

Washington, Buaday,

The

flag on the house of the Portland Yacht
Club was displayed at half-mast
yesterday in

cordia'ly invited.
Stephen’s Society offers

the novelty
of an orange supper and entertainment at
the
hall of the Young Men’s Christian Association
The supper will be served

Thfi Tnffl.ntrv

in front of

City

OnniomnlatA.

Hal) where they

tin

umcago;
2. D. Wiggins,

be In-

If. m. C. A. monthly
meeting.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Young
Men’s Christian Association took place last
evening, Vloe President Geo. P. French in the
chair.
The exercises
opened with an

voluntary
which

after

by

there

Mr.

was

Boys’

B.

F.

singing

from time to time contained letters and book
reviews from her pen. Of a retiring disposition, she shrank from publicity, and her
abilities were known to but few outside of the
circle of her intimate acquaintances. To them
her amiable disposition and accomplishments
had greatly endeared her.

Hinds,
by the

Chorus Choir, under the direction of
Mr. A. B. Merrill.
Prayer was offered by Mr.
W. 8. Corey.
Introductory remarks were
made by Mr. French,
the members

Reuel W. Kimball, who was formerly a clerk
for Emery & Waterhouse in this city, died
suddenly in Bangor, Sunday. Last Monday

welcoming
and congratulating the asso-

and their friends
ciation on it* present prosperous condition and
brilliant outlook for the future. The following new members were elected: Payson
Tucker, B. 8. Laughlin, Ransom D. Palmer,
Wm. E. Emerson, Geo. B.
J. E.

Mr. Kimball, in pushing a carriage out of his
stable, slipped and fell, striking upon his
ohest and straining it severely. A physician
was called, who in a few days pronounced Mr.
Kimball out of danger, and he improved until

Wooster,
Fowler, Daniel F. Small, Joseph 8. Hobbs.
The following were appointed organists for the
ensuing year: B. F. Hinds, Dorville Libby,
Jr., C. J. Baker. Remarks on the work of the

Saturday,

when late in the night he grew
and was delirious. The physician was
sent for, but Mr. Kimball grew worse Tery
rapidly, until death finally relieved his suffering. He was 42 years of age and leaves a
worse

association were
made by Messrs. A. B.
Merrill, W. S. Corey, J. 0. Newton and Geo.
F. French, after which the
was ad-

widow, two daughters and

meeting
journed. Then followed a very enjoyable
entertainment, consisting of music by Mr.

Corps.

This evening the Boys’ Literary Society will
have an oyster supper.

Thursday evening

the new board of
managers of the association will meet for
organization and the transaction of other

business.

masonic.
The Masonic grand bodies of
Maine, as before stated, will hold their annual session here
this week, commencing with the Grand
Lodge
which opens at 9 o’clock this morning. The
Grand
Chapter opens at 7 o’clock this

evening, the Order of High Priesthood at 11
o’clock Wednesday forenoon, the Grand Counotl at 2 o’clock Wednesday afternoon, and th«
Grand Commandery at 7 o’clock Wednesday
evening. Quite a number of leading Masons
have arrived, including Grand Master Bates,
Deputy Grand Master F. L. Day of Lewiston,
Past Grand Master Cargill, Grand Lecturer
Albert W. Larrabee, Grand
High Priest
Frank E. Sleeper, S. Clifford Beloher,
Esq.,
J. M. Nevens and Archie L. Talbot of the

Grand Chapter.

delegates

The larger number of the
will arrive on this morning’s trains.

Bsmiois ('•liege.
The crews are at work on the river and
to have some interesting races this term.

hope

The
and Freshmen have their crews in
training for the olass race to take place the latter part of this month.
The Sophomore crew
is as follows: L. B. Varney, stroke; C. F.

swain.
National Encampment.
The

following records were made at the
headquarters yesterday: Post, No. 80 of West
Mewfield, Me., have written for camp quarters.

The meeting of the executive committee has
been changed from
Friday, May 8, to Thurs-

day, May

7th at 2 p. m.

son.

Pleasant Surprise.
Members of Ivy Lodge, Daughters of Ilebekah, and gentleman and lady friends from
the city and Deering, to the number of about

Sophomores

Moulton, third and captain; E. L. Bartlett,
second; A. W. Merrill, bow; J. V. Lane, coxswain. The Freshmen crew is composed as
follows:
Meserve, stroke; Woodman, third;
Cole,.second; Llnscott, bow, Godding, cox-

a

Cumberland County Agricultural Society.
The Cumberland County Agricultural Society will offer the following special premiums
for the season of 1885:
Sec. 1. For the best system of farm Improvements, and general farm management by actual experiment, 1st, $25, 2d, $15, 3d, $10.
Sec. 2. For the best kept system of farm accounts, to include the actual income and expenses
of the farm, 1st, $20, 2d, $16, 3d, $10.
Sec. 3. For the best experiment in feeding steers
by a boy between 14 and 20 years of ago, 1st, $26,
2d, $lo, third $10.
All competitors must bs residents of the
county and must make entry to A. L. Dennison, Portland, on or before June 10, farm improvements to date from May 1,1885.
All competitors in section 1 must file their
statements of what they desire to compete for,
in improvements or general farm management,
at the time of making their entries or when
the committee make their examination.
In section 2, the awards shall be based upon
that system of farm accounts which most simply and accurately represents the business of
the farm for the year, and in this class the
books of accounts shall constitute the requisite
report of the society.
The committee will visit the competitors for
sectioaa 1 and 3, for examination at Buch times
as they may think advisable.
In section 3, competitors will weigh the daily
rations, weigh the steerB each week or month,
keep an accurate account, and record every
particular connected with them.
Competitors must certify to tbe truth of their
statements before some officer of the society or
justice of the peace, and return them to the
society on or before November 1,1885.

and Mrs. F. A. Bowdoin and the
Boys’ Chorus
Choir, readings by Mr. V. R. Fo*s and Mr. A.
B. Merrill, and a drum duet by Masters Ross
and Williams of the Forest City Drum

Next

Oxford,

O. C. Calkins,
wuson, xnomaston;
Md.; 0. H. Downing,

fifty, paid

a

ding of

Mr. and

Mrs. Jones, but they

wedW6re

unaware that the event was to be noticed until their door bell rang, and on answering
it they fonnd the gathering of friends in front
of their home.The house was at once taken pos
session of and things made lively for a time.
Order was soon obtained, however, and David

Jones feelingly responded.

This

was

followed

poem, finely read by Mrs. Alfred Woodman, and then sociability was the order.
A
fine collation was ssrved and the visitors returned to town on the 10.30 o’clock car.
It
occasion

long

Accident.
Yesterday noon a little boy named Eugene
Harris, whose parents reside on York street,
was riding on the rear of a
haok, when aB the
hack reached the corner of Danforth and
High streets, the boy caught his leg in the
wheel, and the limb was badly broken.
Mudden Heath.
Mrs. Mary LydeD, aged 51 years, died
very
suddenly at her residence, No. 10 1-2 Pleasant

street, yesterday morning, from an attack of
heart disease. Coroner Gould, on learning the
facts, after being called to the house, deemed
n

inq

uest unnecessary.

S

phl.anthropic associations of the city have
an irreparable loss.
By her skill In orby her taet in administration, and by
fanization,
or, power to inspire to good works by gracious example, Mrs. Bradbury has been foremost in aiding
all philanthropic efforts in our city.
Resolved, That the board of government send to
the bereaved family this expression of their reverence for the beloved one and sympathy in their
great sorrow.
They trust in the God and Father
who is ready to comfort in every hour of tribulation, and they look forward to reunion in the world
suffered

immortality.

Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
count; have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:
Portland—J. 0. Goodall to Mary E. McGlauflin,
land, *1000.
D. F. Emery, dr., to Margaret Hale, land, $1.
Horatio Fox to Peleg Barker, land, (1.
Cape Elizabeth—Eben T. Nutter to Sarah M. Cotton, land and building*, $700.
G. W. Allen to Charles G. Allen, land, $1,
Yarmouth—William A. Campbell to George W.
Hammond, land, $800.
Peaks’ island—Melville C. Sterling to D. F. Murdock, land, $1 and other valuable considerations.
Real

St. Louis.0

to be remembered.

of the best teams

tbe road.

The
entertainments of the season.
lar price of admission will prevail.

0

1
1

1
0

NOTES.
In accordance with a law passed by the city government last evening, closing all rinks at 10 p. m.,
the Bijon will hereafter close at that hoar.
In order that patrons may not lose by that order evening
sessions will hereafter commence at 7.30, instead
of 7,45 as heretofore.

I

Now is the time to replenish your stock of IHshee
at your own prloe, as everything will be sold regardless of cost. No limit on anything.
The stock is somplete and comprises everything
newt in Houses, Hotels and Restaurants.
Ladles are respectfally invited to call and examine stock and be present at the salee.

Great

Private Salee daring the Day.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
dlw
may2

LARGE SALE

MAnOGKS, COOMBS & NEAL, FARM STOCK
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
89
Ur.wud

Exchange St.,

Floor,

BY

AUCTION.

TUESDAY, May 12, at 10 o’olock a. m., at
Cornelius Connolly's farm,formerly known as
the W. H. Smith place, on Prout’a Neck road about
three miles from Portland, in Cape Cllitbeth, we
shall soli 3 horses, 11 cows, 3 sows and pigs, 60
shoats, 3 express wagons, 1 top boggy, 1 phaeton,
6 seta harness, 1 large plaasnre wagon, Ac.

ON

Portland,

.....

He.

Chau. P. Mattock*.
ardon W. Coombs,
W*. K. Neal.

_dlw

KNIGHT,

RULER.
PORTLAND, ME.

Boon on 3d FLOOR.

Twenty pieces figured. Swiss Curtain Muslin

10.00 a.m. and 2.30
STOCK IS BOLD.

—OF

m*r2

d3m

F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneers
dtd
my2

F. O. BAILEY &

CO.,
Auctioneers and Commssion Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F.O. BAILEY,

C. W. ALLEN
dtf

14

mar

cents, to be closed out
CITY ADVERTISEMENTS.

desirable for furnishing summer cottages. Price last season was 60
cents, we shall sell at 17 cents per yard.
Short Length of Striped and Plaided Nainsook to be sold at 8 1-3 cents per yard. The
regular wholesale price of this quality is 11 cts.,
but on account of the pieces being short length,
(1 to 10 yards) they wiil be sold at a discount.
Sham Holders, which we guarantee the best in
the market, will be put up and if not perfectly

BVOCATIONAL,

Portland and Cap. Elizabeth Ferry Company
THE
having leased the lot adjoining the easterly side

Cape Elizabeth Hallway Company, on the
Cape Elizabeth shore, request permission to boild a
pile wharf on said lot, not more than twenty (20)
feet In width and extending Into the harbor not far.
ther than the present line of the railway wharf.
C. W. T. GODING,
(Signed)
Clerk of Portland and Cape Elizabeth Ferry Comp’y.
of the

satisfactory need not be paid for.
The Swiss Linen which we are selling at 26
cents per yard is excellent material for making
ladies' and children's white dresses and aprons.
It is soft and pliable, and cool, and will not soil
so easily as cotton material.
WearemakiDg a specialty of Curtains and
Curtain Materials and invite comparison of prioe
by parties who are intending to purchase this

Portland, April 29,1885.

On the foregoing petition it is ordered that a hear,
be appointed for FRIDAY, May 8, next, at 4
o'clock p. m., at or near the premises mentioned la
tke petition, where all interested may be beard; and
It is farther ordered that a notice of the above application, together with this onr order thereon be
given by publication In two of the dally papers printed in Portland for seven days at least previous to
the hearing. (Signed)
JACOB McLELLAN. ) Harbor
CHARLES MERRILL, [ CommiaC. H. FARLEY,
) aloners.
Portland, April 29,1885.
ap30dtd

leg

spring.

Fine assortment Feather Dusters just received.

PROF. HENRI DUCOM,
Portland,

Haying returned

after six years

to

ab-

bo found, by his former pupils, his
friends, and those wishing to study French, at hli
old quarters, No. 33 Free street, oyer Dr. Bacon’s
office.
The Professor begs to Inform the American teashore of French In Maine and New Hampfhlre that he
Intends to teach during the summer vacations.
d2w
ap28
sence. can

STENOGRAPHY.
SPECIAL BATES FOB ONE MONTH.
I will give 20 lessons In Stenography for $6.00
this offer to remain open for one month from April
Benn Pitman sys24th. Personal instruction.
A. L. SAWYKU,
tem.
Portland School of Stenography, Brown's Block,
637 Congress St.

eod2w*

ap25

and Class-

English

Instruction in

ical Studies

ill

given to private pupil* by

J. W,

JERSEY WAISTS.
We hare just opened one of the largest stocks of Jersey Waists ever
offered at retail in any store in Portland. Our prices are so low that
any customer in want of these goods will sorely appreciate our prices.
Below we will name a few of the low prices:

A. WIDE & M,
RuceiMn

•

COLCOBD,

Royd

13
an24

th* *ub*orlb

Street.
dtf

10

Woodmansee & Garside.
The justly celebrated shoes manufactured by the
late Arm of

WOODMANSEE & OAKS IDE,

tk, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $U5, $2.00,
and Fine Goods up to $5.00 eacb.
We

surely say we have

can

goods

as can

now made exclusively by their successors, each
pair bearing the name of

are

A. GARSIDE & SOW
A.» a guarantee.

A. CABSIDE & SON

fine a line of these
be found east of Boston.
as

manufacture a full line Ladles' Misses' and
Children's Fine Hand, Machine and Goodyear's
Welt Shoes in all the prevailing styles.
Mr. A, Garside being an originator of styles will
continue to cater to the public taste for something
new.

T H E

N. H. STUDLEY,
499
«n»y6

-

Manager,

-

Congress St., Corner Brown.

ARE

Shirt Waists.

Boys’

We offer this week a very large variety of Boys’ Shirt Waists. These
have had manufactured especially for us, from styles and material of our own selection. We have them iaundriedand unlaundried,
in sizes to fit boys 3 to 13 years old.
The prices on these waists have
been fixed at a small advance above cost so as to insure a rapid sale
of them.
We also ofler a superior line of Gent’s Night Shirts, In sizes Id 1-2,
15, 15 1*2, 16, 16 1-2, 17, 17 1-2 and 18. These are completely made
of Wamsutta Cotton, and full in length and breadth. Price only 90
cents each.
Pull lines Gent’s and Boys’ Unlaundried Shirts at 50c, 75c and $1.00
each. The best fitting shirt in the market.
Special values in Bed Spreads.
Full line Shetland Shawls very cheap.
Complete assortment of Ladies’ and misses’ Jerseys,
The best value in Ladles’, Gents’ and Children’s Hose at 25 cents a
pair, to be found anywhere.
we

BUTLEBT^o.24? Middle St.

4. B.

TIT
ANTED—Smart young man to take charge
""
of branch office of a large manufacturing
company, and sell their goo la on commission; office
established 3 years, sales $0000 to $8000 per year,
profits large; no capital required; only a cash deposit for stock carried. Address BOX 415, Belfast,

LOUIS J. GRAY,
suceessor to

GEO. H. HARDING,

IK BOARDING AND SALE STABLE,
NO. 19 SOUTH STREET,
MAINE.

PORTLAND,

TELEPHONE NO. 341 X.
Particular attention given to Boarders.
elass accommodations, and prices reasonable,

to know that Miss E.
WANTED—Customers
Hanson, dress maker, has removed from 81

First

13 Prospect, between Oak and Casco
Sts., where she will continue to do dress making at
room or in booses to suit convenience of customers.
Best of references given and prices moderate.
5-1

ma>5___dlw»

PORTL&KD TaiJST COMPANY.

summer

residence.

Hill,jicarboromth,

Apply

to

BEE, No. 396 Congress St.

the place

SETH L. LARRA6-1

persons in want of good reliaWANTED.—All
ble help to call at my office, also 3 cooks

legally oome before the meetiDg.

BDTLER, Secretary,

Portland, Me., May 2d, 1885.

to

O I.ET-At Oak

rtlHE Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland Trust Company, will be held at the
rooms of said Company on Tuesday, June 2d, 1881,
at 10 a. m., for the election of a Board of Trustees,
and the transaction of any other business that may
H.

St.,

Oak

wanted, laundry

women for hotels and girls for pris iris of all nationalities wanted at
at the Portland Employment Office, 025 Congress St. MRS. J. FOB if. Cut this out.
6-1

my5dlawTutd

families,

vate

onoe

SAVINGS

BJ_BOOK

LOST.

BALE.—An established Shoe Store 0
miles from Portland, present manager oan be
retained, capital required about $8000, rare chanoe
for a good paying business, investigate.
W. P.
GOSS, 227 Middle St.*5-1

FOB

HAVE been notified in writing bv Thomas I Lowell, of Westbrook, Maine, that the Book of Deitsned to him by the Maine Savings Bank is
posit and
tjat he desires a duplicate Book of Deposlost,
it Issued to him.
ALPHEUS «. ROGERS,
Treasurer.
may5dlawTu3w

I

BALE—House; 9 rooms, large stable, all
In perfeot repair, 16000 feet of land, apple
FOB
and
pear trees, Sebago water; west end of the city;
will be sold at a great bargain. W. H. WALDRON.
5-1

IH. C. HI. A.
A STATED meeting of the Maine Charitable

A. GARSIDE & SON
Fine

Tll&Th2t

Shoes

THE

These Shoes are

on

BEST.
Portland at the

sale in
store of

IRIK J. BROWN,
Sealer in Fine

\ts?%

Boots and Shoes.
(SIGN OF

421

THE

GOLD

Congress

aprll

BOOT.)

Street.
eodt

*>

O^ieS***2l

m«»*‘

! uE

\» d.

cevew*^
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PAPER HANGINGS.
Spring stock is now comand we are ready to offer the
most Artistic Designs at reasonaOar

plete,

ble prices. Ceiling work a specialty; estimates and plans furnished.
Mr. E. F. Copeland of Boston, has
recently taken charge of this department, and we can assure polite and respectful attention.
Mr. T. W. Emerson, the well
known decorator, has charge of the
mechanical
W e
department.

would urge all of those contemplating the use of Wall Papers, to
examine our stock and make selections before the assortment is

broken.

LORING, SHORT k HARMON.
m*rl6

OPP. PREBLE HODSE.

d3m

WOULD YOU

■gg£*5£
*$&&?**
^ a

pM^,

J^gvT

US-5
i.atge au& 1_

tw Sea*o«

_

BUY THE BEST

SALE—Large cottage at Old Orchard,
FOB
suitable for boarding house; will exchange
for other
property

nr

merchandise of any

St._

kind. W,
5-1

BALE—Small fruit plants, fruit trees,
etc. Catalogue free. J. W. ATKINS, PortMe.. Box 593.
5-1

FOB

land.

PIANO 1
Call at the Old Stand and
largest stock of

FINE

the

see

Pianos, Organs, Stools and
Covers.
bargains still remain.
Tuning and repairing to order.

[Funeral Wednesday.]
In Pownal, May 3, Louisa G., wife of Dea.Edward
Hushing, aged 70 years 8 months.

Samuel Thurston

0T The funeral servioe of the late Chandler
Bums will tdke plaee Wednesday forenoon at 10.30
at hiz late residence, No. 148 Cumberland street.

jam 2dtt

I began to use Hood’s
Do you know what a wonderful
I was suffering intensely from liver
and kidney complaints, and could not find anything
to do me any good till I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Hie effect of this medicine from the first was

8 Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

IFYOUCONTEMPLATE
Life

narvelous.”
“II you have been benefited, I must try It myself,
is I suffer very much from a similar trouble.’’
All who are troubled with disease of the kidneys
>r liver should try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It purifies
.be blood, sbarpens the appetite, stimulates the
ligestion, and gives the body vitality and vigor.

00000000 2—2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—0
0—8

0—5

Run Down—Built Up.
“I had become very much run down and generout of order, was very bilious, and my liver
ind kidnevB were more or less deranged. A few
lottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla built me right up and
W. R. Stayheb, Cun>ut new life into me.”

We

iridgeport, Mass.
“Last spring 1 was troubled

Baltimore—Baltimores 10, Metropolitans 7.
Pittsburg—Cinolnnatis 3, Plttsburgs 0.
Brooklyn—Athletics 9. Brooklyns 5.
Springfield—Browns 9, Amherst 1.

colors

with boils, caused by
being out of order. Two bottles of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla cured me, and I can safely recommend
t.” Joseph Schoch, Peoria, 111.
A Pleasant Surprise,
1

MIBIIBBAN NEWS.

I
:

Mr. C. I. Pitman, Dorchester District, Boston,
ook Hood's Sarsaparilla for the simple purpose of
unifying bis blood. He was greatly surprised and
[ratified to find tbat it was doing what all other
emedics had failed to do—curing a severe kidney
rouble with which he had suffered for eleven
He earnestly recommends Hood’s Sarsapa'ears.
illa for sncb oomplalnts.

Hood’s

j

Sarsaparilla

iold by all druggists. SI; six for $5. Made only
>y G. I. HOOD & CO., Apotheoarles, Lowell, Mass,

100 Doses One Dollar.
janl

imported.
of styles and

ever

kept constantly on
L. A.

CHARLES CUSIIS k COj
493
St

GOULD,

~

/giFitsh editions,

# /-* #

t

accu-

ri/rvmMr8tafLent8entout
viz
reports an order at

dura

CYRUS F. DAVIS
610 Congress St.
my4

a3t

OJF NEW YORK.

ml_

MtM money.

■pWBaHWar.:y at. Terms
271c

Send

•

every
Rare
make
for out

Premiums may be paid monthly It deelred.

$1.00

D.
W.
aprl

LITTLE, Agent.
1

II.

«!«•”«'" “■"

ni»-»‘z

Barbadoes Molasses.
343 PUNCHEONS,!
34 TIEBCES,
3« BARBEES,

Cargo Schooner Bobbie Godfrey.
FOB

SALK

BY

—

C0U» & TOMLINSON,
JL11’®13

o
ap28

and 315 Commercial 8M.

dtf

FINE PAINTINGS,
Bare proof

ings,

Etchings and Engrav-

Photographs,

etc.

Artistic Frames for Pictures
A SPECIALTY.

B\

DAVIS,

610 Congress St.

»pr30

LAMSOIV,

BICYCLES A TRICYCLES.
Agent for the Columbia, Standard, Expert de Victor, Ideal and C hailing, also all the best English
makes. Rudge, Yale, Sauspareil and the Kangaroo
audRudge-Safety, (the latter machine being the
lightest and easiest running of its class), suitable for
the timid and elderly.
d*w3m
ap3

A

CYRUS

very liberal.

Dealer in

Lilted*

J'
& ®"
fSfffER

dtt

dtjolO

C.

ttet

$104,000,000.

Henry BiUPub. Co.,

tuyU

|

•

.and equal

to the
mifR/Pl
W* 1“ type
am paper, printiiiK and
L PM

mm 0“« for two weeks.
Wjy
-pp
chance for agents to
Ml vztiPJUN.MK

I have been requested to return the
fine paintings now on free exhibition at
and Jacque, on Wedmy rooms, by Corot
nesday, the utb, and Peyroi lionheur, on
Thursday, the 7th. Being desirons that
all lovera of Art should have an opportunity to see them, L would respectfully inrite them to call before that time.

Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

4tt

mid oid
*1777777777 -,B*Mes at *-*
at less than
Sl ft
HO L. JYI
1 -3 the price,- of the EmrA T“ta™ent*

ME.

Insurance,

be sure to look into System and Adrantages of the Endowments and flTe
year distribution plan of the old

ASSETS,

hand.

apr23eod2mPORTLAND

Congress

la»26

..

ny bloed

The Portlands play their first leagne game this
Tomorrow they play the
afternoon at Brookton.
Lawrences.

the W. B. to be the

A full assortment

illy

innings.

guarantee

finest line of Corsets

\o°^
Jt'0£S&g%&*
tb»t

FANCY NEW CROP

Some rare

Sarsaparilla.

0-7
0 0—2

Bowery Beach.
Your correspondent, who was on the road May
Day.hetween Portland and this place,estimates that
he met at least 1500 persons, mostly of the juven
lie elass, going Capeward In search of Mayflowers.
Saturday’s storm at the Cape was In some respects oven more severe than its predecessor of the

Commencing Tuesday, Hay 5th,
And continuing every day at
p, m., until the ENTIRE

No. 37 Plum Street

45 EXCHANGE ST,

How’s Your Liver.

IN-SHOOTS.

low and popu-

STEPHEN BERRY,
Boom, Card and Job Printer

Account Books Ruled to Order.

Specialties for Spring.
which has been sold at 26
at 8 1-8 cents per yard.
Wide India Grass Cloth

ME.

Variety.

PAPER

MOORE & CO.

“Oh, better, thanks, since

0

1
1

dim*

58 years.

OTHER GAMES.

will

OWEN

In this city, May 4, Elinor R. Hunt, daughter of
Hobart W. and Helen L. H. Richardson.
[Funeral service at Benton, Me.l
la this city. May 4, Warren B., son of Joseph 0.
and Mary B. Sterling, aged 8 years 9 months.
[Funeral this Tuesday forenoon at 10 o’eloox,
No. 1 North street. Burial private.
In North Windham, May 4, Joseph Brazier, aged

DETROIT.
Detroits.0 003000000 7—10
Buffalo.0 000003000 1— 4

At
At
At
At

Bore Civil Service Reform.
from Augusta to the Lewiston

PORTLAND,

Decorated Tea and Toilet Sets in

S. D.

PEATHB.

AT

They
give one of tbeir fine entertainments at tbe Bijou
rink tonight, consisting of trick and fancy riding,
doable and single tumbling, banjo playing while
riding at fall speed, ana polo playing on bicycles.
Their exhibition takes pl&oe at 9 o'cloek, and as
usual there will be skating before and after.
This
should draw a crowd, as it will be one of tbe finest
on

0

TELEPHONE 451.
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yeople

AT NEW YORK.

ON TBE KOLLEBS.

may5

Congress St., Corner Brown.eod2c

mediotne It is?

New Yorks.0 2 0 1 4 0
Providence.0 1 3 0 0 0
Called on acoount of rain.

AN ATTRACTION WORTH SEEING.
Blake and Foster Combination of bicyclists,

NTo. 499

Manager,

P. GOSS, 227 Middle

Philadelphia*.0

Eleven

N. H. STUDLEY,

_a

special

18 Exchange Street,

PORTLAND SAYINGS BANK BUILDING,

In this city, April 29, by Bev. Arthur Wilde
Lalthe, Charles Barbour and Miss Annie Lester Gill,*
both of Portland.
;in Hebron, April 19, Howard T. Mitchell at Freeport and Miss Lena F, Gurney of Mechanic Falls.
In Anson, April 18, .John F. Clark of Fairfield
and Mrs. Sarah A. Dunlap of Madison.

AT PHILADELPHIA.

Bostons.

from this city to Cape Elizabeth, was launched
yesterday afternoon from the yard of C. B.
Harrington in Bath.

The
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Journal says: Lightning seems to have struck
Saturday two members of the Augusta board
of United States examining surgeons for pensions.
Commissioner of Pensions Black has
taken the heads off of Drs. W. B. Lapham and
J. O. Webster, removing them from the board
and appointing Drs. George W. Martin and L.
J. Crocker, leaving one member for the present of the old board on, Dr. Geo. E. Brickett.
Dr. Lapham has been a member of the board
for about twenty years, or since the war, fifttjou jemto uu mo AAujcuuta uoaru ana ior
many
Dr. Webster has been on
years the secretary.
the board seven years, and of late its secretary.
Dr. Brickett has been a member some ten
The board met every Wednesday for
yearB.
the examination of sncb applicants for United
States pensions as may be ordered before
them. A large number of cases are examined
ever; week, and the Angnsta board has had
the reputation of being one of the best in the
State.

other

Chicagos.4

The People’s Perry.
A despatch from Bath says that the
ferryboat for the People’s Ferry Company, to run

are one

A

Thursday.

A. O. H

Tomorrow night, Division No. 1, of the Ancient Order of
Hibernians, will give their
ninth annual ball at
City Hall. Chandler
will furnish the
music, and this excellent
charitable institution should be well patronized. The tickets are placed at
figures which
renders dancing a pleasure indeed.

of the
Fraternity have learned with profound reet of the death of their late associate, Mrs. Bion
radbury.
They desire to bear witness to the noble character of their lriend and fellow worker, and
to express the deep feeling of loss whiok they have
sustained. From the inception of the Fraternity te
the latest hour of attendance upon the
meetings of
the board, Mrs. Bradbury has always shown wisdom, earnestness and love, and her associates will
always feel the inspiration of her helpful life in all
the work which they shall undertake in behalf of
tbs young of Portland.
They also feel that the

Biddeford .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—1
Dr. Vose received a letter from Mr. W. H. Moody
of Haverhill yesterday, stating that his team did
net claim a forfeited game from the Portlands, as
they did not wish to win a game in that way. Mr.
Moody asked that the first Saturday possible the
game be played off between the two nines. There
are no Saturdays open, but the Portlands wiil
try
to make arrangements to play the game off this

by a

was an

adopted:

Resolved, That the board of government

Portland

only give by innings:
Haverhill.00102000 0—3

Moulton, Esq., then in a pretty speech presented Mr. and Mrs. Jones with an elegant
easy
chair and several other gifts of less value. Mr.

a

to issue a certificate
stating the grade or
class in the membership of the association, of
the holder of the same.
The committee on nominations presented
the names of the following persons, who were
duly elected officers for the ensuing year, viz.:
Rev. B. P. Snow, Biddeford, President; Miss
L. M. Chadwick, Saco, secretary and treasurer, and Moses J. Haines, Biddeford, Tbeo. T.
Toung, Saco, and Miss L. F. Jordan, Kennebunk, executive committee.
Supervisor B. R. Melcher followed with a
very fine paper on School Manners.
Owing to
the lateness of the hour the subject was not
opened for discussion.
Mr. L. E. Pease was then introduced and
asked the teachers and friends to vaoate their
seats for a little while, which they did, and he
brought in a class of 50 pupils, with whom he
illustrated the teaching of the elements of penmanship by what is known as the“Compromise
System” or “Straight Back System.” The exhibition was ably carried out by Mr. Pease and
his class, and was highly interesting to those
At the conclusion of the exercise
present.
Mr. Pease, in an affable manner, gave some
excellent hints and explanations in reference
to teaohing writing.
A resolution of thanks to the teachers and
citizens of Saco for their generous hospitality
during the convention was presented by Mr.
Owen of Buxton Centre in behalf of visiting
teaoters and friends, which was adopted by a
unanimous vote.
Remarks were made upon the workings of
the convention, and the meeting adjourned at
noon to meet at the call of the executive committee.
Thus ended one of
the most successful sessions of the association ever held.
W.

Portland Fraternity.
At the regular monthly meeting of the board
of government of (the Portland Fraternity, the

can

purchased

were authorized
to such as should apply,

Haverhill yesterday, witnessed a very pretty
game of ball there between the home team and the
Blddefords. The game was called at 3 o’clock, and
from the outset was close and exciting, brilliant
plays being made by both nines. On account of the
poor condition of the grounds several errors were
made. The Associated Press failed to furnish the
detailed score as agreed upon, consequently we

night.

ansi

VM

“False Shame,” “Brighton,” “Cora,” “Blorn,”
“Family Honor,” and other plays which are
known on both sides of the Atlantic.

BAVEBHILLS 3, BIDDEFORDS 1.
A crowd of between five and six hundred

of the choicest lines of Fine Dress Goods ever shown in Portland.
Oar late pnt chase enables ns to offer line goods for mnch less than
earlier in the season. We intend this season to make
those
a specialty of Fine and Medium Price Dress Goods, and at the low
we intend to make on onr goods it will insure a qnick sale. We
nvite one and all to give ns a call and examine onr goods whether in
want or not, and we will assure every customer they will have flrstclass attention shown them.

secretary

in

wholly

I

Towel.

Congress Street.

8th,

were

ary work occurred.
At four o’clook Prof. S. K.
Hitohings of Biddeford gave an excellent and interesting address on mineralogy in public schoolB, whioh
was carefully listened to by those
present.
At this point the meeting adjourned to meet
at half past seven in the Congregational church
at which time Hon. N. A. Luce of Augusta
delivered a very able and telling address.
At nine o'clock, May 2d, the convention met
agreeably to adjournment, in Spring street
Grammar school building. The business of the
association and reports of the committees were
now in order.
The committee appointed to present
plans
of re-organization, offered a new set of
by-laws
which were unanimously adopted. One prominent feature of this constitution was an article
on membership, which provides for a
graded
or classified membership, viz: Class
A, to consist of active teachers who have taught more
than 100 weeks, and such school officers who
have served at least six years.
Class B, to consist of active teachers who
have taught 24 weeks, and school officers ineligible in class A, and class C to consist
of
such as
are
not elligible
in
classA
es
and
B.
is
exMembership
tended to all persons of York county who are
interested in education.
A form of certificate

John T. Raymond will be at Portland
Theatre May 18th.
A notable event will take place at the New
York Academy of Mnsic on Thursday evening,
May 7, when Mr. Edwin Booth, who has finished a successful season, has consented to
appear with Mme. Ristori on her farewell
appearance in America. This will be an exceedingly interesting event, as it will be the
only appearance of these two artUts. Macbeth
is the play selected, Mr. Booth playing Macbeth to the Lady Macbeth of Mme. Ristori.
“Der Feldprediger, which Col. McCaull produces at Wallack’s on Monday night under
the title of the Black Hussar, is an operetta in
three acts. It is dramatically and musically
interesting in the first and second acts, but
goes all to pieces from a dramatio view in the
third, the interest being, however, sustained
Milloeeker’s score,
by very pretty music.
though by no means strikingly original, has a
number of bright melodies and some spirited
martial music. There is nothing in it that
you can hum or whistle on your way home
or reoall with special favor, but it is
always
interesting, and at times stirring.”
Walter Goold’s “Cupid" was produced in
Brooklyn last night.
Miss Ada Cavendish, the actress,was married
Sunday to Mr. Frank A. Marshall, the dramatist, anther of “Mad as a Hatter,” "Q E. D.,”

of

7 th &

followed by an animated
discussion, much being said pro and con.
Following this a general discussion on prim-

BASE BALL.

wholly unexpected visit to Mr.

and Mrs. T. Frank Jones of Deering last
It was the twentieth anniversary of the

These papers

K. Hall.

resolutions were

knowledge.

ness

Mo.

One
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E. P. Sampson of Saco, and Mias L.
A. Burbank of Biddeford, who were to prepare and present suoh changes as the; might
deem advisable.
The following were also
made a committee on nominations, viz.: Royal E. Gould of Biddeford, E. P. Sampson and
Miss Ada Gill of Saco.
The first paper to be
presented to the association, entitled “Ttte
School District SyBtem,” by Moses J. Haines
of Biddeford, was deferred on account of the
absence of Mr. Haines.
The subject of temperance instruction called
for by the State law was taken up and fa lively
discussion followed, being participated in by
Hon. JS. A. Luce, State Superintendent, President Snow, Dr. Graves of Saco, Prof. 8. K.
Hitchings of the Biddeford High Sohool and
others. At the close of this discussion the
meeting adjourned until two o’clock.
Upon the opening of the afternoon session,
President Snow read a most excellent paper
on “What studies should be placed in the
English High School business course?’’
He took
the ground that, in our day, almost every department of business demands educated men
and that the course as it is now constituted, is
none too heavy for a business life.
Mr. Snow was followed by Supervisor B. R.
Melcher of Saco, who presented an able
paper,
showing that the usual high school course is too
heavy, and reoommendin? a two year’s oonrse,
embracing all the essentials of a thorough busi-

NOTES.

following

Portland,

Wednesday, Thursday and

Friday, May 6th,

Centre,

Amphion Quartette.

wife, Andover;

Haverhill; B. F. Rollins, Plymouth, Hass.; C.
Garceau, Providence, R. I.
Miss Elinor H. Richardson, who has been
employed in the Press office since 1879, died
yesterday after a long illness. She was a lady
of marked literary taste, and the Press has

epee ted.

organ

and

non. itamuna

J—211 !_

will

Phelps

on
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held last tali, alter which the secretary,
Miss Lydia M. Chadwick of Saco, read the report of the last meeting, which was duly accepted. Several teachers made remarks desiring certain changes in the organi zation and
membership of the association. The subject
was fully discussed and finally referred to a
committee, consisting of Supt. Snow, B. R.

Alrestus A.
Edward E.

Portland, Me.

OFFICE AND RESIDENCE:

We shall offer

AUCTION SALE

LARGE

or

u!CsrrMa,tor,*“',,ra®?4
J. H. WHIDDEN, M. D.,
DR. C. H. BURK,

not

Miss Cora Blanchard.
Violin Solo—Fantasia on Martha.
Master Jamie Dyer.
The First Settler’s Story.Will Carleton
Miss Belle Bangs.
Miss Edith Entertains her Sister’s Beau.. Bret Harte
Miss Maude Hawkins.
Dnet—The Pilot Brave.
Parkman and Goss.
The Maiden Martyr.
Miss Susie May Merrill.
Courting Under Difficulties.....
Miss Lizzie H. Knight (of Boston.)
The Catholic Psalm .Hubbard
Miss May Carl.
Quartette—The Vacant Chair.

At the Falmouth Hotel last night were:
Charlie Collins and wife, Easton, Pa.; F. H.
Gage and F. P. Kruse, New York; Hon. Aus-

The annual May drill and inspection of the
militia will ooour this evening when the companies will appear in uniform and be InIDACtfld.

Spoopendyke

—

New Dress Goods.

President Snow then briefly addressed the
meeting, Btating why the annual meeting was

Quartette-Twilight Bells.
Amphion Qnartette.
The Doom of Claudius and Cynthia.Thompson

Mr. Fred M. Fling, formerly of Portland,
but now a teacher in Biddeford, will have the
editorial charge of the Old Orchard Sea Shell
the coming summer. The first number will
be issued the first of Jn’y

The St.

nizable in almost every school from Kittery to
Parsonsfield. Two meetings a year have been
held until the last, when a meeting did not occur, for various reasons, and each was characterized by perfect harmony, great earnestness
and profitable results.
The annual meeting was called to order by
the president, Rev. B. P. Snow, superintendent of Sohools of Biddeford, and an earnest
prayer was offered by Rev. J. M. Bailey of

READINGS.
The following will be the programme of the
entertainment which will be given at Rossini
Hall by Miss Lizzie H. Soule’s pupils Thursday night, assisted by the Amphion Qnartette:
Duet—Betnrn of Spring.Moelling
Misses Annie and Emma Allen.

Miss Helen

OP

—

deeper education among the scholars of the
eonnty, and the results of its work are recog-

orig-

—

No. 98 Exehange St,

er,

The play is exceedingly attractive and is
well calculated to exhibit the strong points of
each of this excellent theatrical organization.
It will be the farewell trip of the company
this season. The tickets will be ready at the
theatre box office to-morrow.

way to Calais, where he will deliver a lecture
this week.

ture this evening at 7 30 o’clock at the
parlor
reading rooms, No. 113 Pearl street. The pub-

“—v.

Xno

:anks each succeeding year.
The association
aas done much to develop a desire for a broad-

day.

John Boyle O’Beilly (editor of the Pilot)
and lady were in tbe city yesterday, on their

memory of the late William H. Allderdioe,
who was a member of the association.
Elder A. O. Burrill from Vermont will lec-

ranks with teachers
This association was organized Oct.
!, 1880, and its cateer has been surpassed by no
educational society in Maine, with the possible
(xceptlon of the Pedagogical. It sprang into
(xistenoe in Biddeford, with a
membership of
(0, and there hare been fresh additions to its

assucianuu uuuer me new

oy-iaws.

Briggs,-

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
American A Foreign Patents,

County

schools, and the
and west swelled
from neighboring

Herbert G.

AUCTION IALN

east

;owns.

and the

BUSINESS CARDS,

GRAND DISPLAY

Saoo

:he

perhaps materially affecting pub-

PIQUE.
lover of good theatricals will with to
see the Boston Museum Company in "Pique,”
at Portland Theatre next Friday and Satur-

Associations.
Alexander J. Cameron of Maine has been
appointed to the Special Agents’ Corps, possibly to succeed Col. Chamberlin, of Vermont,
but he will be assigned to duty at Aspinwall.

and

nornipg trains from the

Every

route for home.
Mr. Orrin Hamilton, the veteran conductor
of the Boston & Maine, is fast regaining his
health.
The late Chandler Burns was a Mason and
a member of the Masonic and Citizens’ Belief

of Biddeford

irs

music AND DBA1U.

en

the
York
Teachers’ Association.

The annual meeting of the York Oouuty
1
reaohers' Association opened at the Middle
, itreet grammar school building in Saoo at 10
(’clock Friday morning, with a largo attendance of members from all parts of the
connty.
there was a full representation of the teach-

Jliner matters.
Official notioe has been given of the appointment of C. W. Spencer to the
position of assistant general superintendent of the Eastern
and Ontario divisions of the Canadian Paoific
Railway, with the head office at Montreal.

Personal.

meeting of

lenual

lic interests, be resorted to by a bankrupt institution, but resorted to by a corporation representing the largest amount of capital invested in railways under one control on this continent, the step amounts to little short of revolution. How the position thus assumed is
to be got away from no one is able to foresee.
The
pooling system has literally broken
down, not owing to any want of ability or energy on the part of the commission, but entirely owing to the action of representatives of
railways whose interests are involved in withholding their support from well-conceived and
perfectly practicable measures for concerted
action on a reasonable basis.
No one is able
to tell whether the lack of
support of Mr.
Fink results from personal jealousies, laok of
capacity or interested motives.
The railway
problem is approaching that phase whloh will
attract the earnest attention of the public, and
it is highly probable that it will not be settled until public interest in it has been reflected in legislative enactments,and those charged
with the administration of corporate property
are forced to act purely in the interests of
their trusts and free themselves from the embarrassing influence of speculators.”
Rotten and Maine Relief.
The Eastern Relief Association, organized
in April, 1883, by the employes of the Eastern
Railroad, has been changed to the Boston and
Maine Railroad Relief Association. The property and cash to the amount of $182.13, has
been transferred to the treasury of the new

George E. Mudgett, Arthur Plokering,
Howe, Jobn Bennett, James Kennedy,
Foye, William H. Hatch.

Messrs.Wm. H. Clifford and Nathan Cleaves
have returned from Washington.
Mr. Harry Andrews, of the Lewiston Journal, is in the city.
Mr. Isaac Emery and Miss Emery were in

Minnehaha.carried a quantity of furniture to the islands yesterday for the summer
cottagers and preparations are being made for
the summer sojourn among the islands.

tomorrow evening.
at 6 o’clock.

amereni or-

After extending to the speaker a vote of
thanks the meeting was adjourned.

The

are

aeveiopmem

me

room.

Portland as a freighter.
The Women’s Indian Association will meet
in the vestry of Williston Church this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
The Falmouth was so crowded with guests
last night that cots had to be placed in the
parlors and hallways.
The usual gospel temperance
meeting will
be held at the Gospel Mission this
evening at
7.45 o’clock. All are invited.

lio

or

or

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

EDUCATIONAL.

inal purpose of the organization has been extended and it now includes sickness, accident
and death in its beneficiaries.
There are now
120 members, with a constant increase of membership. The officers for the year are:
President-Daniel W. Sanborn.
Vice President—Augustus Colby.
Secretary and Treasurer—Arthnr A. Ingalls.
Directors—Oliver E. Buss, Charles E. Armitage,

gans of the child’s body from the time it
neither saw nor felt nor thought anything up
to a finely developed man.
All the organs of
the child being a bundle of possibilities or
germs, but not as yet actual. He then stated
the way by which these germs were unfolded;
by God, by home and school training, and by
As nature feeds and
humanity at large.
stimulates the germ, or chestnut, so nature
does the child, and thus develops the) eve,
the hand and the mind. The meaning of edusation, he says, is a thorough proportional
development of the whole body, and he who
has thiB development is sure to succeed. He
made an earnest appeal to the teachers that
they should ever labor with this end in view.
His remarks were listened to with much interest and would be profitable for all teachers to
follow out in their daily work in the school-

Fine but

quilt.

tention,

Total.6,017

be fonnd at
the stores of Geo. C. Shaw & Oo., A. L. Milieu & Oo., W. L. Wilson & Oo., and Wm.Milllken & Oo.
myCeodtf

JUDGE

of the characteristics of the commune rather
than of a conservative management which
commands the confidence of investors.
So
radical a measure as reducing the passenger
rates between New York and Ghioago to $1
per head might, without attracting public at-

AVERAGE NUMBER BELONGING.

Bailey & Co., will commence the sale
large invoice of crockery, at their rooms
at 10 o'clock this morning, which will offer a
rare opportunity to hotels, restaurants, and
housekeepers to obtain fine ware at their own
price. The sale includes everything in plain
and decorative ware.

BEFOBE

manding enough confidence to conirol the situation. The companies with the largest oapital, and who ought to be most conservative,
are pursuing a reckless policy, partaking more

331
High school.
Grammar schools.1,200
Primary schools.3,486

a

Supreme

bad as it possibly could be under almost any
The large
ciroumstancea.
companies are
drifting without ano settled poliey, and there
is no one with sufficient influence and com*

Total...0467

F. O.

of

|

as

High school. 385
Grammar schools.1,888
Primary schools.4,39*

Cottage.
Wanted—Mrs. Foley.

The mercury shrunk below freezing
and snow fell Incessantly the greater part of
he day. A light coaster rode out the storm outride
>f Cushing’s Island and
another vessel lay at
■uchor at Richmond’s Island. A considerable area
, f reoently
aud
planted territory was
ploughed
1 ubmerged by the recent storms.
We are informed that John N. Wheeler, who
j ately sold his Bowery Beach place to Mr. John
1 irown, whose buildings were destroyed by lire last
rinter, lias bought on terms very satisfactory to
] itmsolf the well-kuown Stanford farm in Soarboro.

K>iut,

about the present condition of affairs in railroad circles, gave expression in the following

WHOLE NUMBER ADMITTED.

To Let—Farm.
Tor Sale—Large

19th ultimo.

Mr. Joseph Hickson, general manager of the
Grand Trank Railway, questioned recently

population of the city.
The following are the statistics:

Portland Trust

MATTERS.

The Railroad Situation.

schools by grades, and by these it 'appears that
there have been on an average in the schools
during the month of April, this year, 250 more
than during the corresponding month the year
before. This was explained as resulting in
part from a better attendance, and in part
from an aotual increase of 1000 or more to the

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS,
New Dress Goods—N. H. Studley.
QSpeoialtles—Owen, Moore st Co.
Boys’ Shirt Waists -A. B. Butler.
K M. C. M. Association.
Jersey Waists—N. H. Studley.
Louis J. Gray—Livery, Boarding ani Sale Stable.
Savings Bank Book Lost.
For Sale—Established Shoe Store.
For Sale

RAILWAY

The regular monthly meeting of this Association was held last evening, Superintendent
Tash presiding.
The reoords were read and approved.
The secretary read the statistics of the

Photographer,
Fine Portrait* a .peoiauy,

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL
Portland Me

8oJl»

NEGOTIATED.
holding paid np Life
PERSONS
Policies with the old Mutual Life
ble
to

or

companies who may wish
negotiate loans thereon, may do

W.
S»1

D.

Endowment

or other reliadispose of same or
soon

application

LITTLE.

31 EXCHANGE ST.
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